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Mallory engineering tirst made all -electric
automobile radio practical through the
Mallory-Elkon "B" Eliminator.

Then Mallory engineering perfected automotive radio by developing the MalloryElkon Self Rectifying Elkonode to give

perfect reception in a self-contained,
effective unit.

Performance-Progress-Prestige! Mallory
engineering consta itly contributes to the

prestige of good sadio sets through new
developments.
This Fall, your customers will "reach for
the joy of living" with thousands of Mallory
equipped auto radio sets. Be sure you get
your share of auto radio business-and be
sure the sets you sell are Mallory equipped.
Replacement parts ire available. Ask your
jobber.

kALLORY
ELKON
;REACH FOR

SiMALLORY BRINGS IT
WITHIN THE REACH OF

TIN JOY OF LIVING

YOUR

CUSTOMERS

.

.

.

and puts GREATER PROFITS

within your grasp
P. R.

MALLORY.

et

COMPANY, INC.

25 Cents per Copy

INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
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DON'T GAMBLE
THIS fall you do not rieed to speculate on
a new and untried line: The Zenith Challenger line "beat the gun" by three months.
Breaking all radio precedent, these new
models were introduced in May. They have
been tried in the crucible of the summer

...

and they have knocked sales recmonths
ords sky high every place they have been
shown during the year's dullest season.
You don't have to take the slightest chance.
You can know beyond a shadow of a doubt
that this top-quality, bottom -priced line will
bring you sales and profits in a volume that
has been a stranger since 1929.
Get in touch with your Zenith distributor
at once, or write us.

MODEL 755
tube advanced type AC superheterodyne circuit.. Shadow graph Tuning... automatic volume control... 8 inch dynamic
tuning range 1750
speaker
dial calibrated in kilocycles
to 535. Cabinet is 6 legged console of graceful design. Front
panel of butt walnut with Pilaster panels of butt walnut. Top
arch of California maple hurl. 40" high; 24,14" wide; 14' deep.
8

...

...

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
Chicago, Illinois

3620 Iron Street

MODEL 706-.1

MODEL 705- 6140.
tube advanced type

cabinet of modern design. 6 tube advanced
type AC superheterodyne circuit. Automatic
Vervolume control
nier Tuning ... dynamic
. . dial calispeaker
brated in kilocyclestuning range 1750 to 535
.. gets police calls! The
cabinet is of solid walnut
with butt walnut panel.
8
high; 15,14" wide;

AC

superheterodyne circuit.
Automatic volume conVernier Tuning
trol
. dynamic speaker .
dial calibrated in kilo.

...

...

e;,len-tuning range

535. . gets
police calls! Cabinet has
beautifully figured butt
1750 to

walnut front-genuine

4

imported marquetry inlay with top border finished in maple burlsolid walnut top-fluted
ends. 834' high; 153e
wide; 6j4" deep.

"YOUR

CONCEPTION

7W" deep.

OF

RADIO

VALUES

WILL
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COMPLETELY
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H ERE ARE PROVED SALES
ilite MODEL 750-FULLIZE CONSOLE
tube
advanced type AC superheterodyne circuit. Shadow graph Tuning ... automatic
volume control
. dynamic speaker
dial calibrated in kilocycles-tuning
range 1750 to 535... gets
police calls! Never before has
a Zenith console radio with
Sbadowgraph Tuning been

-6

...

sold

at such

a low price.

Front panel of this console is
of matched, mottled Australian laurel wood, with genuine wood carving&
38°
high; 13' deep; 22' wide.

MODEL 760-Console

of modern design. 9 tube advanced type AC superhetero-

dyne circuit. Automobile

(dash -type) escutcheon including Shadowgraph Tuning
. visual tone indicator .
visual volume indicator . .
automatic volume control
.. twin 8'dynamic speakers.
An exceptionally beautiful
cabinet of modern designtop side panels are of California maple burl separated
with genuine imported marquetry. 3834' high; 23X"
wide; 23' deep.

MODEL 707-6

.1111

-MODEL 711-6

tube advanced type AC
superheterodyne circuit.
Automatic volume con.
Vernier Tuning
trol
. dynamic speaker ...
dial calibrated in kilo-

tube advanced type AC
superheterodyne circuit.

1750 to 535 . . . gets
police calls! The cabinet
is butt walnut in front

police calls! Entire cabinet of beautifully figured
. gold
butt walnut

Shadowgraph Tuning...
automatic volume con-

...

trol

cycles-tuning range

and has"book-end" style

plated metal trimming
inlay . .. border of gen-

construction. Border

across the top and bottom of genuine imported
marquetry. 8' high; 17'
wide; 634' deep.

CHANGED

... dynamic speaker

.. dial calibrated in kilo-

cycles-tuning range
. gets
1750 to 535.

uine imported marquetry. 8%' high; 16'
wide; 634' deep.

WHEN

YOU

SEE

THIS

NEW

ZENITH

LINE

!

"
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IT PAYS TO SELL
Stromberq-Curkon Pud1oa
Every dealer who undertakes the sale of a manufacturer's
goods enters into something of a partnership with that
manufacturer. Their interests become common. This is
particularly true when the selling is direct from the factory to the dealer as it is with us.
This direct contact lets us work closely with our dealers
and permits entire frankness between us. It is very helpful to both.
The fact that Stromberg -Carlson dealers make money is
pretty generally known. They work with goods which
bear a proper price and yield a reasonable margin for
both of us.
We have kept up our high quality even through depression, and that is good for us both, too. Because now,
people are wanting quality again.
There are still localities not conflicting with existing
Stromberg -Carlson dealers where we could work to mutual
advantage with a dealer of standing.
"There is nothing finer than a Stromberg -Carlson."
STROMBERGCARLSON TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

1894

Suombe

ee

Aston

MAKERS OF VOICE TRANSMISSION AND VOICE RECEPTION APPARATUS FOR MORE THAN THIRTY-FIVE YEARS
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The 12 Year Record:
AudiolA announces a new Fall line
of home receivers, complete from
$17.95 to $99.95. Outstanding
values in quality receivers, popu-

larly priced.
4 tube Compact
5 tube Compact
7 tube Console

8 tube
tube
tube
tube
tube

10
7
8
10

Console
Console
Table Model
Table Model
Table Model
(Also farm sets)

$17.95
28.88
69.95
84.95
99.95
49.95
68.95
79.95

-

No suppressor-auto radios
6 tube
$59.95
7 tube
79.95

1. No Dumping. 2. No Financial Diffi-

culties. 3. 80% of our Accounts with
us 5 years or more. 4. Sound Engineering. 5. Consistently Fine Radios.
6. No mergers. 7. Generous Distributor Discounts. 8. Thorough Manufacturing. 9. No Stock Deals. 10. No
Orphan Models. 11. Labor always paid
fair wage rate. 12. A sound and Constructive Factor in the Radio Industry.

AUDIOLA RADIO COMPANY
430

S. GREEN ST.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY RADIOS SINCE 1921

END NOW

If you are
looking for a real line that has PERMANENCY, and want to tie up with a sound
and progressive manufacturer, wire or
write for illustrated bulletin showing our
complete new line.

.t3DI13L
stAD/0

KNOWN FOR ITS TONE

3
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EVERY AUTO RADIO OWNER
WILL DEMAND THIS NEW .. .

FILTERIZER
ROOF AERIAL

FOR THE

D(1MELIOHT

TAIL

TOBE AUTO
EILTERIZER,

LIGHT
TOBE DOME
AND TAIL LIGHT
FILTERETTE

UNDER CAR AERIAL

AUTOMOBILE
RADIO

FOR USE WITH EITHER ROOF OR UNDER CAR AERIAL

INCREASES SIGNAL STRENGTH
REDUCES MOTOR NOISES
MAKES RADIO RECEPTION WHILE MOTORING FULLY ENJOYABLE
CONNECTS TO ANY AUTOMOBILE RADIO IN ANY MOTOR CAR
SIMPLE TO INSTALL
Kit consists of:
TOBE Auto Radio Filterizer
1-Aerial Filterizer unit with 10 feet of filterized
which greatly increases the signal
strength and keeps motor noise off the lead-in.
For any type of car aerial.
lead-in

1-Dome light Filterette-inductive capacitive-

which stops noise from getting to the aerial in
the roof via the dome light wires. When the
aerial is under the running board or the car
chassis, this Filterette, when connected to tail
light wires, stops noises from getting to the
aerial via the tail light circuit. This Filterette
will not dim dome or tail light.

MODEL NO. 36

LIST PRICE $4.95

I-Ammeter Filterette to stop noises present on
low tension wires, and those caused by electric

DEALERS' NET-$2.97

car heaters.

ORDER AN INITIAL
STOCK OF TOBE
AUTO RADIO FILTERIZER KITS AT ONCE
FROM YOUR LOCAL

DISTRIBUTOR.
STOCKED BY LEADING

DISTRIBUTORS
EVERYWHERE.

AERIAL FILTERIZER SYSTEMS
FOR ALL HOME RADIOS
WILL MAKE GOLDEN PROFITS FOR
YOU. A new fertile field has been opened
for the aggressive dealer and service man.
TRAIN your salesmen and servicemen
NOW to sell .{
AERIAL FILTERI OBE
IZERS.
Insist on the original GENUINE TOBE FILTERIZERS, manufactured by the leaders and recognized
authorities on radio noise elimination. It's easier to
SELL THE BEST.

MODEL 33
AERIAL FILTERIZER
WHEN PROPERLY CONNECTED TO ANY HOME RADIOeliminates from 50 to 90 per cent of all man-made static-increases
signal strength-can be connected to operate any number of receivers
from one aerial. Kit contains: 1-Aerial Filterizer Unit, 1-Receiver
Filterizer Unit, 75 -foot coil of Filterized lead-in wire.

LIST PRICE-$5.45

Dealers' net-$3.27

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORPORATION
FILTERETTE DIVISION

CANTON, MASS.
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RADIO PROGRESS WEEK

STEWART
WARN ER
ua./ JIarnwny
HARMONY

THE

T 0

EYE

HARMONY

T 0

THE

RADIO
DOUBLE VALUES . . GREAT RADIOS
CONCEALED IN FINE FURNITURE
Here's just what women have been asking for-a radio that
doesn't look like a radio. Here's today's double value-a high
grade, up -to -the minute radio set, PLUS a handsome and useful
piece of furniture, both at one cost.
These furniture masterpieces, in which Stewart -Warner's latest
developments in superheterodyne radios have been adroitly
concealed, are offered in a Louis XV Bookcase, French Commode and Duncan Phyfe table models, priced as low as $39.50.
The superb bookcase model illustrated, is the top number of
the line. Complete with twin dynamic speakers and latest
10 -tube circuit, it is priced at only $87.50.

CONSOLES, WORLD-WIDE MIDGET AND
AUTOMOBILE RADIOS
To enable dealers to cash -in on every possible prospect through
a 100% sales appeal, Stewart -Warner offers a model for every
taste and pocketbook. There's the newest type console; the
new Magic Dial Round -the -World Radio-fascinating to
operate-mysterious, thrilling-offering the last word in worldwide reception; and the new Stewart -Warner Companion Sets
-personal miniature superheterodyne radios for everyone, in
novel book form and in walnut cabinets. Also the new, povver-

E

A R

S

ful, compact, single unit Stewart -Warner Auto Radios, designed by Stewart -Warner automotive and radio engineers to

give the "finest reception on the road."

FOR THE FACTS

Mail

This Coupon

ncan Phyla viodel

dio for World.
Reception

C

el
ion Set

'STEWART-WARNER CORPORATION
I

1826 Diversey Parkway, Chicago

lease send me full Information on your new Radio Lines
attiring Dual Harmony Models.

ame

ig

-

ddress

Auto Rd
City

State
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TWATER

RADIO

HE TIME for -"hanging on"
is past. This Fall is a time to
make money. And Atwater Kent
dealers are going to do just that.

Here are eight of the new
Atwater Kent Radios for 1934.
"Eye value" in every model to
the nth degree. And inside,
every improvement and worthwhile new feature. Here is a line
backed by years of Atwater Kent

experience and reputation; built
with Atwater Kent precision
workmanship; and priced for
PROFITS as well as sales.
MODEL 510. This truly beautiful console cabinet houses the same chassis as in Model 310,
shown on opposite page. It's modernistic, yesbut only in the sense that it takes advantage of
the national trend in design that has come from
"A Century of Progress Exposition " It has "eye
value" plus and sells itself the minute
you place it on your floor

ATWATER KENT MOTOR CAR RADIO
IS

MODEL 667. Here is the latest 7 -tube superheterodyne console. Tone control, automatic volume control. All broadcasting wave -lengths plus
police and amateur channels. The popularity of
this model is assured by the beautiful $5950
cabinet of artistic modern design

...

MODEL 217. Latest

7-

tube superheterodyne
compact. Unusual dis-

tance, selectivity and sensitivity. Automatic volume
control. Reaches all broadcasting wave-lengths plus
police and amateurchannels.

$4500

MODEL 708. An 8 -tube,
full size, full performance
combinationbroadcast and
short-wave receiver. Tremendous power and sensitivity at every wave-length

between 540 and 20,000
kilocycles. Designed to
fit convenient $
cabinet shown.

5990

AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL MODELS

THERE ARE TWO NEW MODELS

ATWATER KENT BATTERY

OF
SET

THE

7
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ATWATER KENT

RADIO

Watch for the Atwater Kent
advertising in the leading magazines and in newspapers. Ask
your Atwater Kent distributor
about the NEW billboard campaign. It's the kind of advertising that SELLS-for you.
Atwater Kent Radio for 1934
is the PROFIT line for every
dealer who sells it.
Rocky Mountain region and
prices slightly higher

west-

ATWATER KENT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
A. Atwater Kent, President

Philadelphia, Pa.
The prices given on these pages are

subject to change without notice

MODEL 310. The truthful tone of this remarkable 10 -tube receiver sets new standards in radio
enjoyment. 4 gang condenser, automatic volume
control, 4 point tone control, "shadow" tuning,
silent tuning, police and amateur signals. Six legged cabinet of interesting design
pp
and richly finished wood
$p

0O

MODEL 165. Remarkable
tone and great volume for
so reasonably priced a set.
5 tubes, automatic volume

control, police signals.
Full-size speaker in this

artistic small cabinet of
beautifully figcared walnut..

$2990
L

MODEL 275. For those
wanting the very latest in

design there is this new,
smart, modern small radio.
5 -tube A. C. and D. C., only
81/8"

high. Exceptional

tone due to improved and
larger speaker. This mod-

ern small radio is surprisingly lowpriced at . ..

$AA9O

L7

MODEL 711. The ultimate in radio receivers.
11 -tube combination broadcast and short wave
superheterodyne. 4 gang condenser, automatic
volume control, 4 point tone control, silent tuning and "shadow" tuning, improved volume control, new Atwater Kent auditorium type speaker,
all wave tuning from 540 to 23,000 kilocycles.
Richly carved cabinet of matched and blended

woods,equallyattractivewith
French doors open or shut

45000

Radio Retailing,
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When

T U N O -SOL
puts himself

i

al

tubes at all times

a

Dealer gets the franchise for

RADIO TUBES

he automatically

position to carry a COMPLETE STOCK of all types of

... Lost sales due

for

not having what the customer wants

... The Tung -Sol plan also does other definite things for
the Tung -Soll dealer that no other sales plan does ... Write today and

are eliminated

find out about them!

TUNG-SOL RADIO TUBES

Inc.

Newark, N. J.
Atlanta Boston

Charlotte Chicago Cleveland Dallas Detroit Kansas City Los Angeles New York

St. Paul

Form No. T-

LC/

PRESENTS

FOR 1934

"SMART SET" OF RADIO
.

.

,

revolutionized by Duo -Valve
Self -Shielded Tubes
www.americanradiohistory.com

DUETTE Model 55-5 tubes (3 Duo -Valve). Lacewood; ebonized top and bottom; aluminum grille. A. V. C. Police and

short-wave to 4400

K. C.

DUO-MODERN Model 49
4 tubes (2'. Duo -Valve).

$35.50

Two-tone finish, natural
and ebony; aluminum grille.
Police and short-wave to

3500

K. C.

$24.95

MASTER SIX Model 461-6 tubes (2 Duo
Valve). Matched butt walnut front; chromium'
grille. Tone control. A. V. C. Police calls.,

$42.50

"SMART SET" APPEARANCE

STUDIO Model 59-5 tubes 13 Duo-Valvve;.
Quarter -sliced birch; two-tone, natural and
ebony; aluminum grille. A. V. C. Police andl
short-wave to 4400 K C. $37.50

ricer rtgh^ty .Nigher
fa the WeºPaad Southwe.:t

GOTHIC Model 196
tubes (2 Duo Valve). Brown walnut
finish. Tone control.
A.'V. C Police calls.
$32.95

-6

463-6 tubes (2 Duo -Valve). Black walnut and lacewood paneling; chromium grille. Tone control. A.V. C. Police calls. $42.50

CENTURY SIX Model

HERE they are-America's smartest radios! Handsome cabinet woods, hand rubbed-a genuine
piano finish.... Distinctive design, keyed to the
modern spirit that A Century of Progress has educated millions to look for-and demand!
If you wart to lead the sales parade, sell the
Majestic. "Smart Set." If yc'u want to tag along.
sell the out -of-style mer.tandise that some no%
offer as ºeu;'.... Majestic advance bookings are
the largest since 1929. That's the answer!

-

Model 411-6 tubes (1 Duo -Valve). 110 -volt A. C.
portable. Self-contained aerial. Striped walnut,
harewood, and marquetry; aluminum grille. $29.50

DE LUXE
D. C.

195-5 tubes (3 Duo Valve). Brown walnut finish. A. V. C.
Police and short-wave to 4400 K. C.

-

GOTHIC Model

1

$29.95

kg

GOTHIC Model 194-4 tubes (2
Duo -Valve). Brown walnut finish.
Police and short-wave to 3500
K. C. $19.95

www.americanradiohistory.com

DUO -CHIEF Model 44
(2

Duo -Valve).

-4 tuhes

Walnut finish;

aluminum grille. Police and shortwave to 3500 K C. $24.95

Evening
23 (out
The
first
See
eptemb
j Stt
Post, September
Smar
19), for the

Saturday

September Majestic is to

ofaSeradoertis mentsLnes(
RADIOGRAPH Model 599-5 tubes (3 Dus -Valve). Combination radio -phonograph. American walnut top and
front panel. A V. C. Police and short-wave to 4400 K. C.

85-8 tubes (2 Duo -Valve).
Ma`ched butt walnut doors; figured walnut
panel; marquetry inlays; ebonized top and
base. Tone :ontrol. A.V. C. Class B output.
Police colis. $124.53 (liberal trade-in

Set"
leading national

ROYALE Model

"DUO -VALVE" PERFORMANCE

r

69-

SAVOY Mader

tubes (2 pea Valve'. All -ove6

walnut cabinet; top
panel Ccrpathiar
burled elm; stump
walnut center panelcross - banded wal-

nut side panels
Tone control. Q.V. C.
Police calls. $87.5C

(liberal trade-in
allowance)
PLAZA Model 68-6 tubes (Duo -Valve).
All-over waln:at fin-

ish; matched butt
walnut panel; lace wood overlay. Tone
control. A. V. C. Police calls. $72 SC

(liberal

trade

allowance)

EVERY model a s
P;Ices slightly helms
is the West cud Soathweat

TWIN SIX Auto Radio
Model

66-5

t.jbes (2

Duo -Valve). Tore con-

r

teradymle-with perform-

ance astonishingly stepped up by Majestic Duo Valve Self-Shielded tubes! TI'ae equivakent of at
two extra tubes in ever! sea What a powerfu:,
exclusive feature to help Ma, 3stic dealers sell
rings around ordinary sets! ...
The line is compete; the price range is right....
Majestic offers you the biggest cpportunity in the
radio field today.

let

86-8 tubes (2 Duo-Valve). All-over walnut cabinet; top panel Carpathian burled elm; stump. walnut
center pane:; cross -banded walnut side panels. Tone control.
A.V. C. Class B output. Police calls. $99.50 (liberal trade-in)
HYDE PARK Model

GIRIGSBY-GRUNOW CO.. 58C1 Dickens Avenue, Chicago

trol; A.V. C.; booster

switch. Dyiamüc
speaker, eliminator,
ana chassis in one case.
Airplane dial accJ.cteLy
calibrated in kilocf_les.
Nor -glare illumination.

Pilet light incicates
when current is passing
through receiver, and
acts as warri1g signal
that set is still in operation when station has
signed off.

$52.50. Extension
speaker, $9.95

67-6 tubes (2 Duo -Valve). Brown wa rut
finish; figured walnut center panel. Tone control. A. V C.
Police calls. $77.50 (liberal trade-in allowance,)
BARCLAY Model

.y

al1 .i,

ut2,!,44116.

riiíëk,ñi

?Ai),
Y

'

+

t'J,2Ster

.

BEN BERNIE and A:1 the Lads

A PERSONAL

MESSAGE FROM
THE OLD MAESTRO
"Listen, youse Guys and youse
Gals! Ben Bernie (the Old Maestro)
and All the Lads now make records
exclusively for good old Columbia.
Yowsah! I hope you'll like it!"

-Ben Bernie
And now it's Ben Bernie and his Blue Ribbon Casino lads who
join the parade of exclusive Columbia record stars. Wait till
"Marching
you hear the Old Maestro's first Columbia hits

...

Along Together" (the NRA song); "We Won't Have to Sell the
Farm"; "The Duke Is On a Bat Again"; and "Ain't It Marvelous"!
Ben Bernie belongs to the new era of new artists recently
announced by Columbia. And so do Ted Lewis, George Olsen,
Burns and Allen, Ethel Shutta, Clyde McCoy, Charlie Agnew, Mark

Columbia

Fisher, Paul Ash, Phil Harris, Fran Frey, and Gertrude Niessen.
There's money for dealers selling Columbia records. Ask the
young folks-always buying the latest Royal Blue dance records!
Ask the music -lovers, with libraries stocked with Masterworks*!
You might as well be sharing in this profitable extra business.

*Reg.

U. S.

Pat.

011.

COLUMBIA

PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, INC'
55 Fifth Avenue, New York City

Radio Retailing, September, 1933

Five 5 -Tube
Superheterodynes

Emerson

13

Two 6 -Tube
Superheterodynes

yQ.

-_..__.--_
_

Model 321-AW

PRESENTS A

Model 375

"SUPER-12"
LINE FOR 1933-34
Ranging in List Price from
Mode 'So-AVV

$19.95 to $49.95

:

Model 40

Two 7 -Tube
Superheterodynes

CEmerSOit
Radio and
Television

Model i50-AW

SI
You know the outstanding designs (frequently imitated) that have helped make EMERSON the Radio
Leader of 1933. You know Emerson's reputation for
high quality merchandise and for "a fair deal to the
dealer."

Model 30-AW

Radio's Greatest
Value

Model 755-M

Now Emerson presents-for the most important Fall
years-TWELVE new models for
every purse and purpose: AC -DC, Long -and-Short
Wave, Compacts, Consolettes. The small pictures on
this page give no adequate idea of the beauty of these
new Emerson models. Be sure to see them at the
Show-and watch for the Emerson broadside in the
season in many

mails soon.

AT THE SHOW :

Model 50-M

See EMERSON at the National Electrical Exposition

Madison Square Garden
Also at the Hotel Edison, New York

A Surprise!
ingenious new and
unique radio-Look for it at
the Emerson booths at the
National Electrical Exposition and in further trade
paper announcements.
An

Emerson Automobile
and Motorboat-Radio

EMERSON
RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
641 Sixth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Model 678

1a
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NOW THE FIRST PUBLIC

the new 1g34

VIBRO
_
`r

3705-7 tube, 11 tube performance
Dual Wave Vibro -Power superheterodyne Con$84.50
.
sole. 540 to 1900 Kilocycles .
MODEL 3605-7 tube, All Wave Vibro-Power
superheterodyne Console. 540 to 20,000 Kilo$94.50
cycles .
.

MODEL

370E-7 tube, 11 tube performance
Dual Wave Vibro -Power superheterodyne Con.
$74.50
sole. 540 to 1900 Kilocycles .
MODEL 360E-7 tube, All Wave Vibro -Power
superheterodyne Console. 540 to 20,000 Kilo.
.
.
.
$84.50
.
cycles . . . .

MODEL

370M-7 tube, 11 tube performance
Dual Wave Vibro -Power superheterodyne Con$78.50
.
sole. 540 to 1900 Kilocycles .
MODEL 360M-7 tube, All Wave Vibro -Power
superheterodyne Console. 540 to 20,000 Kilo$88 50
cycles . . .

MODEL

312G-12 tube Triple -Action Vibro Power superheterodyne. Between-StationSilence,
Continuous Type True -Pitch Tone Control $140

MODEL

260R-10 tube Double Action All Wave
Vibro -Power superheterodyne. Full -Band Automatic Volume Control, Silent Tuning, Quadri.
$109
Color Tuning Control

MODEL

MODEL

.

e11111.0ltgViufffril,

260C-Same chassis as Model 26011 in
Cabinet de luxe
$115
MODEL 312C-Same chassis as Model 312G in
.
cabinet similar to above
$130

15
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PREFERENCE RADIO LINE

AM E RICANBOSCH

POWER RADIO
...

...

Dual
All Wave sets
A. C.-D. C. sets
Consolet
Console Models
Wave sets
everything
Models
Personal Models
radio holds
from $2&5o to $r4o.00!

...
...

...

...

...

AHOUSEWIFE in Akron answered the
the doorbell. A young man showed her
photographs of a wide variety of radio
cabinets, asked her to pick her favorites.
A man in San Francisco was sitting on his
porch. Along came a young man with a portfolio of radio sets and asked him his preference.
Repeat these incidents in New York ... in
Washington
in St. Louis ... in several cities
large and small from coast to coast ... in thousands of interviews among men and women .. .
and you have an idea of the intensive methods
used to select the cabinets for Vibro -Power Radio
for 1934
the first Public -Preference radio
line in the country.
What a wonderful deal for dealers! No more
guesswork picking radio cabinets. No need now
to be "stuck" with a line of cabinets that the public somehow won't take to. Here ... in this new
1934 line of Vibro -Power Radio are cabinets
because
you can be sure the public will buy
they represent nearly 10,000 preferences of radio
owners and prospects in every section of the
country ... in every walk of life .. . in every
adult age group!
In Vibro -Power American -Bosch gives you
something real to demonstrate to the radio
prospect. Something he can hear. Something he
can compare with his present radio-and find
out what he is missing by comparison. Model
370T for example offers I i tube performance ...
astoundingly better 11 tube performance than
you have ever heard before. Yet the price is only
$52.50. All Vibro -Power models reproduce faithfully the full range of program frequencies up to
5000 cycles as transmitted by the broadcasting station!
With Vibro -Power engineering results .. .
to talk about, shout about, demonstrate ... with
public-preference cabinets to display and offer
. with prices lower than ever, performance
and value considered ... with NATIONAL ADVERTISING to create the demand ... there isn't
another line in all radio that promises you such
profit -possibilities this season! Write or wire for

...

355-(Left for A. C.-D. C. Current) and MODEL 350 (Right for A.C. Current) -5 tube, 8 tube performance Dual
Wave Vibro -Power superheterodyne Personal Radio. Portable. Size 113/ wide x
77,1' high x 6 15/16' deep. Built-in antenna.
Range 530 to 4200 Kilocycles (368 communication channels). Full automatic volMODEL

ume control- continuous type tone control;
3 gang condenser; 6 to 1 reduction for fine
tuning. Illuminated 2 color calibrated dial;
full floating coil large size dynamic speaker.
Fire Underwriters' Laboratories Approval.
R.M.A. seal. Solid brown tone, mahogany
cabinet with genuine inlay, hand -rubbed
piano finish and full wood back. $37.50

...

...

501-5 tube, 8 tube performance, Vibro -Power superheterodyne
Personal Radio for A. C. -D. C. operation. Portable. Size:10" wide x 7' high
x 5" deep. Weight: less than 8 pounds. Built-in antenna; no ground needed;
full Automatic Volume Control. Brings in Police calls. Rich wood cabinet
with hand -rubbed piano -case finish and real marquetry inlay. . $28.50
MODEL

new descriptive broadside.

UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CORPORATION
MASSACHUSETTS

SPRINGFIELD

Branches:

New York

Chicago

Detroit

Licensed under patents and application. of R.C.A.

HAVEYOU HEARD THE NEWS ABOUT THE
NEW AMERICAN -BOSCH VIBRO -POWER
CAR RADIO-SEE THE NEXT PAGE.

370T-7 tube, 11 tube performance Dual Wave Vibro -Power superheterodyne Consolet. 540 to 1900 Kilocycles. 3
gang condenser; continuous type tone conMODEL

trol. Full automatic volume control.

$52.50

360T-7 tube, All Wave VibroPower superheterodyne Consolet. 540 to
20,000 Kilocycles. 3 gang condenser; continuous type tone control. Full automatic
volume control
$62.50
MODEL
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NINE TUBE PERFORMANCE

,Have you

heard the
NFK,5

A car -radio at $39.95? That's not
news! A car -radio with 5 tubes? That's
not news! But... a full -powered, fullsized 9 -tube-performance car -radiofor

...

...

HOT
that's NEWS
$39.95
NEWS ... big exciting headline news!
This newest American Bosch set is a
full -Hedged car-radio at apopular low
price-the first at the price to offer
full-size chassis, full-power, full-automatic volume control, full -rich tone
quality, full-unblaring volume, fullrange tone fidelity, full 5 tube ninetube-performance-all for $39.95.
It's just out! It's the car-radio that will
sell well into the Fall and Christmas
season. Write or wire for dealer -profit proposition.
News flash: Sales are still climbing on
American Boscb Model ssoVibro-Power
Car-Radio-$49.95, the lowest price deluxe car -radio on the market.

w

UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CORP.

neve yott C
the NEevsd

MASSACHUSETTS
SPRINGFIELD
Detroit
New York
Chicago
Branches:
Canadian Warehouse: Toronto, Canada
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THE RADIO manufacturers are now
working under the NRA Electrical
Code. This necessary move was advantageous, all things considered. Under this
Code (see page 28) the radio makers can draft
their own Supplementary Radio Code, dealing with trade practices and other industry
reforms, if they desire to do so. The costs
of administration, as carried out by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association,
will be pro -rated among all radio manufacturers, whether NEMA members or not.
Thus code operation is now a reality and an
expense that will have to be faced for the
next 18 months or so, regardless of all other
considerations.
But this does not mean that the many other
necessary and useful functions of the Radio
Manufacturers Association should be suspended during this coming period of trial and
of rising costs. In fact a close organization
and a well -knit industry understanding will
be necessary now as never before. The radio
manufacturers must stand together as a radio
.

entity.

For the next five weeks the RMA has

a

large promotional job to do in making the
most of the Radio Prosperity Campaign and
of Progress Week, October 2 to 7. If radio
manufacturers have been harassed and distracted by rising wage scales, as NRA takes
hold, now is the time to concentrate on selling; to turn the tables and to take advantage
of the new buying markets that increased labor
earnings all over the country have created.
Furthermore, after the present campaign is
over, there will be vital need for continuing
effort to coordinate the far flung elements of
radio and keep radio sales going ahead at top
speed under the momentum which is being
generated so succesfully by the Radio Prosperity Campaign.
Radio needs to be organized for self protection and for market promotion. Whatever
form such future organization takes, the identity of radio as a unique social force and social
service must be kept before the American
public. And the thousands of business men
who distribute and retail radio must be served
and protected by an organization which retains its own sympathetic and energetic freedom of action-to promote radio sales.

www.americanradiohistory.com

campaign
THE SPECIAL PROGRAMS, scheduled
for October 2-7, Radio Progress Week, are
rapidly being whipped into shape. Columbia
and NBC, whose feature program directors
are working in close harmony with the Program Committee of the Radio Manufacturers
Association, promise a series of gala events
calculated to develop a lively interest in all
that Radio is contributing to "The Joy of
Living."
As we go to press it's yet too early to list,
specifically, the titles, stations and hours.
But it can be stated that the special announcements and the unique character of these
broadcasts will aid the radio dealer in his
efforts to sell quality reception. They will
help him sell the prospect on the modern sales
idea, that what he's buying, from now on,
should be entertainment-not a cheap gadget
of wood, metal and glass.
Here's a sample of the kind of spot announcements that will be used ; that have been
supplied to the program director of every
station in the country :
"This is Radio Progress Week. This program is dedicated, by its sponsor, to the cause
of better programs. Have you a modern set?
Will it properly reproduce the new and
splendid broadcasts which will flood the air
this winter? Reach for the joy of living
with radio. If your set is too small or of
ordinary quality you are cheating yourself ;
you are missing that very thing to which
you are entitled, for which you purchased a
radio set-the genuine pleasure that comes
only from hearing true tonal reproduction"
A PROGRAM POSTER

"Why don't the stations advertise their big
feature programs in advance?"
Well, it's going to be done-and right
where it will do the most good-at the point
through the
of sale; of listener contact .
radio dealer.
It is planned to prepare, and to distribute
to radio retailers through cooperating radio
jobbers the latter part of this month, a large
"circus style" poster sheet. This window
sticker will "ballyhoo" the big time programs
which will be the feature events of Radio
Progress Week.
It is suggested that dealers not only display
this poster prominently but that they reproduce it in large space local newspaper advertisements and also use this advance program
news as a means of closing those last minute,
.
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REACH FOR
THE JOY OF

LIVING

Buffalo
Detroit
Boston
Los Angeles and 100 Other
Trading Centers in Midst of
Aggressive "Prosperity" Drives
.. Initial Reports from Field
.

.

.
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Indicate Increased Sales
hard, delayed decision, temporizing prospects.
Thus, for the first time, will the broadcasters recognize and cooperate with their logical "salesmen" and
reach their mutual customer, the listener-selling the set
owner and the prospect on Radio. Thus will they be
able to use the proper sales approach and to stress the
real reasons for placing one's self and family in a position, not only to "reach for," but to obtain this greatest
contribution yet made to the "joy of living."
die

THE opening gun has been fired

!

The first, All-

Industry Radio Prosperity Campaign is over the top
and on its way to capture a large waiting market for
better radio sets.
This campaign has "clicked" with dealers and jobbers
the country over in a manner far beyond the hopes of its
most optimistic sponsor. Enthusiasm is running highand this fighting spirit is being translated into action, into
definite selling stunts to cash in on our industry's new and
popular slogan : "Reach for the Joy of Living-WITH
RADIO !"
And, with the harrowing problems of the Code nearing
solution, the manufacturers, too, are getting behind this
movement-have settled down to the productive task of
helping their dealers do a real and a new type of selling
job.
Yes, the radio industry is finding itself, in this staging of
a cooperative battle for business, with fresh vigor and
intelligent supervision. For example :
AKRON-H. O. Smith organizing local trade. Oster day of "Times -Press" offers free use of 500-seat hall.
ALBANY-W. J. Zehner working with other distributors. Van Aernam offers power company store space for
dealer shows. WGLC planning house -to -house canvass.
APPLETON (Wis.)-F. J. Harriman "anxious to cooperate." ATLANTA-Mass meeting appoints G. R.
Dendy chairman of campaign committee. Works with
Herndon Thomas, I. M. Bame, W. D. V. Hopkins, Harry
Lever, T. C. Dickson, B. B. Thomas.
BALTIMORE-John Elmer of WCBM heads drive.
BIRMINGHAM-E. E. Forbes "glad to cooperate."
BOSTON-Radio Wholesalers Club in active command.
Held rousing meeting of 240 jobbers' salesmen, also monster Trade Show banquet attended by 700 dealers. Back Radio Retailing, September, 1933

ing campaign 100 per cent.

George Cohen key man.

BRIDGEPORT-Charles D'Elia organizing dealers.
BUFFALO-Sam Vineberg of the Electrical League of

Niagara Frontier reports successful mass meeting August
18. Trade plans special show last week of September.
Fred Cutler pledges assistance of 100 N.R.I. Alumni.
CHARLESTON (S. C.)-W. C. Perry stirring things
up. CHARLESTON (W. Va.)-S. H. Galperin at the
helm. Stroud, of Monongahela, West Penn., may organize series of shows for dealers in nearby towns, donating
floor space. CHARLOTTE (N. C).-F, C. Linton
"wants to help." CLEVELAND-Eldon D. Lewis of
Ohio Radio Trade Association elected committee chairman
at special get-together. R. H. Bechtol contacted f our distributors prior to meeting. I.R.S.M. section assures cooperation. CHICAGO-Erstrom, of Radio Wholesaler's,
heads campaign activities. Aided by Mason of RCA, Tay
of Crosley, Herron of Philco, Whipple of Sparton, Howard of Zenith. I.R.S.M. pledges support. CINCINNATI
-Stillwell of Electric Club active. CONNORSVILLE
(Ind.)-Hamilton Radio using posters at local Fair.
DALLAS-Robert S. Van Cleve, Elliot Wilkinson,
Adolph Marder and W. L. Cohn cooperating. DAYTON
H. L. Burns says "Local trade will work together." DENVER-Colorado Radio Trades Association directing
work, following meeting. Bakewell of Electrical League
cooperating. DES MOINES-Schneiderhahn and Blish
conferring. DETROIT-Seventeen distributors attended
July 27 confab. DUBUQUE-C. J. Timmermann organizing his own dealers. DULUTH-A. J. Newman, committee chairman, promises action.
ELMIRA-D. T. Craver has drive booklets. ERIE
(Pa. )-George B. Noll of Electrical League has arranged
show late in September with 5 distributors, local dealers.
FARGO (N. D.)-H. Clinton is committee chairman,
plans cooperative advertising. Fargo "Forum" writes
New York Headquarters for mats. FLINT (Mich.)Tom Mowat has details. FORT WAYNE-Spiegel, Protective Electric, called distributor meeting in early August.
GRAND RAPIDS-A. V. Hall urging trade to get
aboard. GREAT FALLS (Mont.)-Carl A. Rahn writes
for circulars. HARTFORD-Sam Ellovitz was elected
drive leader by 45 distributors and dealers at meeting
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called by F. E. Stern. HOUSTON-E. L. Crumpacher is
handling details. D. H. Straus got the boys together.
HUNTINGTON (W. Va.)-C. E. Van Zant talking to
other local distributors.

INDIANAPOLIS-Electrical League staged meeting
in early August and appointed campaign committee, according to Ted C. Brown.
KANSAS CITY-Electric and Radio Association
pledging support. G. M. Weston has details.
LANCASTER (Pa.)-Lou Shenk has plan book.
LITTLE ROCK-Gunn Distributing has plan book.
LOS ANGELES-Radio show in September or early
October by Radio & Music Trades Association will synchronize with campaign. LOUISVILLE-Tom Williams heads local committee. I.R.S.M. section will help.
MADISON (Wis.)-H. A .Johnson explaining idea to
dealers. MARIETTA (O.)-J. R. Waters of Monongahela, W. Penn., says 15 Electrical Association members
are ready to go. Show scheduled for October 2-7. Power
Company donating space for cooperative displays. MEMPHIS-Interstate Hardware contacting dealers by mail.
MIAMI-W. Ralph White's company already using
"Reach for the Joy of Living" slogan and will try to
organize dealers. MILWAUKEE-Activity under the
wing of Wisconsin Radio, Refrigeration and Appliance
Association. MINNEAPOLIS-H. H. Cory of Northwest Radio, Refrigeration and Appliance Association
called meeting, at which F. M. Hutchinson was made head.
NASHVILLE-Wheless Gambill staged meeting.
NEWARK-L. D. Gardner and B. J. Oppenheim offer
services. NEW CASTLE (Pa.)-Elliott & Waddington,
dealers, organized meeting of 46 others. Final plans to be
made at September 6 get-together. NEW HAVENConnecticut Radio Wholesalers held special confab.
NEW ORLEANS-Radio Wholesalers of New Orleans selected C. C. Walther, W. A. Shuler, Paul Felder
and J. Cristadora to stage citywide tie-in. This is one of
the first cities to report campaign details. Mayor labelled
September 1 "Radio Day .for Orphans." Amusement Park
donates four free rides, traction company and bus lines
give free transportation, department stores and others
donate 100 door prizes. Local broadcasters, newspapers
instruct children to get tickets from radio stores. Dealers
and distributors entertain 2 orphans apiece, League takes
25. Artists make personal appearances at park. Committee
reports tremendous interest in stunt.
NEW YORK-Irving Sarnoff, committee chairman,
planning final meeting September 12 or 17. NORRISTOWN (Pa.)-Dealer Kruckner writes for circulars.
PHILADELPHIA-Electrical Association holding
special show October 2-7. Committee, E. B. Richards, S.
K. Eaton, C. H. Masland. PITTSBURGH-L. Hommel
heads special Electrical League committee. E A. Hamburg, Wallace Russell, W. C. Kline, C. R. Rogers, R. M.
Davis, will arrange dealer conclaves. H. Briggs, H. R.
Eleyet, I. Hershorin, R. W. Lightner, L. H. Neiplin
arrange publicity and ads. A .R Loughborough, E. A.
Hamburg, H. Goldstein, C. R. Rogers struggle with
finance. William Irlam of Radio Servicemen's Association
promises aid. PORTLAND (Me.)-Philip T. Brown is
temporary campaign committee head. PROVIDENCEH. E. Davison of Electric League plans early meeting.
QUINCY (Ill.)-N. B. Gelty mailing circulars to all
dealers.
READING-Bright & Company planning intensive
20

(Va.)-H. R. Perkinson contacting other distributors.
ROCHESTER-Electrical
League met July 25 to formulate tie-in plans.
ST. LOUIS-Wm. P. Mackle of Radio Trades Association reports following committee: Sam Gross, H. B.
Levy, Paul Talbot, S. Southworth, F. J. Prendergast.
Local stations have been approached and pledge aid. SALT
LAKE CITY-Mountain States Music & Radio Trade
Association backing drive. SAN FRANCISCO-Pacific
Radio Trades Association not only organizing cooperative
effort locally but in 26 nearby towns, says George Curtiss,
secretary. Pacific Gas & Electric will loan 60 display windows. SCRANTON-D. T. Lansing spreading the word
to its dealers.
SEATTLE-Sunset Electric active.
SHREVEPORT-Shreveport Blow Pipe & Sheet Iron
says local dealers will cooperate. SIOUX FALLSPower City Radio calling dealer meeting at once.
SPRINGFIELD (Mass.)-R. K. Handy has plan book.
SPRINGFIELD (Ill.)-A. Turner is mailing dope to
dealers.
TORONTO (Ohio)-Serviceman C. E. Smith has
distributed home-made handbills about the special broadcasts to every one in town. UTICA-A. C. Strefvater
says: "Planning dealer meetings." WICHITA-R. M.
Sutton calling distributors together. WILMINGTONF. R. Goodring is chairman of local committee.
selling. RICHMOND

ABOUT THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISPLAY
How TO GET ONE

KITS-

Early in the planning of this Campaign it was realized
that the dealer should not be asked to buy the striking
posters, window trim stickers, price cards, consumer mailing pieces, etc., comprising the standard unit display kit.
It was felt that each worthy dealer should receive this
material free of charge. This policy placed the responsibility of planning the free distribution on the local jobber
organizations, and the financial burden on the treasury of
the Radio Manufacturers Association and on the individual set and tube makers.
The latter part of August, 7,500 display kits-the first
press run-were allocated to RMA members, to be, in
turn, shipped to the distributors requesting this material
from their respective manufacturers.
As we go to press word is received that this initial supply
has been exhausted, that it has gone to those lists of
dealers, edited to avoid duplication, and allotted to those
jobbers who have organized throughout the country to
secure an orderly distribution of these display kits.
But it is not too late to get yours. Ask your jobber for
one at once. He, in turn (if his local supply has been
exhausted) will pass along this request to the manufacturer. A second printing may be ordered.
HERALDS WITH PROFOUND HOPE

"I heralded Radio Prosperity Campaign and Radio
Progress Week with the most profound of hopes. I sight
in the latter the greatest single opportunity that the industry has had in its history. I believe that the future of
the radio business depends on increased profits to everyone connected with it. Conditions are now right to bring
prices back where they belong. This must be a part of
the picture. I am surely anxious to see the outcome of
this cooperative sales movement. The entire industry
must get behind it. We must have faith, hope and ambition."
Lloyd Harder
Red Wing, Minn.
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How

to

Stage Your Own

One -Man Campaign
(If

the local trade has organized a cooperative drive tie in with it, of course)

COME IN FOR

A

DEMONSTRATION
OP THE

NEW

RADIO
SETS

-

Secure RMA posters, circulars, model markers from
your favorite distributor and

1

Plaster your store and window with Campaign
streamers and hold "open house," then-

HEAR A MODERN
tf

1
J

Ì

RADIO IN YOUR

)OME

RADIO PROGRESS WEEK

JQ'NES

2.

2

Mail

-

the circulars to your best prospects., with
personal letter if you like or

a

Have your salesmen deliver them, urging people to
re -equip for the special October broadcasts

5

RAOIA SUpP

Offer to demonstrate new sets out in homes during
the special broadcasts, also-

Send your servicemen out to tell people about the
broadcasts and get their sets, tubes ready

If you think you can swing a more ambitious program add your own ideas and go to it
Radio Retailing, September, 1933
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"Gemütli

THE BEER REVOLUTION
Gives Radio Record Players a New Atmosphere
IN GERMAN

iN1ILW _\UKEE, at the quaint Old Heidelberg restaurant, the spirit of good fellowship that
surrounds beer found a refuge during the dry decade.
Today the customs of this old world tavern appear to
be setting a style for a whole series of new fashionables:
beer, pretzels, dill pickles, rye bread, kalter aufschnitt,
mellow music, all combining to create that untranslatable
atmosphere, "Gemütlichkeit."
To Hugh W. Randall, of the J. B. Bradford Piano
Company should go credit for injecting the strains of
Viennese waltzes and student drinking songs into this
glowing atmosphere. Mr. Randall saw that the radio
record player, of all instruments, could best create the
proper background. He lifted it out of its rôle as a
nickel in the slot device. When Old Heidelberg opened,
its first gay tune was his triumph.
Some 75 radio record players (Capehart) have been
placed by this veteran Milwaukee music house during
this last year and a half. In the seven months of 1933
Mr. Randall has sold 25, thwarting the depression theory
that luxuries were out.
"Although we capitalized on the change in public sentiment, the key to our selling has lain in preventing the
22

prospect from getting any preconceived ideas about the
radio record player," said Mr. Randall. "It was all too
easy for any one approached to wave his hand and say
'Oh, yes, we had a phonograph years ago. It is up in
the attic now.' We virtually had to get the prospect into
the store by telling him we had something new in music
which he had not experienced before. We sat him down
in a semi -darkened room and let the strains of music
from our Capehart room come wafting to him through
the heavy portieres. While letting him hear first and
see afterwards, we built up his curiosity and appreciation.
These are the steps in the Randall procedure of selling
this instrument
1. Sampling : Although it may seem odd to sample an
$800 product, nevertheless the store's early efforts had
this idea behind it.
For instance, at the fashionable home wedding of Miss
Beatrice Trostel to Frederick Weicker, the bride's
parents regretted they had no pipe organ in their residence. Mr. Randall, hearing of it, rushed out an instrument which completely deceived the social register guests
gathered for the event. Its hidden, lifelike pipe organ
:
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tone playing the wedding march, the recessional and incidental music aroused a lively curiosity on the part of
all present, which later was translated into sales
activities.
Next, a Maypole dance given by the Milwaukee University school called for outdoor music, and again Mr.
Randall was glad to supply it, to the surprise of the
crowd that such volume and realism could be had. The
equipping of the Herman Falk yacht, the "Seaforth,"
one of the largest on the Great Lakes, again brought
comment from Milwaukee papers. When Burton
Holmes, the lecturer, was in the city, Mr. Randall supplied incidental music.
Realizing that possibly only 5 per cent of Milwaukee's
residents were prospects for an $800 sale, Mr. Randall
has directed his efforts to come in contact with those 5
per cent. Country clubs and athletic associations offered
a good place to sample. Each sale made new contac:s.
Incidentally, comments Mr. Randall,
key sales are valuable only when they
are closely followed up.
2. Outside calls : Mr. Randall has
found it quite effective to call on
prominent men at their places of
business and request them to give a
hearing to his mysterious new "something" in music. Following this per -

How AN $800

ITEM IS SOLD

Sampling at social occasions
breaks the ice

Dealer calls in person to invite prospects in for auditions

Whets curiosity by saying it
is "a new experience in music"
Gives a "faraway" demonstration-the prospect hears before he sees

Home demonstrations create
a taste for non-tuned, hand
picked programs

Hugh W. Randall
who has
capitalized on the fashionableness
of beer drinking
.

.

.

Let the prospect listen . . . at a distance.
Keep the "phonograph" idea out of his mind
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

sonal contact, he has added personal letters
till the prospects drop in.
3. The demonstration : Bef ore the arrival of a prospect for a hearing, Bradford's makes a great effort to
find out that individual's taste in music. Carefully selected records are stacked into the instrument that is to be
shown. On his arrival the prospect is escorted upstairs
into the tastefully decorated radio room. Seating his
guest, Mr. Randall will disappear through the curtains
and soon the strains of music are heard. All is done
in subdued lighting, the prospect's interest is attracted by
music and nothing else. If the prospect mentions the
word "phonograph" he is promptly given a demonstration with an old fashioned machine, in order to lay the
ghost of that memory. One comparison hearing ends
this argument always.
4. Home demonstrations : The instrument is sent out
on trial for two days in the home, as was formerly the
case with radio. The profit spread and high list price of
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Platt lets them
SEE the Dzfferea7ce
Comparison board helps Los
Angeles Music House to "sell up"

OUR eyes tell us 85 per cent more than our ears.
Things we see make a more vivid impression
than those we hear. In advertising circles this is
well known but to C. H. Mansfield, general sales manager
of the Platt Music Company, Los Angeles, California,
goes credit for its practical application to the important
business of selling quality consoles to people who ask
for midgets.
Mansfield had his servicemen break up a new 12 -tube
console and a popular 4-tube midget, contrasts the two
24

sets part-by -part on a 5 by 9 ft. display board executed
by his advertising man. Comparison of parts makes the
difference in construction strikingly obvious and helps
justify higher console prices. "The board has been a
wonderful help to our salesmen," says its originator, "and
is more convincing than any number of spoken words.
It is helping us raise our average sale and has measurably increased our dollar volume.
"Consoles are demonstrably better than midgets but
not sufficiently so to induce uncritical prospects to pay
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the difference. For some time we have felt that if we
could actually show the customer the infinitely better
quality of the console it would be much easier to 'sell up'.
Merely turning the radios around and showing the rear
of the chassis and speakers helped, but this was not
enough. Our new parts display board fills the bill.
"The board is referred to whenever a salesman has
difficulty in selling up. It is interesting to listen to prospects' exclamations of surprise when the construction
of the two types is so clearly brought out. In addition
to a feeling that the additional, oversized parts in the
console must make a worthwhile difference they get the
distinct impression that the larger set will last longer
and require less service.
"We also have another large chart, showing the musical
range of the console and midget. After showing prospects our parts display board we take them to the tone
chart and point out the benefit of large transformers,
better condensers, full-size speakers, etc. The tone chart
also helps us encourage customers to trade in old sets
which do not reproduce accurately over the full musical scale.
"We have used the two boards to advantage in our
windows as well as on the sales floor. When they are so
used we run ribbons from the parts to cards describing
their function pasted on the inner surface of the glass.
Please understand that we do not turn up our nose at
midget business. We need all the sales we can get. But
we do not want to sell midgets to people who can afford
better and we do not wish to cheat our customers of the
superlative entertainment that a quality receiver can give
them by letting them think, as many do, that a midget
radio is just as good as a larger set in all respects save
cabinet.
"The times have never been more favorable for the
sale of consoles. I am convinced of this. While it is
true that there are still people who have no radio and
can afford to buy only cheap equipment, and that there
are many legitimate prospects for second sets of the
midget variety the bulk of the retailer's business this fall
must certainly be made up of sales to people who have
old receivers. And there is only one reason why these
people should buy new sets . . . to get better reception.
How can they get it if they replace their existing radios,
for the most part full-size models with large speakers,
with the smallest, cheapest new sets money can buy?
"I believe that it will pay any dealer to make up a
parts comparison chart such as ours and earnestly
recommend it."
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Butcher Eleeti- o

WORKING up a first-class mailing list-with a
minimum of "pain" to the consumer-is a job
worthy of any radio dealer's best effort. Such a job
was accomplished last spring by W. B. Butcher of
Wapakoneta, Ohio, who contacted most of the town's
6,000 homes.
"I sent two girls, one of them my office secretary,

around with cards headed `Interference Data.' (Shown
above.) On these cards were spaces for the following
information : Do you have bad radio interference?
What nature-steady buzz or irregular crackling? Is it
bad enough to cut out all stations? What time of day
is it the worst? What kind of radio? How old? Condition of set? When were tubes tested last ? Have you
any electrical equipment that might cause radio interference ? Electric washer ? Electric sweeper ? Electric
refrigerator ? Makes ? Other electrical motors? Thus
the girls were able to get a good list of names, giving us
full data on appliances in each individual home.
"The question was then asked verbally : `Would you
be willing to have interfering appliances checked and
repaired for the good of your own or other radios in the
community?' In cases where interference was bad and
where the prospect was willing to do something about it
we sent out our repairman to make an inspection.
Where only minor adjustments were made we did not
charge. We took our pay in the form of information
which will eventually lead to increased business.
"Often the repairman found trouble in an appliance
which called for an extensive repair and we received
considerable revenue from the performance of major
repair jobs. We feel confident that the canvass will
react to greater financial advantage beginning this month
when our fall selling campaign starts."
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This is S. J. Pensock's policy on new

auto radios-A reputation for quality merchandise, well installed, has

enabled his store to sell 71 since

January

"HERE
are two reasons why I have so far declined to sell auto radios under $59.50. I see
no necessity for featuring price while demand
continues healthy and saturation remains low. And it
is my feeling that complete consumer satisfaction,
through the sale of merchandise of the highest possible
quality, is the most important single factor in building
up this new business."
So says S. J. Pensock who, while by no means the
largest retail radio outlet in Hazleton, Pennsylvania, is
an acknowledged leader in the auto radio field. Since
January, Pensock has sold only $2,527 worth of household models. But in the same period he has moved 71
car sets, (Motorola and Philco). grossing $4,402, installed and serviced 22 for other dealers at 75 cents an
hour, getting full list for accessories and parts required.
Ninety-four per cent of his automotive transactions are
for cash.

How He Gets the Business
Thirty-one per cent of the store's auto radio business
is obtained through old customers. When a set is installed
the buyer is instructed to come back within three days

for generator charging rate adjustment and leads are
solicited at that time. Every satisfied user, Pensock
points out, has several friends to whom car sets can be
sold and is especially prone to brag about his new radio
among them during the first flush of possession.
Twenty-nine per cent is the result of "street corner"
demonstrations. The service car is equipped with a receiver which is left in operation whenever the car is
parked. Circulars in a handy rack mounted above the
windshield serve as "printed salesmen" when no one is at
the wheel. Whenever the car is free and Pensock has
time he drives it to a curbside point opposite a busy bank
at the main downtown intersection, obtaining many leads
here.

Eighteen per cent is brought in by small classified ads
appearing in the daily papers. The line : "Bargains in
slightly used auto radios" has been the most effective
appeal, attracting more prospects than new equipment
copy, and Pensock almost invariably manages to "sell
up." Display ads using manufacturers' cuts have been
less effective.
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Thirteen per cent results from follow-up of a neighborly automobile dealer's tips on new car buyers. Pensock does not believe in straight house -to -house solicitation but readily makes cold -turkey calls upon people who
have just bought new cars. He is able to reciprocate by
turning over to the car dealer the names of possible
automobile prospects. Many people dodge buying a set
when approached by telling Pensock that they will be
in the market "as soon as they get their new car" and
three DeSotos have been sold this year to just such
prospects. Free service on the auto dealer's own radio
also helps keep him interested.
Nine per cent of the business is attributed to normal
store traffic and the interest aroused by curbside set installations.
Auto radio is a "natural" for this small, sidestreet
store as its sale involves the expenditure of effort rather
than capital. Pensock makes up for his inability to spend
money lavishly on display ads and high-pressure promotion by investing plenty of shoe -leather and gasoline
instead. Those sets which are sold, therefore, net a
nice profit, particularly in view of the store's ability to
stick to the higher price brackets.

WHEN PROSPECTS
ASK THIS QUESTION"Will suppression affect the performance
my car, reduce mileage"

of

Tell them "No"

says this dealer, who has
made comparative tests and claims that it
makes no noticeable difference if the installation is properly made, good equipment
used.

PROSPERITY CAMPAIGN-SEPTEMBER
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Under

$5950"

Pensock has garage facilities but prefers to install at the curb where light is better and work attracts attention

Obviously, because the business expands within small,
clannish circles of which old customers are the nucleus,
it is essential that every installation give complete satisfaction. One displeased user cuts off the potential market formed by his relatives and friends almost beyond
recovery.
Young as the auto radio business is, trade-ins have
already started. Pensock has taken 12 electrified and 10
battery types in trade since the first of the year, allowing
$10 to $25 for the former and from $5 to $12 for the
latter. Battery types are taken only where the purchase
price of the new receiver is sufficiently high to justify
it and are rarely re -sold, parts being salvaged for repair
work. Broken up, battery models eventually defray the
major portion of the allowance made upon them. Electrified models are, on the other hand, re-sold to people
who feel that they cannot afford to pay $59.50.

Trade-in Business Already Starting
"These traded-in electrics have six tubes or more,"
observes Pensock, "and when re -conditioned give better
service, in my estimation, than the cheaper variety of
modern receiver. Then too, people understand that they
are not the last word and do not expect them to be just
as good as anything on the market. This is extremely
helpful to my business, as I can always go back to the
buyers of used models and sell them better equipment
when they have the money, whereas the purchaser of a
new set, however cheap, is inclined to think he has been
`gypped' when the dealer insinuates that there is 'something better.'
"Sale of traded -in models to people who want lowpriced merchandise not only permits me to sell good receivers to people who insist upon some credit for their
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

old equipment but leaves the way open to new business
among the used set buyers. It has been my experience
that few buyers of auto radio are long satisfied with
anything but the best, even if they at first insist that an
inexpensjve set is good enough. Where I can't sell a
quality receiver at once I place a used set at cost plus a
reasonable labor and materials charge on the installation,
then follow up later to `trade-in the trade-in.' "

Gives Other Dealers a "Break"
Auto radio installation and service for other local outlets has helped pay Pensock's overhead and is slowly but
surely enhancing his prestige and increasing sales. A
number of outlets not equipped to handle the rather
specialized work connected with car sets went into the
business when it started to boom. Pensock wisely installed and serviced for them at the lowest possible cost,
bills rarely exceeding $5, and his trouble -free work was
Now, several of these outlets
sincerely appreciated.
have dropped auto radio for lines with which they are
more familiar and inquiries are referred directly to him.
When requested by prospects relayed by downtown
stores free demonstrations are made . . in Pensock's
own car, never in their own. Potential buyers are driven
out of the business area to a nearby residential district
where reception conditions more nearly approximate
those under which the sets are ultimately to be used. There
they are permitted to drive and tune in. Installations
have been made without cash in hand only in the
case of three consistent customers who may almost be
classified as "personal friends."
"The one thing no new appliance can stand," says
Pensock, "is consumer dissatisfaction. I avoid it by sticking to quality sets, charging enough for them to make a
good installation."
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Radio Manufacturers to

Operate

Under

Withdrawal of Elaborate R MA Code
U.S.

WE DO OUR PART

Deemed Advisable Because of Emergency
Situation-Unanimously Approved by Board
of Directors -NEMA Code Interpreted

AL radio manufacturers, RMA members and also

non-member makers of radio products, are now
under the code of fair competition for the electrical manufacturing industry which was approved
August 4, by President Roosevelt. The electrical code
became effective for all radio manufacturers on August
18, and immediately operative following withdrawal by
the Radio Manufacturers Association of its proposed
code for the radio industry which had been submitted to
the National Recovery Administration on July 29.
Withdrawal of the RMA code, by unanimous action
August 17 of the RMA Industrial Recovery Committee
and also the Association's Board of Directors, placed all
radio manufacturers under the electrical industry code
as approved by President Roosevelt, following submission and hearings by the National Electrical Manufacturers Association.
Many advantages to RMA members and, in fact, all
radio manufacturers, follow withdrawal by the RMA of
its proposed radio code and election to apply the electrical code to the radio industry.
Immediate, definite and permanent wage scales and
working hours for employees as provided in the electrical
code are secured for radio manufacturers. Also delay,
controversy and expense, as well as public hearings over
wages and working hours and other subjects, are all
avoided by withdrawal of the proposed RMA code. The
labor provisions, especially, of the electrical code are
believed to be the best obtainable and probably better
than might have been secured had the proposed RMA
code gone to final hearing before the Government.
Adoption of the electrical code does not affect the
RMA as an organization and no RMA member need join
NEMA unless he desires. However, to provide effective
administration of the code by NEMA and for radio
manufacturers, committees of the two associations have
begun negotiations for application of the code to radio
manufacturers. All administration of the code necessarily will be under supervision of NEMA, as stipulated
in the electrical code.
Swift and dramatic events in Washington during the
week of August 13-19 in the emergencies confronting the
radio. industry resulted in this action of the RMA withdrawing its code and the unanimous decision of the
RMA board of directors and Industrial Recovery Committee to make the electrical code immediately available
and applicable to the radio manufacturing industry.
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August 14, negotiations were begun with Deputy Administrator W. L. Allen. The NRA appointed J. Clarke
Coit, of Chicago, past president of the RMA, as the official "industrial advisor" for the Government and the
NRA, to assist Deputy Administrator Allen. The RMA
was represented by Chairman W. Roy McCanne of the
Association's code committee ; Arthur T. Murray, of
Springfield, chairman of the RMA Set Division; S. W.
Muldowny of New York, chairman of the RMA Tube
Division, and Paul B. Klugh of Chicago, all members of
the RMA Code Committee. Others participating were
President Fred D. Williams of the RMA ; James M.
Skinner, of Philadelphia; Bond Geddes, RMA general
manager, and John W. Van Allen, general counsel of the

association.
Objections of the Administration to certain provisions
of the proposed RMA code and disagreement within the
industry on other features finally resulted in unanimous
decision, in the emergency, to withdraw the RMA code
from the Administration and to make the electrical code
immediately effective for all radio manufacturers. The
Administration advised the RMA conferees that pricefixing in any form in any code was objectionable and
exceptions also were taken to the proposed RMA plan
for a weighted average "cost of production" for receiving sets and also the proposed trade agreements in the
radio code for standard manufacturer -distributor -dealer
contracts and uniform trade discounts.
The emergency action necessary prevented submission
of this complex problem to RMA members and the
industry prior to withdrawal of the RMA code. The
code committee and directors were unable, as they desired, to have an immediate RMA membership and industry meeting. Therefore, under the authority previously ,conf erred by the RMA membership, the decision
was reached by the board of directors to withdraw the
RMA code and have the entire radio industry operate
under the electrical code. However, a general meeting
of the ,radio industry, including RMA members and also
non-members, is contemplated within a short time, possibly a fortnight, to give the industry full information.

Interpretation of the NEMA Code
The chief features of the approved code of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, under which,
it is expected, radio manufacturers will operate, are (1)
Wage scales and hours similar to those provided in the
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Electrical Code
original RMA code, i.e. 40 cents an hour, 36 hours a
week and a minimum of $15 a week; (2) The use of published price lists and discount sheets to eliminate cut
price bidding and to stabilize the price structure; (3)
The autonomous jurisdiction given each product group
to carry out the general code and its supplementary code ;
(4) Provision for uniform accounting system; (5) Submission to the Government once a year of a statement of
earnings, plant capacity, volume of sales in units and
dollars, status of orders, stocks on hand, number of employees, wage rates, hours of work and such other data
as the Board of Governors of The National Electrical
Manufacturers Association may require.
Of special interest to the retail trade, as well as the
set makers, are the following clauses :
IX. No employer shall sell or exchange any product of
his manufacture at a price or upon such terms or conditions
that will result in the customer paying for the goods received less than the cost to the seller, determined in accordance with the uniform and standard method of costing
hereinabove prescribed, provided, however, that dropped
lines, seconds, or inventories which must be converted into
cash to meet emergency needs may be disposed of in such
manner and on such terms and conditions as the supervisory agency may approve and as are necessary to move

such product into buyers' hands, and provided further that
selling below cost in order to meet existing competition on
products of equivalent design, character, quality or specification shall not be deemed a violation of this article if
provision therefor is made in supplemental codes for any
branch or subdivision of the industry, which may be hereafter prepared and duly approvel by the administrator.

Apparently costs are based upon those at point of final
sale, the consumer. This should tend to establish definite
trade distribution channels and even indicates a basis of
resale price control. Flexibility is granted in the exception clause covering dropped lines, etc. Note that an entire group (all set manufacturers, for example) must
agree to these exception clauses, as well as the supervisor. Thus great care will be exercised in granting demands for such action which will apply to the entire
group.
ARTICLE X affords an opportunity for a certain control of trade practices. Price lists and discount sheets are
required and goods must be sold at these published values
and not below them. Prices and discounts may be varied,
but while in effect must fix all bids. Such prices and discounts must be made available for all competing concerns.

McKay-Warinner Builds a Public Address TRAILER
PUBLIC address amplifiers in automobiles are not new
but the McKay-Warinner Radio Company introduces
a new wrinkle-a P.A. trailer. 4 ft. wide by 6 ft. long
by 4 ft. high, mounted on a set of heavy auto springs
and "Ford" wheels, this unique sales accessory was constructed of rough lumber by a local garage for $125. A
universal joint shaft permits easy towing.
The trailer is equipped with a 110 -volt, 60-cycle motor generator driven by 6 series storage batteries. It has an
"auditorium" amplifier obtained cheap from a theater,
with turntable, two -button "mike" and two dynamic
speakers. No radio is carried, a standard auto set
installed in the towing car ahead serving instead. By
means of a cable and plug the output of the radio may
be fed to the trailer amplifier.
The advantages of the trailer are: 1. It may be
dropped off at a busy street corner with its amplifier
going full blast while the truck goes on about its business. 2. Its unusual appearance attracts considerable
attention and is good publicity. (A new sign is being
erected on the roof.) 3. There is plenty of room for
amplifier and operator. 4. It cost considerably less than
it would have to equip a separate car.
Several local merchants have hired the trailer from
time to time for advertising work, paying $25 for each
6 -hour day. It was used to broadcast numerous public
events last summer good publicity for the radio dealer.
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

M4KAY* WARINNER

RADIO COMPANY

ASHLAND KY.

Trailer Better Than Truck for P.A.
An Ashland garage built this unique rig, for
$125, from specifications supplied by McKay &
Warinner. A trailer has many advantages over
a truck for public address work, according to
this Kentucky firm.
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Radio Prosperity
CAMPAIGN Sales Ideas
"Can't Afford It"
TO THOSE who can afford a new set, who should
buy one, but plead poverty, the following arguments
will be helpful:
Stress the buying power of today's dollar. Last
March it was worth 181 cents, compared to 100 cents in
1926. Even today it will buy far more than then. But
this condition won't last much longer
therefore,
BUY NOW.
From another angle-Higher prices are coming. It's
economy to change your dollars into merchandise before
it is too late to profit thereby. Save by buying.
It's better business to invest now in that needed new
set than pay twice as much later. You must have radio
-and quality reception will enhance your pleasure five -

-

f old.

Put America "back to work"-b) buying now, when
such action is so vitally needed to give impetus to the
success of the Recovery Act.
Cite the case of Mrs. Jones, "Who felt the same way
as you do about it. But she finally bought a new
receiver and, only the other day, came in here and told
us how glad she was that she didn't put off her decision."

Putting Punch in Tube Sales Copy
Editor, Radio Retailing:
For years I have appreciated your articles in Radio
Retailing and now I have some suggestions which should
help other dealers sell tubes.
Most of the sales copy the dealer gets from the tube
makers is not specific enough. For instance : "For Real
Companionship Use `Blank' Tubes," "Recommended

By the Leading Set Manufacturers," "Puts New Life in
Your Set," "For Tonight's Big Program Use `Green'
Tubes."
In reality, if you have an old radio and listen to Eddie
Cantor, Plump Smith, Rudy Vallee and others and you
hear and understand their jokes and sings, you probably
wouldn't take your tubes out and have them tested every
90 days. As long as the set sounds O.K., why spend
money? But if the tube display material read more like
the following the public would realize how important to
good reception tubes really are
Because a Radio Tube Lights Is No Sign It
Is Good. It May be Dead and We Can
Prove It.
Danger Ahead If You Use Cheap Bootleg
Tubes.
No
Weak Tubes Are Like Weak Lungs
Power.
A Shorted Tube In Your Set Can Cause Up
to $20 Damage to Your Set.
Nine out of every ten think that because a tube lights
it is O.K. and you can't blame them because no one has
told them any different. It is important that the dealer
point out the danger-the costliness-of fooling around
with cheap or worn-out tubes.
The only backing I have ever had that I will honestly
say has sold a good many tubes is a paragraph out of a
tube tester instruction book which reads as follows :
"The overlapping portion of the WEAK and RENEW
scale covers tubes which are definitely weak and on the
ragged edge of being inoperative. The use of tubes
reading RENEW will cripple the radio set and such tubes
should be renewed immediately."
That paragraph has real sense and sells tubes and
what the dealer needs is such paragraphs or statements
August D'amico
from big companies.
:

-

MODERN RADIO SALES,

Milwaukee, Wis.

PROSPERITY MONTH WINDOW DISPLAYS

.

.

Here's how a typical dealer uses the RMA posters

Handling
"Depression Delinquents"
DEPRESSION

delinquents all
fall into three categories, according to a radio dealer survey
conducted for Radio Retailing by our
Oklahoma City correspondent.
(a) No job or income at present.
(b) Still obsessed with the hording mania and fear to part with
money.
(c) Can afford to pay but using
depression as an excuse not to.
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Classify your bad accounts under these causes and
then apply the pressure to fit the case as follows :
(a) Types-The money is not there, hence it cannot
be collected-but this customer's friendship should be
retained. Therefore secure a signed acknowledgment
of the debt, dated and witnessed, AT ONCE. Also get
a long-term, interest -bearing, note if future prospects
for collecting look fair. If it is a hopeless case, pull
the set.
(b) Types-The majority of these are not deliberately delinquent. They're simply afraid. One credit
manager in Oklahoma City solved the problem by gently
pressing for a small payment on account. If f orthcoming, and the pressure renewed in a few weeks, the debt
will ultimately be cleared.
(c) Types-This third group demands little consideration but plenty of action. When the credit manager
is convinced that the debtor can pay but won't institute
suit at once. Bluffing will not work with these birds,
who, themselves, are bluffing.

NEW SET PICTURES PLUS CAMPAIGN CIRCULARS
.
Send your salesmen right into homes with these aids
.

.

the thought of radio service to some news event or some

Uses "Classified" for New Sets

popular radio program.
"Periodically, we ask every new customer why he
came to us," says Farwell. "If it was due to our advertising we record in what medium he read our message.
At the end of three weeks we
tabulate the replies and thus
get a good idea of what mediums are bringing results."

PRESIDENT J. P. KAY, of the Kay Radio Co.,
Tulsa, Okla., advertises his new sets in the classified
columns of the local papers, as well as his used stock.

The Ten Tube
Fallacy
ATEN -TUBE set is no*.
necessarily better than
one with seven. It may or may
not be. Explain the matter

TICKETS TO BROADCAST STUDIOS .
for these with local stations and treat your best
Finds that this department is more thoroughly read by
people seriously intending to buy a new radio than some
of the higher rate, display, positions.

Makes Advertising Pay
"

AM still enjoying a profitable volume of patronage
I largely
because have not reduced my advertising
I

appropriation," declares Radio Bill Farwell, Alhambra,
California. "Others have come and gone, due largely, I
believe, to their failure to advertise consistently."
The secret of productive copy, according to Farwell,
is to make it timely and individualistic. He usually ties
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

.

this way :
There are sets on the market having many tubes which
operate no better than other
sets having fewer tubes. The
prospective buyer should not
be misled by a low price or
the fancied advantage of a 10 . Arrange
tube set over a 7 -tube set at
prospects
the same price. In fact a very
cheap set is never anything
but a very cheap set. If it has ten tubes there are merely
more circuits to get out of whack.
What counts in a receiver is not the number of tubes,
but the name of the manufacturer, the skill and honesty
of his engineers and his national reputation for good
radio merchandise.
What counts to the listener is performance. Let the
listener not worry about the number of tubes. It is
really easier to make a 10-tube set than a 5 -tube set of
equivalent characteristics.
Just because the set bears a low price is no sign it is a
bargain just because it has 10 tubes is no sign it will
out -perform a well-designed and engineered 7 -tube set.
Talk quality, therefore, not quantity.
;
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News of the Month
r

September, 1933

GRUNOW MERGER
WITH U. S. RADIO
CONSUMMATED
A step, "destined to place in the hands
of the dealers of America a complete, independent line of electrical household merchandise," has been consummated in the
merger of the U. S. Radio and Television

Corporation with the Grunow Corporation,
of Chicago, according to William C. Grunow, president of .the merged companies.
The new organization will be known as the
General Household Utilities Company.
The U. S. Radio and Television Corporation has an excellent plant, well developed
along radio and television experimental
lines. Both Mr. Grunow and Mr. Coit
felt, after a series of conferences, that with
Grunow refrigeration and the U. S. Radio,
developed along the Grunow pattern, an
organization could be formed that would
resolve itself into a powerful merchandising factor. The result has been the formation of one big concern-the General
Household Utilities Company. Already
definite steps have been taken to offer the
dealer a year -around business, the nucleus
being the Grunow refrigerator and the new
Grunow radio receiver.
Mr. Grunow, as mentioned, is president
of General household with Mr. Coit as
chairman of the board. Vice-Presidents
are H. C. Bonfig and A. C. Winnan; J. P.

New York, N. Y.
Rogers is treasurer and R. R. Trimarco,
secretary. All of these men have been
intimately connected with either Mr. Gru now or Mr. Coit over a period of years.
General's Inaugural Convention was
held at the Lake Shore Athletic Club, Chicago, September 11-12.

Special Awards to Five
Majestic Distributors
Hamburg Brothers Win Silver Cup
An unexpected event at the Majestic
banquet, Aug. 15, during its distributors'
convention, was the award of a silver loving cup and four silver plaques to five
Majestic jobbers in recognition of their
outstanding achievements selling refrigerators during 1933.
The loving cup went to Hamburg
Brothers, Pittsburg, while the four plaques
were presented to Capital Electric Company, Atlanta ; Majestic New York, Inc.;
Radio Equipment Company, South Bend,
Ind., and Stern and Company, of Hartford, Conn.
"Majestic," states LeRoi J. Williams,
general manager of Grigsby-Grunow, "has
just concluded its most successful distributor convention. In spite of price increases
our representatives placed orders larger
than for the last three years. Unfilled
orders for immediate shipment are over
65,000 radio sets."

Buffalo Ties in with Elaborate Campaign Plans and Radio Show

MAY RADIO CORP.
WITHDRAWS FROM

PHILCO FAMILY
Effective August 1, the May Radio &
Television Corporation withdrew from the
distribution of Philco radio and Philco
products in the metropolitan, New York,
district. This distribution has been taken
over by the Philco Radio & Television
Corp. of New York who have engaged
almost intact the entire personnel of the
May Corporation.
D. W. May, president of May Radio &
Television Corp., leaves the radio business
to engage in another business according to
current reports. Thomas A. Kennally,
manager of the Eastern Division of the
United States for Philco, will continue to
make his divisional headquarters in New
York.

T. A. O'LOUGHLIN
General Manager,
Philco Radio & Tel.
Corp. of New York

The operation of the new Philco distributing corporation will be entirely in the
hands of Thomas A. O'Loughlin, former
vice-president of the May concern. Mr.
O'Loughlin has been appointed general
manager of the new company. Arthur P.
L'Hommedieu, direct factory representative, remains in charge of the New York
Branch.
Retailer sales in New York and the
Bronx remain under the district supervision
of H. R. Sheer; Brooklyn and Long Island
under S. L. Capell; and New Jersey under
E. C. Pullen.
The six-story building on Lafayette
Street, New York City, formerly occupied
exclusively by May, has been taken over
by the new distributing agency, also the
New Jersey sales office and warehouse.
Mr. O'Loughlin states that there will be
no changes in the corps of salesmen now
representing Philco in the metropolitan
district.

Tatro Entertains Jobbers
The Radio Distributors' Division of the Electrical League of the Niagara Frontier
has organized to do a big local job in the "Rebuild Prosperity" campaign. One
of the features will be a Radio Show to be held in Buffalo Sept. 24-30. All jobbers
have agreed to support it with extensive publicity. H. P. Fillmore, manager of
the New York Talking Machine Company, Buffalo, is chairman of this activity.
Above is a picture of the dealer meeting held August 18, at which time Earl
Whitehorne outlined the September program of intensive selling and organized
the local trade.

2
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The L. Tatro Products Corporation, Decorah, Iowa, entertained, and instructed
over 70 distributors of its 32 -volt radio sets
August 7-8. Special Pullmans brought
the Easterners and Southerners to the state
of the tall corn. In addition to a viewing
of the new models the program included
an old time Iowa corn roast.
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

Roy Davey American Bosch
Radio Sales Manager
The United American Bosch Corporation
announces the appointment of Roy Davey
as Radio Sales Manager. This action,
August 1, follows the resignation of George
Stackman who enters the jobbing business
as part owner of Waterhouse, Lester,
Scovel Company, San Francisco.
Mr. Davey has been with Bosch for
thirteen years, having handled its advertising and sales plans since the Corporation
pioneered in the radio business. He will TELEVISION
At the last meeting
continue to direct the advertising and Sales of IRE a group of about 50 engineers
Promotion activities of this concern.
and experimenters formed the National
Mr. Davey expects to make announceTelevision Association. Primary purments as regards his company's new and pose: expansion of Washington's "exextensive sales plans in the near future.
perimental transmission licenses only"
to permit commercial exploitation. It'll
probably be a long, slow pull.

To S. W. Muldowney, chairman of the
RMA tube committee and National Union
bigwig is attributed the statement that development of new tube types has definitely
let down, that the introduction of 8 and 9
prong types is remote. NU, incidentally,
reports a better July than any single month
in the company's history, despite the 10c.

per tube rise in lists.
Logan -Gregg HardArcturus has increased employee earna right smart ings 5%, shortened working hours, now flys
staged
Company
ware
ROY DAVEY
Stewart-Warner trade show exhibit in the NRA flag.
Radio Sales Mgr.,
Hygrade Sylvania increased its emPittsburgh last month. Ran two days, well
ployees over 1,400 between June 17 and
United Amer. Bosch attended.
August 12. Plants working at capacity.
Chicago's two
TWO TO DULUTH
Products,
Fansteel
merger boys, Bill Grunow and J. Clarke PROMOTED
Carl
has
appointed
Chicago,
North
Inc.,
Utilities
Household
General
Coit, now the
its
battery
of
manager
as
sales
Howard
Kelley
-How
landed
have
Company,
because of
Thomson Company to distribute Grunow charger division-"necessary
popularity of our automo(Carrene) refrigerators, U. S. Radio sets the growing charger."
National Union Offers New and what have you in northern Minnesota, tive battery
Dakota and Northern Wisconsin. CROSLEY BOOM
Five hundred and
Auto Radio Service Manual North
Kelley "and How" headquarter in Duluth. sixty-one persons have been added to the
payrolls of the Crosley Radio Corporation
National Union Radio Corporation, THORDARSON
The New York office
August 1, states Powel Crosley, Jr.
New York, announces that it is prepared of the Thordarson Electric Mfg. Co., trans- since
increase of 39 per cent during the
to distribute its first "Official Automobile formers, is now located at 202 East 44th This
past 25 days brings the total number of
was
book
This
Manual."
Service
Radio
Street. Ben Aplin is in charge.
persons now employed by the Crosley corproduced in response to demand for data
to 1,988.
service
The poration
incorporating installation and
VICTOR RECORD BOOK
As evidence of a marked increase in
information on all principal motor car ninth edition of the book, "What We buying on the part of the public, the Crosley
receivers. Here is an orderly arange- Hear in Music," has just come off the company at this time last year was manument of vital facts pertaining to instal- press for the RCA-Victor Company. facturing approximately 250 sets daily as
lation, servicing, noise suppression and Anne Shaw Faulkner, its editor, features compared with its current production of
proper aerial hook-up. Available to the 1228 Victor records as illustrative mate- nearly 2,000.
trade as one of National's regular equip- rial. It's considered a standard reference
treatise on music appreciation.
ment offers.
SETS AND REFRIGERATORS-Majestic shipped 29,777 radios and refrigeraRay Erlandson, tors in July. Refrigerator shipments exZENITH EXPANDS
former S M for the Automobile Radio Di- ceeded those leaving the plant during July,
Raytheon's Exhibit at the Fair
vision of Grigsby-Grunow, and his assist- 1932, by 7 to 1, radio shipments doubled.
ant L. L. Kelsey, have taken similar posiUnder date of Sept. 2
tions with the Zenith Radio Corporation. McCULLA
Already have set up a new department, for the McCulla Mfg. Company writes:
selling to car makers. Zenith executives "We are the successors to the National
state that they have been encouraged to Pfanstiehl Radio Corporation, Waukeenter aggressively into the special produc- gan, Illinois."
McCulla starts its new line with four
tion of AR sets for automobile manufacmodels, from a four-tuber, at $18.95, a
turers.

S -W EXHIBIT

five tube set at $22.50, another at $29.95,
Shure to a special short wave receiver, for fans,
Brothers, microphones and related equip- to sell for $59.50.
ment, will occupy larger quarters at 215
Marked imSUMMER SALES UP
West Huron Street, Chicago.
provement in summer sales of radio comThere's pared to last year are shown by a TreasPARTS DISTRIBUTORS
a new one out in Grand Rapids, Michi- ury report just issued. Internal revenue
gan, the Radio Equipment Company, of collections for July, '33, of the five per
710 Jefferson Ave., S. E. John F. Mc- cent tax was $191,075 according to WashCue, Martin V. Eddy and Marshall T. ington. This compares to excise collections
Ball are "the works."
of but $32,848 from June 20 to July 31 in

SHURE MOVES

In the Travel and Transport Building,
Century of Progress Exposition, the
Raytheon Company is showing continuous movies, from the center of the
large tube, of the process and complete
manufacture of tubes in its plant in
Newton, Mass.
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

After Sept.

1,

of
Bohner
Tung -Sol reports that he has received a
lot of letters asking how the wholesaler's
recently submitted code, recommending that
there be no consignment of radio merchandise, affects his company's policy. It
doesn't. The submitted code does not include tubes.

TUBES

Vice -President
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NEW TRANSFORMER CONCERN

Word comes that I. A. Mitchell, design engineer, S. L. Baraf, sales director, and L.
Goldstone, production manager, have withdrawn from the Kenyon Transformer Co.
and organized the United Transformer Corporation, at 264 Canal Street, New York.
33

'Class B'" states Paul Ellison, advertising manager for Sylvania.
Following is the Group A classificaService Men to Propose
tion: OIA, Amplifier and Detector; 24A,
National Licensing System
AC Screen Grid Amplifier; 26, AC
Madison Square Garden Show,
The Institute of Radio Service Men, Amplifier; 27, AV Amplifier and DeNew York, Opens Sept. 20
according to last minute advice from Chi- tector; 35, Variable Mu Tetrode; 45,
cago, are going ahead with the prepara- Power Amplifier; 47, Power Pentode;
With 80 per cent of all available space
tion of a Code proposing, among other 71A, Power Amplifier and 80, Full Wave already booked and with an assured disthings, the national licensing of qualified Rectifier.
tribution of thousands of admittance
radio service men through the facilities
tickets, the success of the National Elecof the Federal Radio Inspectors of the
trical Exposition, sponsored by the Elecnine radio zones. It is suggested that
trical Association of New York, Inc.,
servicers proceed at once to Organize local
is assured.
groups for the promotion of the ethical Majestic Publishes New Auto
While radio products and startling
standards of their profession and to be
demonstrations of the wonders of radio's
Radio
Installation
Manual
in a position to quickly tie in with whataccomplishments, will be headline feaWith the growth in popularity of auto- tures, no branch of the domestic appliever national movement may result through
the efforts of the Institute. For further mobile radio, come various problems in cation of electricity has been neglected.
information communicate with the Institute installation which are not easy to solve
Thus, for example, air conditioning,
of Radio Service Men, 510 North Dear- without aid. To make every point clear whose popularity during the past year
to
installation
men,
Majestic's
Service
Deborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.
has grown amazingly, will, for the first
partment has just made available the Ma- time, receive adequate treatment. All
jestic Auto Radio Installation Manual.
methods of cooling, purifying and humidIt's author states "You will note that we ifying air will be demonstrated.
not only technically describe the receiver
Parts Jobbers Organize
Three full years of scientific and comitself, but give information pertaining to mercial progress in electrical fields will
To Submit Supplementary Code
the source of motor interference, the meth- be shown. During the eleven days of
Walter C. Braun, Radolek Company, ods of suppressing it, and the correct man- the Exposition many of the headliner
Chicago, was elected president of the re- ner and position of installing the receiver. stars of the air will transfer their usually

ALSO IRSM CODE

AN ALL -ELECTRIC

EXPOSITION

:

cently organized National Association of
Radio Parts and Accessories Distributors
at a meeting held July 31 at the Sherman
Hotel, Chicago. The immediate purpose
of this association will be the formulation
of a Code of Fair Practices for the parts
jobbers. Rec Munger, of Lew Bonn, Inc.,
St. Paul, is vice-president; M. W. Berns,
Federated Purchasers, New York, treasurer and K. A. Hathaway, who is the
executive secretary of the Institute of Radio
Service Men, will function as secretary.
In the light of recent developments the
parts and accessories distributors now contemplate submitting a "coordinated code,"
according to an officer of this newly
formed organization. "within the limitations of the general provisions of the
National Electrical 'Manufacturers Association approved code."

WALTER

C. BRAUN

President of the
National Assoc. of
Radio Parts and
Accessories
Distributors

Nine Tubes Cover 75 Per Cent
of All Replacement Sales
States Sylvania
To assist dealers in ordering and maintaining tube stocks Hygrade Sylvania
has made a statistical study of the replacement demand. It finds that nine
tube types will take care of 75 per cent
of the replacement demand and that 15
types account for the next 15 per cent
of all requirements. The balance, 10 per
cent, extends down into a miscellaneous
collection of over 45 slow moving types.
"Thus, even the small dealer should
maintain generous supplies of the 'Class
A' tubes and a reasonable stock of
34

We also present a detailed list of approximately 56 cars of different makes."

unseen performances to the two crustal
studios in the Garden.

RADIO SHOWS

Radio Program Annual

New York
Sept. 20-30
National Electrical Exposition
Madison Square Garden
Radio and Electrical Exhibits

The dealer who makes a point of
"selling the radio programs" will find it
worth while to keep on hand the Radio
Program Annual and General Reference
Book compiled by the Pierre Key PubMinneapolis
Sept. 25-30 lishing Corp., 119 W. 57th St., New
Twelfth Annual Radio & ElecYork City. The book serves as a key
trical Show, Municipal Audito the identification of radio personalities
torium
and programs, station power, and operSept. 24-30 ating time. Radio stations of the world,
Buffalo
radio organizations, and general radio
New York
Oct. 2-4 reference material will also be found in
"Rebuild Prosperity" Convention
its 450 pages, bound in library buckram.
of the Institute of Radio ServPrice, $7.50, postpaid.
ice ilevv, Hotel Pennsylvania
Oct. 2-6
Columbus
Eighth Annunl Radio and Electrical
Exposition

Kansas City

Oct. 2-7

Electric and Radio Show
Oct.
Milwaukee
Tenth Annual Radio, Refrigeration
and Electrical Show
Milwaukee Auditorium

2-7

Oct. 2-7
Philadelphia
Electrical and Radio Show
)ltunicipal Convention Hall
St. Louis

Oct. 2-7

Southwestern Radio Show

Wholesale Radio Service,
Inc., states that it has been appointed
eastern headquarters for Tobe Deutschmann noise suppression equipment.

TOBE

WILL DILLON

Has been appointed by the Waco Sales & Distributing Company to represent it in New
York City and surrounding territories.
PROSPERITY CAMPAIGN-SEPTEMBER

"Gemutlichkeit"
(Continued from page 23)
the de luxe instrument make it both feasible and good strategy to do this. When
out on trial the customer is shown how
some extra wiring and additional loud
speakers will permit this instrument to be
enjoyed all over the house. Faulty acoustics can be corrected, and generally $100
worth of additional equipment is sold.
Leading sources of sales have been
private homes, social organizations, country clubs, restaurants, tea gardens, hotels
and the like. Of late the beer taverns have
come to the foreground. Cemeteries and
undertakers both eager for atmospheric
In
effects, have been steady buyers.
demonstrating to undertakers, a subdued
form of presentation has been found to be
most effective.
To a world that wants to chose its own
music and set its own atmosphere, Hugh
Randall has made his appeal. In Milwaukee they say that music is necessary to
"gemutlichkeit"-and it appears that what
has made Milwaukee famous is sweeping
that sentiment across the country.
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

Mace-Ryer Sells

2,000 TUBES
of the Mace-Ryer Company,
Kansas City, sells an average of 2,000 tubes per
month. Eighty per cent of these sales are made by three
service men, 50 per cent of which are made on regular
service calls and the balance on leads promoted by newspaper and direct mail advertising.
"For the past year," sales manager C. C. Jones observes, "promotional stunts have failed to bring tube
prospects into the store. Apparently price alone will
attract enough people to justify the advertising expense,
but we prefer not to cut prices."
Consequently the company turned to its service men.
But the mere installation of tubes did not improve the
performance of sets sufficiently to satisfy the average
customer. There were many complaints, necessitating
expensive call-backs. The company solved this problem
by balancing the set to peak performance with an oscillator.
The present procedure-whether the prospect comes
as the result of a regular service call or from special
advertising of a free $1.50 service call-is to clean the
chassis, check ground and aerial, put in needed tubes and
balance the set up to peak performance. The servicer
then asks the customer if he wants to keep the tubes.
While he uses a sales talk built around improved performance, he makes no effort to high pressure.
Of the two forms of advertising used for tube leads,
direct mail only has been analyzed for results. Two

THE radio department

Business Ethics in
PROBLEM

No.

types of post cards are mailed out. The first is of the
"return" type, with space for the prospect to name the
date he wants the service man to call. On this the company has received 30 per cent returns. The second is a
postcard asking the prospect to telephone when he wants
the free service call. This has brought 10 per cent returns. To insure action on the part of the prospect, the
offer is made for a limited period of time.
Experience so far has shown that the service men will
sell tubes to fifty per cent of the prospects secured
through the "courtesy call" direct mailings, and that each
sale will average $7.50. Service men make an average
of 20 calls a day, and each secures at least one new radio
prospect, which he turns over to the sales department.
Service men are experienced in sales as well as service.
Because they have been with the company several yars,
the straight salary basis of compensation can be used.
They are required to dress neatly in business suits.
Three times a week they meet with Mr. Jones to discuss
complaints and the best method of avoiding the cause
of them.
The service department, operating solely on calls at
$1.50 and taking care of free service on new sales, was
a liability. Under the present combination sales and
service plan, the department has shown the company a
profit, and so successful has the method been that tube
sales are increasing as the result of word-of-mouth
recommendation.

SERVICING

By

J. P. Kennedy

1-The Loose Wire

I'LL

be right over, Mr. Miller. Thank you."
It was the first service call in two days for Joe
Shank's radio shop. As Joe prepared for the trip, he

"j

glanced at his service record card. Mr. Miller had A-1
credit, lived in a fine home in a good neighborhood, had
a Kennedy Model 210, 1929 eight -tube neutrodyne that
cost $176. His one and only service call in the four
years of service from that set had netted Joe the profit
on one type '80 tube and the price of the trip.
Arriving at the set, the trouble was apparent at once.
Joe's keen eyes spotted the red wire from the speaker
field pulled out of its jack in the back of the set.
Instinctively Joe knew that if he inserted that wire in
its proper position and made the set play at once, especially with Mr. Miller standing there, and then asked for
the usual dollar service call, he would probably irritate
the customer and lose his business in the future. Instead,
out came the analyzer. Slipping out the aerial wire, Joe
inserted the speaker field cord and turned on the set.
Aside from the faint hum all these old 210 models had
due to using only 15 mf d. in the filter circuit, the voltages, tubes, and circuits and all tested perfect. Joe made
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

a Month

some rapid mental calculations, a new 24-mfd. condenser
would clear the hum, then a tone control would help, and
flexible pig -tail connections to points on the rotor -shaft
of the variable condenser would sharpen the tuning.
With a perfectly straight face, Joe looked up at his
customer, "You've got several things here that need
attention, the set needs a complete overhauling that will
cost you $9."
What is wrong with Joe's tactics? What would you
do under the same circumstance? "Radio Retailing"
wants your frank opinion and will pubish the best
replies.
Here is my interpretation of the proper-the ethicalhandling of such a situation:
Answer-It was all right for Joe to silently test the
entire set, the customer is entitled to a complete test on
a standard service call. After the test it was wrong for
Joe to imply that the work he suggested was necessary
to make the set play. He should make the set perform,
then point out the improvements new filter condenser,
tone controls, etc., would make. A successful service
business can only be built on an honest foundation.
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E.T. Cunningham, Inc.-RCA Radiotron Co., Inc.

Radiotron-Cunningham
Special Offer
Bargain Net Prices on Straight side OlAs, 27s and 45s Boost
Dealer Profit

RCA RADIOTRON CO. INC.,
OPERATES UNDER FLAG OF
BLUE EAGLE

An attractive offer recently announced
by the RCA Radiotron and Cunningham
tube companies makes it possible for dealers
to make even larger profits on certain types
of these standard fast-moving brands.
As long as the supply lasts and subject to
withdrawal, Radiotron and Cunningham
distributors are offering the following special net prices: 01As, 27c each; 27c, 32c;
and 45c, 34c. These are straight side types.
All future production of these types by
Radiotron-Cunningham will be in the dome
type bulb.

THE ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THESE TYPES ARE UNCHANGED. Tubes purchased at the special net prices are subject to the companies'
regular adjustment policy.
In accordance with the manufacturer's
suggested dealer price protection policy, distributors will protect dealers on all straight side tubes of these types purchased during
the three weeks prior to the announcement
of the special net prices. List prices remain
unchanged.
G. K. Throckmorton, General Manager,

THIS
OFFER
APPLIES
TO
STRAIGHT-

WE DO OUR PART

Tube Companies Move
Sales Headquarters
General sales offices of RCA Radiotron
Co., Inc., and E. T. Cunningham, Inc., formerly located at Harrison, N. J., have been
transferred to Camden, N. J., for merchandising convenience, according to a letter
from C. R. King, General Sales Manager.
The following departmental heads, together with their staffs, are now in their

handsome new quarters:
C. R. King, General Sales Manager.
T. F. Joyce, Sales Promotion Manager.
W. H. Thompson, Eastern Division
Manager.
F. B. Waneslow, District Manager, formerly in Philadelphia.
All other activities of RCA Radiotron

SIDE

'O1 -As

'27's

and45's

Camden, N. J.

RCA Radiotron Co., Inc., manufacturer of radio tubes, is operating under The National Electrical
Manufacturers Association code,
E. T. Cunningham, President, announced. This also covers E. T.
Cunningham, Inc.
The Radiotron Company employs several thousand persons
in its factories, laboratories and
offices at Harrison, and offices
and warehouses throughout the
country.
To the limit of its ability this
company has always attempted to
bolster purchasing power by maintaining a wage scale consistent
with its position of leadership in
the radio tube field, Mr. Cunningham said. He declared he was
heartily in agreement with the
President's recovery program and
welcomed the opportunity to enroll RCA Radiotron Co., Inc.,
under the banner of the Blue
Eagle.

T. Cunningham remain
unchanged. The various warehouses and
district sales offices continue to handle shipments and sales matters in their respective
territories.
Co., Inc., and E.

ONLY
STRAIGHT-SIDE

DOME

issued the following statement relative to
the Special Offer:
"During three years of declining prices
retail merchants necessarily adopted a cautious day-to-day buying policy to minimize
inventory losses and to be able quickly to
give customers the benefit of lower prices.
"Now the price trend is upward. The
radio tube manufacturer operating under
the NEMA Code has increased his direct
labor costs substantially. Material prices
have advanced and will continue to advance. These factors will undoubtedly raise
average tube billing prices as much as 20%.
"The dealer's buying policy should now
be to increase inventories to delay an advance in prices to his customers. Competitive dealers may be expected to do this.
"In sympathy with the administration policy we will not advance prices until our
operations require it, but we can give our
trade no assurance on present prices. We
reserve the right to advance prices.
"Standard, well - accepted merchandise
such as Cunningham and Radiotron tubes
are a good profitable 'buy' today. Protect
yourself and your customers by ordering
today from your jobber."
36

YOUR MARKET

SELL if WITH RCA TUBES
QUALITY AND CONSUMER DEMAND

dk77t

Dealers from all the Western Empire attending the Market Week Show
in San Francisco last month commented favorably on the outstanding display
of the Leo H. Meyberg Company, radio distributors. The feature of the display was a straight -forward merchandising story featuring RCA Radiotrons.
(Advertisement)
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World's Fair Exhibit
Provides Selling Lesson

Beware of Costly Bargains,
Says Southern Dealer

Evidences of the popularity of RCA Hall
at the World's Fair are the highly complimentary newspaper reviews and the many
letters received by the home offices of the
various RCA subsidiaries.
"I would like also to compliment you and
your company on the splendid exhibit that
you have at the World's Fair. To me it
was one of the best exhibits there," concludes a letter from Henry F. Morrison,
Morrison Radio Shop of Ashtabula, O.
THEY COME, THEY LINGER
Statistics show that more than one-third
of all Fair visitors reach the RCA exhibit, an unusually high percentage for an
individual display. Attendants in RCA
a remar t at not on y '0 t e peop e
come but that they tend to linger. They
stand in awestruck wonder before the
Cathode -Ray Oscillograph, which actually
pictures the workings of a radio set. They
are fascinated by the tube assembly line,
where the mechanical hands of the automatic machine vie in dexterity with the
human hands of the girl operators.
For every business man who deals with
the public-and what retail merchant does
not-there is a lesson to be learned from the
tremendous success of RCA Hall. That
success was achieved simply by the application of an old merchandising principle.
It would seem that the exhibits alone,
dealing as they do with one of science's
great achievemenìts, would have been
enough to attract and hold the public. Why
that expensive crimson carpet on the floor?
Why was the magnificent Color -Organ
placed to face the entrance? It was because the designers of the exhibit knew that
they had to offer their "customers" what the
customers wanted and furthermore had to
make it easy and pleasant for them to get it.
MAKE IT EASY
.
.
Most visitors to the Hall are physically
and mentally tired when they arrive. They
have walked miles, seen sights, heard confused noises. As they enter RCA Hall, they
are welcomed by the Color -Organ. The
ear is soothed by the soft strains of the
organ; the eye is relaxed by the slowly changing pastel colors, which blend with
the music to produce a new sort of harmony. At the same time, the deep pile of
the rug gives solace to tired feet. Here is
rest, here is comfort, here is a fascinating
display. Let's stay a while. And they do.
The formula for the success of the exhibit, translated for commercial use, is:
"Give the public the merchandise it wants,
and make it easy and pleasant for the

Many a dealer who uses money and ingenuity to attract new customers only to
learn that they do not come back a second
time might find the answer to his problem
in the kind of tubes used in his service
work, according to
the story told by
Earl Geier, radio
service man of 8215
Zimple Street, New
Orleans, to a Cun-

Tests Prove Merit of C-R
Fall Plans, Says Joyce

Reports from Camden indicate that enthusiasm is running high these days in tlfe
sales headquarters of the RadiotronCunningham tube companies.
"No plan a manufacturer can concoct to
help his dealers can do more than help sell
the merchandise for the dealer," said T. F.
Joyce, Manager of the department. "The
manufacturer can, and should, make available to the dealer the merchandising talent
and the sales aids that it would be beyond
ningham-Radiotron
the means of the individual dealer to create
representative.
and produce for himself.
"Furthermore, the manufacturer can de"You don't catch
velop and test out sound selling plans for
me falling for any
the dealer to use, thus avoiding costly exof these `bargain'
periment for the dealer. Prime essentials
of such plans are that they be simple in
EARL GEIER
known tubes," said
Mr. Geier. "Every time I am tempted to application and that they create sales opportry to make a few cents extra profit some- tunities for the dealer. After that it is up
to the sales ability of the dealer.
thing happens to cure me.
"About our Fall Plan: avoiding superlaSO SORE HE WOULDN'T COMPLAIN tives, just let me say that we think it is
"Last week a fellow brought a set in here. good. We have tried it out and it works.
Before telling me what he wanted he asked It creates sales opportunities for sets, serwhat kind of tubes I used and I just pointed vice, and tubes. It is a plan designed to
to my Radiotron sign. His set had three make owners critical of the performance of
different makes of tubes in it besides a their radio sets. It will be announced
couple of the original equipment. He ex- shortly."
plained that just a few weeks ago he had
had some other service man work on the
6F7 Announced
set and had not noticed the kinds of tubes
he put in until the set went haywire again.
The 6F7, a triode -pentode with 6.31 volt
The other service man had guaranteed his heater, has recently been announced by
job, but this customer was so sore about the Radiotron and Cunningham.
non-standard tubes that he would not even
This latest development of the great R -C
go back to complain about it.
tube laboratories combines in one bulb a
"Once in a while a Radiotron goes bad, triode unit and an i -f pentode unit and may
but then the customer knows that you have be used with each unit performing separate
done your best; put some other tubes in the functions in radio receivers designed for its
set and the customer is likely to blame you characteristics. Deliveries to the trade
instead of the tube. The seeming extra were scheduled to start about Sept. 1. The
profit is phoney. It isn't worth it."
list price is $1.80.

.

public to buy it."

So That's Why
That it is easier for his factories to
make good tubes than mediocre tubes was
the startling statement made recently to a
group of visitors by Bob Shannon, Factory
Manager for the Cunningham-Badiotron
tube works
"Paradoxical as this may seem, it is
true," elaborated Mr. Shannon. "In the
usual factory there is continual friction
over the engineers' demand for quality and
the production department's demand for
low production costs. Not so here.
"Years ago we learned that by setting
our limits of tolerance very close we forced
ourselves to be careful, to try harder, to
develop new means of staying within the
limits. With broad limits we would have
become careless, relaxed our search for
improved methods.
"As we narrowed our limits we found we
had a larger percentage of perfect tubes.
Consequently, production costs were lower.
Quality pays in manufacturing as well as
in selling."
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A TESTIMONIAL FROM THE HEART
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There are testimonials
and testimonials.
Queens have recommended f ace lotions;
football players have
recommended cigarettes;
girl athletes have recommended automobiles.
But seldom, if ever,
does a product receive as
sincere and touching a
tribute as the one shown
at the right.
The original of the
letter, neatly framed,
hangs in the private office
of E. T. Cunningham,
president of E. T. Cunningham, Inc., and RCA
Radiotron Co., Inc.
(Advertisement)
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NEW

MERCHAND
Emerson Radio Line
Three models, the forerunners of the

SE

1934

line, were announced recently by the Emerson Radio & Phonograph Corp., 641 Sixth
Ave., New York City.
Quite out of the ordinary is Model 321AW
in a Chinese lacquer cabinet, finished in
ebony and gold. The metal hinges and
handle are of Oriental design. It is an
a.c.-d.c. set, short and long wave, to operate

Majestic Model

55

Majestic Series
Lyric Model SU5 Duncan Phyfe

Lyric Line

Emerson Model 321

Smart modernistic radios, showing the
World's Fair influence, are announced by
the Rudolph Wurlitzer Mfg. Co., N. Tonawanda, N. Y., for the 1933-34 season. Furniture models, as well, are included. Prices
range from $18.75 to $119.50.
With the four tube chassis (6A7, 43, 6B7,
25Z5) there are: Model C4L, metal bronze
lacquer finish C4L1, modernistic, walnut
and birdseye maple M4L, rosewood and
zebrawood, ultra -modern cabinet M4L1,

ATV

on 110-120 volts, as well as 220 v. Short wave feature brings in signals down to 75
meters. The tubes used are 2-78, 77, 43,
25Z5.

-

$35.

Model 40, a.c.-d.c., is a furniture piece
a graceful consolette designed along French

;

;

;

Specifications of the 1934 Majestic line of
the Grigsby-Grunow Co., 5801 Dickens Ave.,
Chicago, are as follows :
Models 194, 195 and 196 are Gothic midgets with 4, 5 and 6 tube chassis, respectively.
Models 55, Duette, and 59, Studio,
modernistic in line. 5 tubes.
Models 461, Master Six, and 463, Century
Six, are 6 tube midgets.
Model 67, Barclay, a console, uses 6 tubes.
Model 68, Plaza, 6 tubes, comes in a cabinet of the "solid" type, that is built down to
the floor. Model 69, Savoy, 6 tubes, and
Model 86, Hyde Park, 8 tubes, are also of
the same type.
Model 85, Royale, employs 3 tubes. A
console.
Model 599, Radiograph, is a 5 tube radio phonograph combination in a table cabinet.
The tube line-ups are : 4 tube sets : 6A7S,
6F7S, 41, 6Z5 ; 5 tube sets 6A7S, 6B7S,
6F7S, 42, 80 ; 6 tube sets : 2-58S, 2A7S, 55S,
2A5, 80 8 tube sets : 2-58S, 2A7S, 55S 56,
53, 2S, 80. All models receive police calls.Radio Retailing, September, 1933.
:

;

Lyric Model P-5-L
ebony finish, buffed aluminum grille bars,
console.
ultra -modern ; and SA46, open face(6A7,
75,
With five tube a.c.-d.c. chassis
78, 43, 12Z3) Lyric offers: Model P5L,
(intrunk case design, sprayed cork finish short
destructible), carrying handle; SU5L,
wave and broadcast bands, jack for remote
speaker hook up, semi -modern ; U5L1, shortwave and broadcast, Sheraton cabinet;
SU5, Duncan Phyfe table, shortwave and
broadcast, mahogany finish, jack for remote
speaker hook up ; and SU5QA, Queen Anne
design table in mahogany or walnut. With
five tubes for straight a.c. operation there
is Model SA5L using 2A6, 2A7, 2A5, 58,
280. Period design midget.
The rest of the line consists of Model
SW88, a modernistic shortwave, 8 tube

Emerson Model

40

Consolette

Provincial lines. Top, front and legs are
solid walnut, light finish. Takes 3-78, 6B7,
43, 25Z5. $44.50.
Model 350AW, short and long wave, has
the same chassis as Model 321AW. Comes
in a carved chest cabinet. When in use
the doors fold back and disappear in the
sides of the cabinet. $35.Radio Retailing,
September, 1933.
Majestic Model

85

Westinghouse Refrigerators
Nine models are included in the new Master series of electric refrigerators of the
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. The prices begin at $99.50 f.o.b.

Ward -Leonard Voltage Regulators

ber, 1933.

Solar Manufacturing Corp., 599 Broadway, New York City has just issued a new
booklet covering its complete line of condensers of all types.-Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

For operating 110 volt receivers on
voltages encountered in foreign countries,
notably 220 to 250 volts, the Ward -Leonard
Co., Mount Vernon, N. Y., is making a
complete line of voltage regulators. The
units can be fitted for use with either American or European receptacles. The European receptacles are round pronged and the
American receptacles are parallel pronged.
They are made in special designs for set
manufacturers and can also be supplied in
a number of standard types for dealer use
as accessories.
This company also makes a new sliding
contact tubular rheostat (Laboratory type)
designed for the accurate control of currents up to 25 amps. Three sizes, 8, 16
and 20 in. lengths, cover a very wide range
of resistance values. -Radio Retailing, September, 1933.
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Lyric Model M -y -L1

midget; SW89, an 8 tube, duo wave console SA99, 9 tube console ; SA120, 12 tube
console, Class A prime output; SA133,
channel control superhet employing 9 circuits, two speakers.
A remote speaker in a Sheraton design
table, self-excited field, relay to turn
speaker on when plugged into chassis,
on
drawer above speaker and compartments
each side of speaker is offered. Operates
sets.
with SU5L and U5L1
There is also an improved Simplex coin operated automatic phonograph, holding ten
records. $550. Radio Retailing, Septem;

Several new refinements in design are
included.
Westinghouse also announces an increase
in the price on previous models effective
immediately. Price increases range from
$10 on the BL45 to $75 on the AP200.
Model BL43 remains at $99.50 f.o.b.Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

Solar Condensers

-

Atwater Kent Receivers

American Bosch Radios

Two modernistic consoles, a regulation
console and two table models have been
brought out by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., for the fall season.
Model 217 has 7 tubes (55, 3-58, 56, 2A5,
SO) and tunes to 3200 ka. It is a "Compact" model. $45.
Model 387 is a battery operated Compact
employing 7 tubes (2-34, 32, 3-30, 1A6).
The speaker is a permanent magnet
dynamic. Can be operated on either a 2
volt air cell or on regular 2 volt wet

After a survey of what the owner desires in a radio cabinet, the United American Bosch Corp., Springfield, Mass., announces its 1934 line.
Model 3.605, 7 tubes with 9 tube performance, is an all -wave console, covering
540 to 20,000 kc. $94.50. With the same
chassis there are also Model 360E, the
illustrated modernistic console, $84.50
;

storage battery.
Battery requirements:
3-45 volt B's, 1-78 volt C, 1-48 volt C,-one

Fada Model

132

Fada Radios

American Bosch Models 370E and 360E
360M, moderne cabinet with tinted maple
burner corners and inlay of white metal,
$88.50 ; 360T, a table model, or as Bosch
designates it, a consolet, $62.50.

The same cabinets with 7 tube chassis,
tube performance, are known as
Models 370S, $84.50 ; 370T, $52.50 ; 370M,
$78.50 and 370E, $74.50. The wave length
range includes 540 to 1900 and shortwave
1900 to 6200 kc.
Model 355, 5 tubes, 8 tube performance,
Is a dual wave Personal radio for a.c.-d.c.
operation. Range 530-4200 kc. $37.50.
Also for straight a.c. operation as Model
350, $37.50.
Model 501, 5 tube table set, 8 tube
performance, for a.c.-d.c., is $28.50. Receives police calls.
Model 260C is a 10 tube job, all wave.
It has dual speakers in a tone blending
chamber. Electric tuning. $115.
Model 260R, same specifications, but in
a highboy is $109.
Model 312G has 12 tubes, automatic
between station silence, volume control
using duo -diode system, electric tuning,
dual speakers. $140.
A five tube motor car set with 9 tube
performance, listing at $39.95, has been
placed on the market by the United American Bosch Corp., Springfield, Mass. It is
a single unit set measuring 98x8 18x78 in.
with a.v.c. and noiseless, tubeless B -battery
Radio Retailing, September
eliminator.
11

1933.

-

Using the RU chassis (F6A7, F77, F6D6,
F37, F43, and F25Z5) two new models
have been announced by Fada Radio &
Electric Corp., Long Island City, N. Y.
Model 132 is modernistic in design and
of the open face type. The dimensions
are 398 in. high by 22 in. deep. $59.50.
Model 131, also an open face console, but
of period design, is $54.50.
Both sets have a.v.c., tone control, and
static modifier, a self-contained 20 ft. flexible cord antenna attached to the receiver,
and are equipped with a phonograph jack.
-Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

Atwater Kent Model

510

volt B battery less than last year's complement. $45, less batteries.
Model 510 is housed in a modernistic
cabinet. The tube line-up is : 2-2A5, 4-56,
3-58, 80. This set has a.v.c., 4 point tone
control, visual and silent tuning, and covers
up to 3200 kc. $99.
Model 667 is a smaller moderne line console with the same chassis as Model 217.
Covers up to 3200 kc. $59.50.
Model 711 is an 11 tube job (5-58, 55, 2-56,
2-2A3, 5Z3).
Uses Class A type audio
amplification in 1st and 2nd audio stages
and power output stage. Incorporates 10
tuned circuits, a.v.c., silent and shadow tuning, compensated tuning mechanism, and
tunes to 3200 kc. In T cabinet, $150 R
cabinet, $135 J cabinet, $125. Radio Retailing, September, 1933.
45

;

;

,

Fada Model

131

G -H Paper Wound Condenser

American Bosch Models 360M and 370M

Girard -Hopkins, 1437 23d Ave., Oakland,
Calif., has just released a new line of paper
wound condensers, made of linen tissue and
aluminum foil, thoroughly sealed, and intended to replace electrolytic condensers in
any job. They are tested on 1000 volts and
have no current leakage.
Mountings and dimensions are exact
duplicates of electrolytic condensers In both
cardboard and can, and carry the same list
values.
This firm has also revised its standard
line of condensers which have been improved. Units are smaller and completely
sealed is cellophane and Halowax for protection against moisture absorption and resulting Ieakage. A revision to lower prices
has also been made.-Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

Ohmite "Wirewatt"
A new radio resisting unit, the "Wire -

watt," is announced by the Ohmite Mfg.
Co., 636 N. Albany Ave., Chicago. It is a
wire -wound unit having a one watt rating.
The size is the same as the ordinary one
watt composition unit and may be used
both in original equipment and for replacement work where the resistance value is not
over 25,000 ohms.Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

Radio Retailing, September, 1933
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Atwater Kent Model 667

Acratone Amplifier
Class A prime 15 -watt amplifier employing 2A3 tubes in push-pull in the last
stage has been placed on the market by
Federated Purchaser, Inc., 23 Park Place,
New York City. A maximum gain of 88.6
decibels is attained at 1,000 cycles.
It employs a universal input transformer
which matches a single or double button
microphone and a 200, 500 or 5,000 ohm
phonograph pick up. The maximum power
of 15 watts obtainable is sufficient to handle
a crowd of up to 5,000 people energizing as
many as 10 dynamic speakers.
The net price to dealers and service men
is $24.50, less tubes. Radio Retailing, September, 1933.
A

39

Crosley Receivers
In addition to the very complete line of
20 radio sets recently announced, Crosley
has brought 6 battery models and twopiece radio, consisting of remote speaker
and table model.
There are two five tube battery models,
designed for 2 v. air cell battery or regular 6 v. storage battery connected for 2
volts. The Gothic midget is $23 the lowboy, $36. With 8 tubes, Class B amplification, the midget is $39.95, the console,
;

Clarion Model 471

Clarion Sets
Five, six, eight and ten tube receivers as
well as battery sets make up the new
Clarion line of the Transformer Corp. of
America, 2309 S. Keeler Ave., Chicago.
Cabinets lean toward the new modern trend
and neon tuning has been added.
Model 480 console uses 10 tubes and tunes
to 3500 kc. It has quiet a.v.c., and variable
noise control.
Model 490 takes 8 tubes. Covers 5403500 kc. Cabinet is conservatively modern
in line.
Model 472 is a 6 tube console. Covers
up to 3500 kc.
Model 423 is a 5 tube a.c.-d.c. superhet
with built-in antenna. Receives police calls,
1800 to 5400 kc.
Moder 500, battery operated, uses 8 tubes
in a superhet circuit. Class B output, a.v.c.,
battery regulator tube.
Model 471 is a 6 tube moderne midget,
540-3000 kc. self-contained antenna.
Model 470, 6 tube Gothic midget, has
self-contanied antenna, 540-3000 kc. Radio
Retailing, September, 1933.

Solite Floodlights
As an accessory to taking home movies
at night or indoors, a floodlight, known as
the "Solite," has been brought out by the

Solite Sales Co., 1373 Sixth Ave., New York
City.
These floodlights have many other uses,
such as lighting window displays, showrooms, etc. They have a parabolic aluminum reflector which redirects (over a 90
degree angle) all the light falling on it.
The price, less bulb, is $7.50.
Many kinds of brackets and mountings
are available making possible many combinations.
Radio Retailing, September,
1933.

-

Eby Products
H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., Inc., 21st and Hunting Park Ave., Philadelphia, Pa., announces

`iCrosley Repose, Jr. Set and Remote Speaker

its new line of "33" wafer type sockets for
use where there is a minimum of space.
Eby also makes multi -polar rotary
switches, one to six poles, single or double
throw.
This company's newly released utility
adapters are available in both "wired" and
"unwired" types. May be had with 4, 5,
6 and 7 prongs.
The Model 733 universal analyzer adapter
in combination with a multi -range meter

For 32 v. d.c. operation, two all electric models are offered, each using
tubes and Syncronode power unit. Midget, $39.95 console, $49.95.
The new remote speaker is the Repose
Jr., for use in conjunction with the Repose
Jr. midget set. The speaker cornes in a
small lowboy cabinet. Price, complete,
$39.95. Radio Retailing, September, 1933.
$49.95.

5

;

Filterizer Kit for Cars
Clarion Model 490

Arvin Auto Radio
A new 6 -tube unit auto radio listing at
$49.50 has been brought out by Noblitt-

The Tobe Deutschmann Corp., Canton,
Mass., has just announced a "Filterizer" kit
for cars equipped with radio. The kit,
which lists at $4.95, consists of an antenna
impedance -matching unit with 10 ft. of
shielded lead-in, an inductive -capacitive
"Filterette" which stops noise from reaching
the aerial from the dome -light and an ammeter "Filterette." The kit, it is claimed,
reduces motor noise and increases signal
strength. Dome -light and ammeter units
are not shown in the illustration.-Radio
Retailing, September, 1933.
CAR AERIAL

TAPE.Alr

SPLICE,SOLDER NID
INSIDE WIRE OF TORE

SHIELDED LEAD-IN
TO CAR AERIAL

performs all the functions of the modern
analyzer tube tester and is not restricted
to any circuit or tube limitations. It is
arranged for point to point tests, circuit
break-in tests and for checking voltage
or current to any element or for short circuits between elements of tubes having up
to seven base prongs and cap contacts.
Any new tubes with additional prongs, elements, internal connections or special arrangements can be provided for.Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

CONNECT LEAD-IN
SHEATH TO FRAME
OF CAR

BOLT TO FRAMEOF CAR
OR AUTO RADIO CASE

Sparks Industries, Inc. Columbus, Ind. It
is designated as the 20-B Standard model,
rounding out Arvin's previous line.
The set is only slightly larger than the
Arvin hot water car heater and features
compactness and ease of installation. A
metal plate with stabilizing bracket bolts
on the dash affords a rigid mounting, and
the set can be slipped on and off quickly.
Model 20-B is an all -electric superheterodyne with a.v.c. and two -point tone control.
-Radio Retailing, September, 1933.
46

Ignition Filter

!

,,;egr.&
SPUCE.SOLDER-'
AND TAPE

CONNECT THE TWO
OUTSIDE SHIELDS
TOGETHER

PROSPERITY CAMPAIGN-SEPTEMBER

C. M. Sherwood & Co., 80 Seventh St.,
Long Island City, N. Y., has introduced an
ignition filter which, made entirely of copper wire, has less than 100 ohms resistance,
and does not interfere with the ignition
current supply to the spark -plugs as do
other types of suppressors with resistances
running up to 40,000 ohms. Use of the new
filter is thus promised to prevent weakened
spark, loss of power, reduced speed, production of carbon, sluggish acceleration, increased gasoline consumption and sticky
valves. Radio Retailing, September, 1933.

Radio Retailing, September, 1933

Radio Retailing, September, 1933
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Weston

TUBE

CHECKER
is there any need for worrying about tube
checker obsolescence. Again Weston has supplied the
solution; providing a design with 18 sockets, 11 of which
are wired to test all of the present tubes, some 90 in number. The remaining 7 sockets are spares, and can be quickly
wired in to test some fifty-odd additional tubes, when and
if these tubes appear on the market.
Weston Model 674 Tube Checker is an "English Reading"
tester-and is outstanding in its simplicity of operation.
All reference to or knowledge of tube characteristics is
avoided. The operator simply follows the few concise steps
indicated on the tube limit chart and correct indication is
obtained in minimum time.
Moreover, by means of the cathode leakage button the
testing of all cathode type tubes for leakage between cathode
and heater is readily accomplished-and in the same socket
used for regular tests on the tube. Independent checking of
the second plate in all double plate tubes also is accomplished simply by throwing a toggle switch.
And there are many more outstanding features-a few of
them listed on the right. They will explain why Weston
Model 674 is the outstanding value in tube checkers today.
The coupon will bring descriptive circular RA. Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 581 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.
NO LONGER

WE DO ODIEDADT

Also, the new Weston
_Node! 673 Tube Checker. Combines attractive appearance, good
testing ability, and low
Send coupon
price

for descriptive bulletin.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
1.

Attractive appearance-harmoniously finished in three
tones of brown.

2.

"English Reading". Excellent
readability.

Simplicity of operation-no
calculations necessary.
4. Lowest obsolescence factor.
3.

5.

Tests second plates, all tubes
-diodes, duplex and rectifier.

6.

Tests cathode leakage by
ply pushing a button.

7. Individual

sing. -

standard replace-

able sockets.
8.

Line voltage adjustment.

9. No

adapters required.

ESTON
adio Inrírumenír
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation
581 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.
Please send circular RA containing full information on Model 674 Tube
Checker and other rodio instruments.
Nome......_......_.........._.................._......_......_......

..._......_............_......._......_..................._..............._......

Address_._...._._.....---

_-------

.....__...... _..____-......_......__....__....___._.___......_...__..._._...._.._.......__.

J
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\READTEIIEOUTPMIENT ÂPPOVED
BY PROFESSION..
0-imrdez

awe,

Now is the time to cash

No. 710
READRITE TESTER

in on the
widespread public interest that
is being aroused by the sensational Radio Prosperity Campaign.
And you, as a Radio Service Engineer,
can cash in best by using the Readrite
testers shown here. They will make
money for you and save you money! You
can afford to standardize on Readrite instruments. They are popularly priced.
They enable you to make more calls at
less cost per call
they make it easy for
you to meet every servicing requirement .. .
they withstand the hardest kind of use and
abuse
they insure that your equipment
dollar stretches much farther.

...

...

No. 710 READRITE TESTER
This all-purpose tester fills every need of both the expert service man and the beginner. It is designed for
the testing of nèw and old radios. Equipped with a
practical selector switch for checking all parts of tube circuits by connecting
to the set sockets. Selection for testing voltage of plate, grid, cathode, suppressor grid and screen grid is quickly and accurately done. Plate current,
filament volts, line and power supply volts, resistance and continuity are
measured. Battery is used for continuity testing of transformers, chokes,
etc. Handles most advanced circuits and newest tubes.

The No. 711 Readrite Tester is the same as the No. 710 except that it is
equipped with the new Triplett D'Arsonval Volt -ohmmeter, which has 1000

Here's
Proof of
READRITE
Leadership.

ohms per volt resistance. The readings are 0-15-60-300-600---0 to 300,000
ohms. Ohmmeter reading is secured with the 4% volt battery, which is furnished.

Write
for your

No. 550 READRITE OSCILLATOR

TODAY!

This signal generator furnishes a modulated signal of constant frequency for
the alignment of all modern radios. It is used to align r. f. transformers,
check oscillator stage, compare gain in tubes and determine the sensitivity

copy

PEACH FOR
THE

JOY OF LIVING

of a receiver.

TIE tN

WITH THE NEW

No. 410 TUBE TESTER
Used for checking new and old tubes in receiving sets. Simply designed, compactly constructed, this tester is ideal for both outside
work and for counter use. A push button provides two-plate current readings for determining the conductance and worth of a tube.
For those wanting a longer-scale instrument, the Model 416 Tester,
with a Triplett D'Arsonval Flush Mounted Meter is offered. This
instrument does not have illuminated dial, but in other respects is
the same as the No. 410.

DO

PROSPERITY
CAM PAIGN

CV* NAT

READRITE METER WORKS,
84 College Ave.,

Bluffton, Ohlo.

YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU
See him today, or send the
coupon for descriptive catalog.

Gentlemen:
Send me catalog on Readrite Instrument No. (
as well as folder giving proofs of Readrite Leadership.
Name

READRITE METER WORKS
84 College Ave.,

BIuFFton,

Ohio

Street Address...
City

State

)

SERVICE
AND

Conducted by

W. MacDonald

INSTALLATION

SECTION
CIRCUITS of the MONTH
Resistance -Coupled Double
Push -Pull

Capehart's new model 400B instruments are equipped with 7 tube, three
stage a.f. amplifiers receiving plate power
from paralleled 5Z3 rectifiers. Of particular interest to the technician is the
phase changing method used between
the first a.f. 56 and second a.f. push-pull
56's to permit resistance coupling.
A.f. voltage appears across the 30,000
ohm resistor in the plate circuit of the
first 56. Passing through the .1 mfd.
coupling condenser it also appears across
the 20,000 ohm and 30,000 ohm input
load resistors connected in series from
grid to ground. The mid -point between
these two resistors is connected to the
cathodes (through a 2,000 ohm biasing

Sw.

B«t

Lamp
S

S00 mh.

`f-Fi/teretfe

cars. The filter consists of a 500 mh. inductance to be connected in series with
the light circuit and a non -inductive, .5
mfd. condenser to be connected across
the lamp and switch. Dimming of the
lamp is negligible due to the extremely
low resistance of the coil.
The filter prevents passage of ignition noise to top antennas via dome light
wiring and is conveniently mounted behind the dash. Or, where an under -car
antenna is used it may be applied to the
tail -lamp and mounted at the base of
the steering column as close as possible
to the lighting switch.

Duo -Channel

A.

F.

Cathode -Heater Leakage Test
Supreme's new Master AAA -1 instrument substitutes actual measurement of

cathode hearer leakage for the more
usual short -test. High -resistance shorts
between the two tube elements, which do
not show up under the simpler test, are

Amplifier

Lincoln's latest receiver embodies two
innovations, a due -channel a.f. amplifier
and 2B6 triple -twin power tubes.
(RR33Jul) A.f. from the second detector
is fed simultaneously to two separate
resistor) and it is readily seen that the amplifiers.
One of these favors freupper 56 therefore functions as in any quencies above
1,000 cycles because its
resistance coupled amplifier, the 20,000 .05 coupling condensers
offer greater
ohm resistor forming its input load.
to lows and because the assoThe grounded end of the 30,000 ohm impedance
speaker is more efficient in the
resistor is at high a.f. potential with ciated
upper
region.
other, equipped with
reference to the center or mid -tap. A.f., 1 mfd. couplingThe
condensers
and a large
reversed in phase with respect to the
grid of the upper 56, is thus fed to the
grid of the lower tube through a .1 mfd.
condenser included in the circuit to prevent direct grounding. The 200,000 ohm
resistor is simply a path for d.c. bias to
the lower tube.

Inductive -Capacitive Dome
Light Filter
An interesting dome or tail light filter
unit is included in Tobe Deutschmann's
new `Filterette" kit (see page 40) for
suppression of ignition interference in
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

dynamic, performs best on bass notes.
Input to each amplifier may be controlled by varying the arms of 25 megohm volume control resistors comprising
first audio stage input load. A.f. level
below, or above 1,000 cycles may thus be
raised or lowered at the will of the
operator.

PROGRESS WEEK-OCTOBER 2-7

readily checked. The basic circuit is
shown. Five volts a.c. is applied to the
suspected tube through a .5 mfd. condenser and sensitive voltmeter.

55 As Meter Rectifier, A. F.
Oscillator and Modulator
Wireless Egert's model 310 serviceman's
signal generator (built-in powerpack not
shown) introduces several circuit applications of the 55 duo -diode triode which will
be new to most "Circuits of the Month"
readers.
A 56 is used in a simple r.f. oscillator
circuit, the grid coil being tapped for
operation at broadcast or intermediate
(Harmonics
(110-500 kc.) frequencies.
of the r.f. oscillator are audible down to
10 meters.) Intensity of the generated r.f.
43

44
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For GREATER CONVENIENCE and
ASSURED PROFITS in today's service job
THE servicing job of today is much
more exacting than ever before. Today your set owner wants more
than a tube -checking . . . he wants
you to look the set over . . . tell him why
the programs aren't coming in the way they
used to . . . give him a price and then fix
it, once and for all.
At the same time your job is easf er, if you

go at it right. Today you have fine portab'e
instruments to help you in your first examination. And above all, you have dependab'e
replacement parts with which to work.

STAN COR

This is particularly true when it
is necessary for
you to replace a

defective

or
burned out transformer.
For, realizing what the needs of the service
man were going to be in the way of replacement transformers.
STANCOR EXACT DUPLICATE Replacement Transformers began to be made and carried in stock for your
convenience by a nation-wide organization
of distributors. Today these distributors
stock STANCOR EXACT -DUPLICATE Replacement transformers for practically every
make and model of radio sold during the past five or six years. And
if an authorized STANCOR distributor happens to be out of the one you
want, we have it in stock so that you

can have it as quickly as it would take you
time to hunt around and find an unsatisfactory substitute.
STANCOR EXACT-DUPLICATE Replacement Transformers make your profit sure.
You don't have to guess about their likeness
to the electrical characteristics of the one you
took out
they are identical to the original
in every electrical and physical detail . . .
there is no re-wiring or re -drilling to be done
in their installation. When your customer
looks at the finished job and recognizes the
same kind of transformer replaced as was
taken out, he knows you know your business,
and pays your bill with good grace.

...

EXACT -DUPLICATE Replacement Transformers are actually better than
the originals in many instances. Many of
the originals were torn down in our laboratories. The defective unit was compared
with the chassis requirements
then it was
reproduced so the same thing couldn't happen again.
STANCOR

...

STANCOR EXACT -DUPLICATE Replacement Transformer Catalogs and Supplements covering also

Stancor
Class

Audios,

Chokes,

"B" and Filament Transformers are

distributed by authorized STANCOR distributors all over the United States, Canada
and our Island possessions.
If
you do not know who he is in your
locality, write or wire for your copies
of these helps to today's servicing
jobs.

STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
852 BLACKHAWK STREET

CHICAGO, ILL.

"

signal may be individually controlled by
" TRICKS of the TRADE
varying plate voltage at R,. The triode
portion of a 55 is used in a simple a.f.
oscillator circuit, fix -tuned to 1,000 cycles. LYRIC S8, K69. Weak signals. Look
Amplitude of the generated a.f. signal may for shorted 5 mfd. condenser in screen
be controlled by varying grid bias at Rs. grid circuit.
(1,000 cycles a.f. is made available for external use by tapping the 55 grid leak STEWART-WARNER 112.
Noise
circuit.)
after standard suppression has been inThe diodes of the 55 have two important stalled. Shield tone control and pilot
and unusual functions. They rectify any leads from tuning head to chassis with
a.c. signal, either r.f. or a.f., applied to metal braid, grounding at head. Bond
them and operate the d.c. output intensity shield of antenna lead to metal case of
meter. And they "mix" a.f. generated by chassis,.
the triode portion of the 55 and r.f. generated by the 56 in the output circuit with
which they are associated when a modulated GE 40. Noise after standard suppression has been installed. Ground rubber signal is required.
The development of d.c. in the diode cir- mounted triangular plate of tuning concuit for operation of the meter is readily trol sheath to side of chassis.
understood. R.f. output of the 56 is applied
in push-pull to the diode plates through ZENITH 50, 52. Loss
sensitivity at
transformer T. Rectification takes place one end of dial. Removeofcan from conbetween the diode plates and cathode, d.c. denser gang, remove screws holding
stators in place at each end, place lock -

flowing through the meter via resistors
R5, Rs and R, and returning to the center tap of T.
The "mixing" function of the diodes is
somewhat more complicated. A.f. appearing in the cathode circuit of the 55 triode
oscillator is applied to the diode circuit
through condenser C and flows in the output load circuit together with r.f. generated by the 56. Modulation may be said to
occur in the diode circuit.
(The signal
generator may be modulated with audio
frequencies other than 1,000 cycles by
applying these across the diode load resistor R5. A strong external signal such as
would be generated by a good beat frequency oscillator is desirable for this purpose.) Up to 50 per cent modulation of
the 56 may be obtained by properly adjusting the output of the r.f. and a.f. oscillators
by means of their individual controls. Or,
an unmodulated signal may be obtained by
increasing R, to the point where the a.f.
oscillator ceases to function.
It is also possible to use the device as a
straight a.f. oscillator, cutting out the 56.
This is done by depressing switch Sw.,
which opens the secondary circuit of transformer T. It will be noted that when this
is done the diode plates of the 55 are connected in parallel and provide half -wave
rectification of the a.f. signal to run the
d.c. meter. A pure sine wave, or distorted
a.f. signal variable from 1 to 5 volts is
available. Calibrated attenuation functions
just as it does when the r.f. oscillator is
in operation.
In addition to the individual control of
r.f. and a.f. oscillator intensities by means
of R, and R, it is also possible to attenuate
the final output, irrespective of its character, by means of calibrated resistor R3.
R4 serves to keep the meter on scale.
The instrument has its own a.c. power pack, which uses a 56 as the rectifier.
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Thanks for the
"flowers" about this column, all you
men who have written in. Shoot in
good material and we will expand it,
paying for accepted material of course.

SERVICEMEN.

PHILCO PHONO -COMB. Hum not

traceable to poor tubes or defective
parts. Ground frame of motor to set
chassis.

BOSCH 48. Noisy tuning. Clean wipers
on variable condensers and don't overlook the one hidden under the mounting
of the variometer which turns with the
rotors.

CROSLEY 53, 54, 57. Noise and distortion, sounding like defective speaker.
Look for trouble in coupling condenser
between detector plate and 45 grid. Replace with unit which will withstand
300 volts.

washer under these and tighten. When
screws loosen re -aligning only unbalances set at other end of dial.
RADIOLA 41 AC. Microphonic howl
and low audio howl. May be caused by
FADA. Slipping dial on early models open by-pass condenser across secondary
having separate driving drum. Loosen of first a.f. transformer.
setscrews and give drum half -turn. This
brings unused portion into play. If
drum is worn all around remove and file US RADIO 48. Oscillation. Check byr.f.
down on one end of bushing. This per- pass condensers and also detectorright
located beneath chassis in
mits it to slip farther into drive unit and choke
rear corner when looking from front.
cures trouble.
Men report difficulty in re-aligning this
model as it oscillates when condenser
VICTOR R35. Weak, distorted recep- gang cover is removed. Rotate the
tion. Examine resistor R14 mounted on cover plate half way around, after it is
filter -capacitor block between terminals removed and then place it on top of
6 and 7. Correct value is 70,000 ohms.
the chassis so that the tube shield plates
are placed between control grid leads
of screen grid tubes, at the same time
BRUNSWICK 15. Intermittent recep- moving it back far enough to leave the
tion. Check bypass condenser just be- condenser gang uncovered.
hind 45's against back wall of chassis,
down inside.
AUDIOLA 7330. Oscillation. Graphite
RCA 50, 55, 59. Poor volume, no dx. from tuning gear works under the conRemove a.v.c. 27. If volume immediately denser gang wipers. When replacing
improves disconnect .1 mfd. condenser in wipers, after cleaning, pressure is critipower pack fastened to one end of 1 cal. They should be tight enough for
meg. resistor and usually wired with good contact but not so much so that
blue lead. Connect new condenser from friction is excessive.
this point to ground. For temporary repair simply omit condenser.
1933 FORD.
To get suppression at
coil remove the three screws and terCROSLEY 156. Failure to oscillate, re- minal nut and take the coil off. Pull
gardless of volume control or regenera- out the carbon brush and spring, saving
tion control setting. Remove regeneration the spring and discarding the brush.
condenser and bend plates away from Make a suppressor from a 40,000 ohm
each other.
one watt carbon resistor of good quality
by cutting it to the same length as the
old brush. Clean off paint and file
A -K 55. Dead, or almost inaudible. recess in one end to accommodate the
Check detector coupling resistor, which spring and re -assemble the coil, using
frequently fails. Replace with 25,000 the suppressor as a brush. 40,000 ohms
ohm unit. Value not critical.
is recommended as the resistance is reduced by cutting and filing.
MAJESTIC 90, 92. No signal. Check
variable resistor located on end of condenser gang. Many sets work better SPARTON 79A, 109, 110, 930. Oscillawhen resistors are removed and loose tion "growl" while tubes are heating
when using 485's in r.f. stages. Place
wire carried to ground.
quick-heaters in first and second r.f.
sockets and detector socket, using slow
A -K 40, 42. Weak reception. May heaters in third, fourth and fifth. If
often be pepped up by replacing de- only one quick heater is used place it
tector resistor, which is of glass, grid - in the detector socket. If more than
leak type, with a variable unit taken three are available place them in third,
from an old B -eliminator.
fourth and fifth.
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Special Installations Seen As
Money Makers for
Service Men

TUBE PITS*

-

N. Y.

NEW

TUBE TESTER AMONG

NATIONAL

UNION

OFFERS

The Hickok Simplex Portable Tube Tester
addition to the list of National
Union shop equipment offers. This Tester
is the direct result of a universal demand
for a more flexible portable tube tester.
Simple to operate. Tests all new type tubes
announced to date.
Accurate limit of
values for all tubes on meter dial. Rugged
construction for portable service. Mounted
in removable cover type case. Compact
size. Net weight 9 lbs. Attaches to AC
line-no batteries. Line voltage indicator.
Line voltage regulator. Equipped with
Hickok 3V2 -in. meter. Designed to avoid
future obsolescence. Extreme simplicity
establishes immediate customer confidence.
is the latest

Chief Engineer, Dr. E. A. Lederer of National Union has developed a constant
source of vital ultra violet wave lengths
in the new Lederer Ultra Violet lamp
types D-30 and X-30 announced this
month by National Vita Lite Corporation
affiliated with National Union Radio
Corporation.
These lamps are the crowning achievement of two generations of scientists. Work
on the Lederer lamps was started in Vienna,
Austria about 1910 by Dr. Anton Lederer,
father of National Union's Dr. E. A.
Lederer.
The oevelopmental work was
picked up by Dr. E. A. Lederer at the time
of his father's death in 1932. With a background of experience with Westinghouse in
vacuum tube and lamp engineering, dating
back to 1921, the son was well equipped
to carry through the father's work. Applying his highly specialized modern radio
knowledge against the background of his
father's hundreds of experiments, Dr. E. A.
Lederer produced two types of lamps approaching the ideal for ultra violet wave
production. Both lamps are the same in Lederer UltraViolet Lamp Kit
basic construction, the difference being in
the kind of glass used in the bulb.
The Lederer D-30 is a medium fast tanning
lamp and the X-30 a fast tanning lamp.
They operate at low voltage and therefore,
require the Lederer Type T-30 Transformer SPARTON 410. Type 45 power tubes may be
to permit use on 110 volt 60 cycle alternat- substituted for the 183's by rewiring the output stage filaments in series, including a half
ing house current.
ohm resistor in the circuit.
The Ultra Violet waves are produced when
a rare gas with which the lamps are filled TEMPLE 8-60, 8-80, 8-90. Hum. Poorly
comes in contact with mercury vapor matched 45's is usually the cause.
created by heat from the two electrodes in
the bulb.
radios using two '71 type power tubes in
The Lederer lamps are safe and as easy to Most
push-pull audio may be changed over so that they
operate as an ordinary house bulb.
use two '45 types merely by connecting the filaments in series. Where only one '71 is
it may
The illustration shows a complete kit con- be changed to a '45 by connecting the used
filament of
sisting of a carrying case, one Type T-30 the new tube in parallel with the 2.5 volt winding.
Transformer, one Type D-30 medium fast In some cases it will be necessary to use a center
resistor across the filament leads and a C
lamp, one Type X-30 fast tanning lamp, a tap
resistor of about 700 ohms. The Sparton
reflector and a pair of goggles. The in- bias
931 series using two 'el Cardon tubes may be
dividual parts can be purchased separately. changed over to '45 types by connecting filaWith a few necessary parts the service man ments in series without further alteration.
can make special home installation at a
minimum cost.

Every service man should investigate as a
possible source of additional revenue.
Further details will be supplied upon request addressed to National Vita Lite Corporation, 400 Madison Avenue, New York,

TUBES

Old Radiolas may be modernized by replacing
the 171A with a 245. Obtain the filament supply from the 227 filament winding or through
a resistor. C bias takes care of itself while
plate voltage is raised by putting another 2
mfd. condenser across the rectifier output.
Watch the bleeder resistor when trying this stunt.
If it overheats replace it with a huskier one.
'Courtesy Radio Retailing

National Union gives the Hickok Simplex
Tube Tester with the purchase of National
Union radio tubes and a small deposit.

OTHER NATIONAL UNION
OFFERS
In addition to this tester, National Union
offers an Automobile Radio Service Manual,
Supreme Model 333 Combination Set Analyzer and Resistance Tester, three Radio
Service Manuals, ABC Unameter Tube
Tester, Oscillator and Output Meter, Bench
Kit Box and a Readrite Tube Tester. ALL
FREE with purchase of National Union
tubes. Deposit on some items. Send coupon
for full details.

For your convenience-National Union
jobbers stocks are complete All types at
!

all times.

All offers subject to withdrawal without

notice

!

R

National Union Radio
Corporation of N. Y.

us

400 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y.

WE

60

OUR

MR

Gentlemen: Tell me how I can take advanRR 9
tage of your equipment offers.
NAME

STREET
CITY

STATE

Voltage Divider Design
How to lay out

a

resistance network for desired output voltages,

establish proper bleeder current and figure wattage requirements

By the ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
Olimitc Manufacturing Company

following procedure is perhaps the simplest.
First, the sketch is drawn as shown be
sure that the proper number of taps are
shown according to the number of voltages
needed. Then mark on the sketch the required voltages in their proper places. The
known voltages should be shown in place
.
Check the
of E0, E1 E., E3, E,, etc
voltages to make sure that their sum total
will equal E. Then mark down the known
currents and label them. Choose I. as instructed above so that it will carry out all
the necessary conditions in the set and
speaker. Next calculate I., I., I,, etc., as
follows :
I. equals I. plus Ib
I. equals I1 plus I.
I, equals I. plus Id
This is also in accordance with Kirchoff's
Law. We have also learned from these
laws that the voltage drop in any conductor is equal to the resistance of the conductor multiplied by the current flowing
through the conductor, or in symbolic
form.
Voltage drop (E) equals I times R or
R equals E divided by I
The resistance value of each section may
thus be calculated and the same procedure
followed for each section; the resistance so
found is marked on the sketch.
;

THE information given in this article in electrical potential from A to C is then
V.. = -E1 plus I1R1 plus E2 -I2R2.
is offered because there seems to be a
If a point moves through the branches
real need for a universal method of calculating the resistance and wattage of AD and DC, the drop in potential from
voltage divider sections. Most of the calculations concerning electrical networks
such as voltage dividers are based upon
two fundamental laws of electricity, known
as Kirchoff's First and Second Laws for
Conducting Networks. Throughout the
illustrations used in this article it will be
assumed that there is no change in the
charge on any part of the network, which
assumption is strictly true in the case of
the direct currents we have to deal with.
Kirchoff's First Law for Conducting
Networks states that the total current
coming up to any junction point is always
equal to the total current leaving that
point. Or, considering a current leaving
the point as a negative entering current,
the statement can be made that the algebraic sum of all currents entering any
junction point is always zero, providing
that these currents are all direct currents.
This is illustrated in Figure 1 where L
must equal I. plus L. Or, conversely, I1
plus I. plus L will equal zero.
The next point to be considered is that
when a current flows through a circuit
having resistance, a certain voltage drop
occurs. This is analogous to the drop in
pressure when water is forced through a
pipe. The pressure (voltage) at the far
end is equal to the pressure at the entering
end minus the loss in pressure in the pipe.
This electrical drop in voltage is equal to
the resistance of the circuit multiplied by
the current flowing through the circuit
(IXR), which leads up to Kirchoff's
Second Law for Conducting Networks.
This law states that the difference in electrical potential between any two points in
a circuit has at any instant one and only
one value, which value is equal to the
algebraic sum of the potential drops in any
path from one point to the other. Any
network of conductors such as is shown in
Figure 2, no matter how complex, may
always be considered as made up of individual junction points and connecting
lines. If the voltages and currents in this
network are actually in the directions indicated by the arrows, and a point is imagined to move from A to C through the
branches AB and BC, the voltage of the
moving point will increase by an amount
equal to E1 as the point moves through the
electromotive force E. and will decrease by
an amount equal to LR1 as the point moves
through the resistance r1, will decrease by
the amount E. as the point moves through
the electromotive force E., and will increase
by the amount ILR. as the point moves
through r.. The resultant decrease or drop
Radio Retailing, September, 1933

A to C is then

V.. = -I,R, plus I.R.,
and similarly for any other path from
A to C. These laws are of the utmost importance when designing voltage dividers
as the dividers and their connecting circuits
are really conducting networks.

Determining Resistor Values
The first step in the design is to draw a
rough sketch showing the number of sections or voltages needed. In the sketch in
Figure 3, the section R, is the bleeder resistor through which the bleeder current
1,

Fig.1

1`i3

z
12

C

Wattage Calculations
3

I6

completes its path through the divider from
the positive side of the power supply. The
object of closing the circuit through the
bleeder resistor is to bring about a more
stable condition in the divider system. The
current I. must be chosen so as to satisfy
existing conditions both in the set and
power pack. Factors governing these conditions may be found among the following :
1. Current needed for satisfactory operation of speaker field.
2. Current needed to cause a stabilizing
load on the rectifying tube.
3. Current demand which will allow
proper output voltage on power tube. For
a required output voltage, the total current
demand should not be in excess of that indicated on the voltage -current curve which
is furnished by the manufacturer of the
tube.
4. The total current (I) must be equal
to the sum of I., Ib, Ie, la . . etc., depending upon the number of sections in
the divider. This must be true as the sum
of all the currents entering and leaving
point x equals zero (Kirchoff's Law).
In calculating the resistance and wattage
of the various sections of a divider, the
PROGRESS WEEK-OCTOBER 2-7

The next step is to calculate the wattage
of each section. This is done by using the
wattage formula, wattage equals voltage
across the resistor multiplied by current
through it, or
Wattage equals E times R, thus
Wattage (R.) equals E. X I.
Wattage (R1) equals E. X L
Wattage (R.) equals E, X I,
Wattage (R.) equals E. X L
Wattage (R.) equals E. X L
This now gives us both the resistance and
wattage of each section of the divider and
it is possible to calculate the required size.
Most resistors are figured on a basis
which allows each square inch of outside
surface area to dissipate seven watts when
the resistor is used in the open air, or
where there is a free circulation of air
around the unit. If the unit is partially
enclosed it should not be allowed to dissipate over three watts per square inch, and
if totally enclosed as in a radio set chassis,
it should not dissipate over 14 to 2 watts
per square inch. Thus, if we find that the
total wattage of the various sections is 33
watts, and we know that the unit is to be
totally enclosed, a surface of approximately
22 square inches will be needed.

Typical Design Example
The following example will illustrate

the methods used to calculate the various
47
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ANNOUNCING

VOLT OHMMETER

Triplett Fine Instruments
..at
éme coi!
F you choose precision instruments on the
basis of their features and performance,
you will find that Triplett Instruments are
outstanding values. Competitive tests and a
point by point analysis prove their superiority.
These instruments are advanced in design, rugged
in construction, absolutely dependable, give the
close readings required for fine work and are
popularly priced.
Triplett Electrical Measuring Instruments are made in a
complete range of sizes: 2", 31/2 ", 5 %"-in A.C. and D.C.
voltmeters, ammeters, milliammeters, millivoltmeters and
D.C. micro-ammeters. Triplett also offers thermo-couple and
copper -oxide A.C. Universal instruments and sensitive
relays. The D.C. units are equipped with a D'Arsonval
moving coil, while the A.C. units are of the double iron
repulsion type. Portable, flush and projection panel style
cases are furnished.
Here are some of the superior features of these instruments: Sapphire jewels, non-fatigue springs, extra light moving element, special steel magnet, white metal dials
with extra long scales.

-AT

THE MOST FEATURES
THE LOWEST PRICE

Everything found in the most expensive meters-and moreis now yours in this moderately priced Volt -Ohmmeter by
the makers of the famous IRC Resistors. Note these many
features: IRC exclusive Automatic Vacuum Relay which
gives certain protection against overloads-no fuses to
replace, no meter or circuit burn -outs possible; four voltage
and three resistance ranges; easy-to -read knife edge pointer;
extra large 3" etched scale with double strength glass cover;
full Bakelite case, top and bottom; rotary switch; measures
as low as .5 ohm; one set of pin jacks for all readings;
convenient compensation for battery variations on ohmmeter;
IRC 1% Precision Resistors used exclusively.
Unexcelled for point-to-point servicing or for use wherever
accurate electrical measurements are made. Weighs only
2e lbs. Never becomes obsolete. Will save you time
and money, permitting quick and dependable testing
with a minimum of equipment.
VOLTAGE RANGES
3, 30, 300 and 600
RESISTANCE RANGES
0 to 1,000-0 to 100,000
ohms -0 to I megohm

ZOWIE 1
MY

THERE GOES

METER- ALL BECAUSE

TOUCHED 300 VOLTS
ACROSS THE 30 VOLT SCALE

YOUR JOBBER CAN SUPPLY YOU
It will pay you to specify Triplett Fine Instruments. Ask

your jobber to show them to you. Write for literature and
additional information.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
19 Main Street
Bluffton, Ohio
.AI RA,

$2530
nel to servicemen
complete with test leads.
(List $42.50)

IT COULDN'T HAVE
HAPPENED WITH AN I RCJ
'

1

NO.

223
ti

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.,

2100

NAME

NO. 321

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Enclosed find $25.50 (check or M.O.) for a new IBC Volt -Ohmmeter. It
is understood I may return it (prepaid) for full credit if, within 5 days
after receipt, I am not more than pleased.
Please send folder describing the IRC Volt -Ohmmeter and detailing its use
in radio work.

NO. 331

ARCH ST.,

MAIL TODAY FOR DETAILS
TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
2.9 Main St., Bluffton, Ohio
GENTLEMEN: Please send me information on Triplett Instruments.
I am interested in

STREET

Name.
CITY
NAME OF YOUR JOBBER

Street Address

City

State,
,e

sections of a voltage divider. Let us
assume that we have a power pack which
delivers 345 volts, and that we require for
the proper operation of our set voltages of
45 volts, 135 volts, 180 volts, 300 volts, and
a negative 45 volts for "C" bias; these
voltages are shown in Figure 4. We check
the sum of the voltages developed across
the various divider sections (45+45+90+
45+120=345) and find that the sum is 345
which is the same as the voltage delivered
by the power pack. Next we mark on the
diagram the currents which we know the
various tubes will draw; these are also
shown in the illustration. Then, selecting
L so that it will satisfy the conditions outlined previously, we find that this will be

345
volis

Fig.4

SHORTCUTS

Punching Holes Saves Auto -Radio reading in the circuit and then shunting this
additional resistance until full scale is obInstallation Time
tained. Check in jack 1 to see that the
By Harold E. Wollenhaupt

We save time on auto -radio installations by punching the holes for mounting instead of drilling. This method
enables the installer to make any hole
sizes without numerous bits. A two
pound hammer, 12 inch taper punch and
flat -sided 6 pound weight are all the
tools required.
Sharpen the punch to a point at the
small end. Length is needed so that
the hammer may be swung freely away
from wires, controls and other obstructions. Hold the weight on the other
side of the firewall to "buck up" the
blows. Well rounded holes are made by
rolling the punch in the hole to remove sharp edges where wires pass
through.

cro

Then applying Kirchoff's
Law which states that the algebraic sum
of all currents entering a junction point
must equal the sum of the currents leaving
that point, we find that I, must be equal to
I. plus In, or 0.015 amp. In the same way
we find that L. equals I, plus I,, or 0.020
amp., and that I, equals I, plus Id, or 0.030
amperes.
We can then calculate the resistance of
each section of the divider and for the first
section we find that R, equals the desired
voltage E, (45 volts) divided by the known
current drain I, (0.050) or 900 ohms. In
the same manner,
R, equals 45 divided by 0.010, or 4,500 ohms
R, equals 90 divided by 0.015, or 6,000 ohms
R, equals 45 divided by 0.020, or 2,250 ohms
R, equals 120 divided by 0.030, or 4,000 ohms
We next figure the wattage of the sections by multiplying the voltage and current of each section. Thus the wattage of
section R., equals 45 multiplied by 0.050,
or 2.25 watts R. has a wattage of 1.35
watts ; R. has a wattage of 0.90 watts ; and
R, has a wattage of 3.6 watts. The total
of all these wattages is 8.55 watts, and as
the divider is to be totally enclosed, we
must not allow it to dissipate more than
2 watts per square inch of surface area. If
we decide to use a core with a diameter of
is inch, we find that 2 inches of winding
space is required. Adding to this the space
needed for six terminal lugs, each
inch
wide, we have a total length of 3} inches.
Thus a core 4 inches long by P inch diameter will be entirely satisfactory for our
0.010 amperes.

SHOP

Standard Voltage Pack for
Condenser Tests
By Paul E. Grivet

In order to test condensers at rated voltages I have built the diagrammed standard
voltage pack for my shop. It has many
other uses and has proven itself invaluable.
The meter is a model 133 Jewell with
the shunt removed and deflects to full-scale
at 625 microamperes, 250 microvolts. To
get the correct resistor network a 125 ma.
meter was put in the maximum B plus lead
temporarily and the 500 ohm variable resistor adjusted until bleeder current was
50 ma. The 5 ohm unit was then adjusted
so that the microameter was at full scale
when 50 ma. flowed in the bleeder circuit.
Care must be taken in opening the 5 ohm
resistor that the microameter is not in the
circuit. To do this take a strip of wire
from a 30 ohm rheostat, connect it in the
circuit at both ends and slide the loose
;
meter lead along this strip until full scale
deflection is obtained. Add a little extra
resistance and provide suitable terminal
connections at the extremities of this correct value of resistance. When it is again
connected the microameter will read over
full scale. Take a soldering iron and short
out turns of resistance wire on the strip
by bridging them with solder until exactly
full scale deflection is obtained with 50 ma.
of bleeder current. Reconnect the meter
so that it is a voltmeter again and use it
to make the final adjustments on the other
bleeder resistances, making sure that the
use.
bleeder current is stationary at 50 ma. and
For use in replacement work it is per- adjusting the 500 ohm unit if necessary
to
haps more practical to use a semi -adjust - achieve this end.
.able unit rather than to have a special
With the bleeder resistances set the
tapped unit made. The same principles resistors may be made up. Insert the series
mov.apply, however, and can be used to select able plug in jack 1 to check the current in
the proper replacement unit, the only dif- the bleeder circuit, adjusting the 500 reference being that adjustable lugs are used sistor for full scale deflection if necessary.
in place of the fixed lugs. Precautions Insert the plug in jack 2 and adjust the
should be taken to select a resistor of high resistance so that just full scale deflection
quality made by a reputable manufacturer is obtained. This will have to be accomso that a second replacement will not be plished by putting a carbon resistor of
necessary.
sufficient value to give not quite full scale
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bleeder current has not changed.
With the 4000 ohm resistor in place insert the 40,000 ohm series unit in the circuit, which should give a reading slightly
over full-scale when the 1,000 ohm variable
is omitted and jack 1 gives full scale deflection as before. Insert the 1,000 ohm variable and adjust it until full scale is obtained. It might be necessary to shunt this
unit with a fixed carbon resistor so that the
variable may be operated at a stable point
of adjustment. It might even be necessary
to change the 40,000 ohm unit to some
slightly different value.
Follow the same procedure in adjusting
the circuit associated with jack 4.
The chief advantage of this piece of
equipment is that the analyzer does not have
to be changed much and can still be used
for its original purpose. An ohmmeter
scale might be made up for the lowest voltage range and applied to the other ranges
by multiples of 10. No scale changes in
the analyzer are required when changing
voltage ranges for different requirements
so there is little danger of burning out the
meter. The test prods may be grasped
even at maximum voltage without discomfort. High ranges of resistance may be
measured without going to the expense of
an ohmmeter with a properly calibrated
scale. And it gives a real indication of
leaky condensers. When the test prods are
Ch,

B.P.''250v
*
Cmis)

Chp SOlmin

in

4,500

v
4501
25v.

N2(m7
4000'Q2P

:42°.:371.1'

452

025v
532

Tip, jacks,

Break

óst

Mae

applied to a good condenser the meter
should kick and drop to zero. Anything but
zero reading indicates a leak and no kick
denotes open circuit.

R.

F.

Coil Replacement
By B. O. Bass

R.f. coils frequently burn up or char.
This is especially true in superhet antenna
cans. In sets using lateral wound antenna
coils, such as Majestics and Philcos, 10c
or 15c choke coils obtainable from most
parts distributors can be cut down and
used where original replacements are not
available.
Saw off the wooden core of the new
choke so that it is the same height as the
old coil. Now, temporarily mount the new
coil in place of the old one and, loosening
the outside lead, pass it through the large
eyelet of the antenna soldering lug (or
plate lead lug in the case of an r.f. stage
coil) so that the coil rotates and unwinds
easily. Shove the other lead through the
top of the coil so that it brushes against the
49
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-the SAFEST
replacement for resistor failures

IlAypAD

-Here

is sure protection against repeated resistor breakdowns.
The Continental SUPER-WATT has three times the power dissipation of a one -watt resistor, yet costs only several cents more and
is but a fraction of an inch longer. Reach the features listed below
and take advantage of the generous introductory offer.

SERVICE
INSTRUMENTS

Check these features/ FULL

3 -WATT RATING
Will handle three times the power
that can be carried by a one -watt
unit, assuring complete freedom
from the breakdowns caused by excessive circuit currents and acci
dental overloads.

Recognizing the great need for new service
test instruments, DayraD Engineers have
developed a complete, new line of . . .

V 1,000 VOLT INSULATION

Double coated with an exclusive
Continental
insulating
substance
that can safely withstand 1000
volts.
No more shorts to metal
chassis or adjoining wiring. Need
for special insulating provisions and
mounting strips is eliminated.

...

Portable, Display, Comparison.
TUBE CHECKERS
OSCILLATOR
Covering every required Frequency.
For point to point Tests with old
TEST BOX
Analyzers.
Ranges covering every need.
VOLT -OHMMETER
Suitable for Your Work.
COMBINATIONS

...
...

V/

Use of wire -wound resistors in
circuits designed for non-inductive
units frequently prevents proper receiver operation. Continental SUPERWATT Resistors are non -inductive
and may be used in any circuit
where a normal power dissipation
of three watts or less is required.
. / VALUES UP TO 5 MEGOHMS
Continental SUPER-WATT Resistors are available in values from
500 ohms to 5 megohms. This includes all the higher resistances

Moulded "CARBORITE"
resistors a new
Continental achievement.

...
...

NON -INDUCTIVE

which cannot be secured in wire wound units without excessive size
and cost.

Auto -radio

Suppressor

PERMANENT

as the Pyramids
"Carborite" does not deteriorate

Special attention has been devoted to future
requirements-you'll like the way DayraD
meets this problem.

with age, assuring freedom from
changes in resistance value.
Electra -bonded
leads
never
loosen or corrode.

QUIET
as the Sphinx
After years of research and
manufacturing experience, "Carborite" the noise-free resistance
material was developed.
Together with accurate manufacturing control, this has made
noisy resistors a thing of the
Past.
ACCURATE
as a shot to the Bull's tjye
Quality is automatic in Con-

FREE
Information

CONTI NENTAI

TI

C

CONTI NéNTAI

tinental "Carborite" Resistors.
Manufacturing
processes
are
controlled more accurately than

We have prepared two bulletins giving further details on this new line of

can be done by hand.
Every
unit is tested to close limits by
costly automatic machines that
cannot make mistakes.
Ask your jobber for Continentale in all
sizes from ïs watt to 5 watts. Look
for the Green Label. For your protection, they are never sold without it. If
your jobber does not stock them, send
us his name and we will forward you a
free sample resistor.

DayraD Service Instruments. Either one or both
of these bulletins will be
sent to you if you will
simply fill out the coupon
and mail it to us.

Tal

CO

!qll
CONTINENTAL
e 2 A
I

Introductory FREE TRIAL OFFER
Continental wants you to try the new SUPER -WATT at their risk, Buy one at
your jobber's or mail the attached coupon and 21 cents in stamps. Test it in
every possible way. Even break It in half, if you wish. If you are not convinced of it, :uperlority, return the resistor and your money will be refunded.

RADIO PRODUCTS CO.,

Dayton, Ohio
Gentlemen

:

Please send me bulletin No. 36
Please send me bulletin No. 37

Tube Checkers
Service Instruments

COIVTIXEII iTAL CARBON Inc.

Name

13802 Lorain Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Send me one

Address

City
Dealer
My Jobber is

tor of
State
Service Man D

Continental SUPER-WATT Moulded "Carborite" Resis-

ohms resistance. Enclosed find 21 cents in stamps.
to be refunded if resistor is returned.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

Both

1

STATE

Money

replaced can shield, or connects to the B
plus lead in the case of an r.f. stage.
With a weak signal accurately tuned in
pull the lead through the eyelet slowly, unwinding the coil. Clip each foot of wire
out of the circuit. In r.f. stages the B plus
lead winds up and has to be unwound
after each clip. Continue unwinding until
the signal reaches maximum on high and
low wavelengths. In the case of an antenna coil selectivity increases as the coil
grows smaller, while sensitivity goes down.
Strike a satisfactory balance between the
two. Do not use an output meter as it
will "kick around" too much.
In the case of broken or charred tubular wound coils duplication of windings can be
so accurately performed that it is rarely
necessary to re-align. Unsolder the leads
of the coil and unwind, measuring the exact
length of wire. Replace with wire of same
gauge, having the same insulation. Old
battery type super i.f. coils, or dynamic
field coils, form a good supply of wire for
emergency use.
The winding must start from corresponding lug on the tube and be exactly the same
distance from the edge as the original
winding. It must be tight, and wound in
the same direction. If windings are in
layers insulate with a layer of celluloid or
two layers of linen writing paper.

over due to the projection of two bolts
from its under side.
These bolts can be accommodated by
drilling holes in the bench but this damages
a smooth top. I place the chassis on a
piece of graung such as is used to cover
cold air ducts in homes where hot air
furnaces are used to solve this difficulty.

Curing Noise in Car Secondary
Circuits
By S. V. Boone

After you have tried all the usual tests
for ignition noise, and these fail to clear
it up, test all secondary circuits, which
includes the spark -plug and coil leads.
I have often found that the terminals on
the plug wires are just clamped and do
not make positive contact. Solder them,
especially the one on the coil lead if arcing occurs.
Try turning the coil itself half way
around and re -mounting.

Heater wring
13

;6

65

-Eliminator

blbllbb
Bande

see

Receiver switch

48

convenient a 65 ohm series resistor introduced the necessary voltage drop.
Bias procedure varies with individual
receivers and for this reason no standard
plan which will apply to all sets can be
outlined. The following explanation of
basic methods will, however, provide a
foundation upon which experienced men can
build: When heaters are connected in
series a drop equivalent to the heater voltage of each tube appears across their respective terminals. Fortunately, the type
37 requires
volts bias and this is precisely the drop appearing across its heater
terminals. So we simply connect the
cathode of each tube to the proper heater
terminal of the preceding tube to secure
the required bias.
The most negative heater in the entire
string is normally that of the first a.f. tube.
Obviously, this tube must be biased in some
other manner. We do it by falling back
on the familiar cathode resistor, in most
cases using a by-passed 2,250 ohm unit
which provides
volts bias where 135
volts is available for the plate.
The
B -eliminator has ample output to supply
not only this first audio bias but also -22
for the final output stage.
Other than re -wiring the filament circuit
no wiring changes in the converted receivers are necessary. Bias arrangements
are made by simply connectipg external
leads from the cathode terminals of the
socket adapters used to the proper heater
terminals, above the baseboard.
Although the use of the new 6.3 volt

-6

-9

B

Battery Relay

By W. D. Rasmussen

Customers out here in the farm belt frequently complain that their B batteries are
short-lived. I find that complaints usually
come from people who have sets like the
AK 67 and certain Sparton models using a
potentiometer volume control in shunt with
a section of the batteries for r.f. plate or
screen voltage variation. Although drain
through the potentiometer is only about
2 ma. this apparently prevents the batteries from recuperating.
The trouble may be remedied by placing
a relay of the type used in old A and B
A
- set battery
connections

To

To B

.

A

-

Re/ay from A and

eliminator

B

battery

battery eliminators in the B circuit, actuating it with filament or heater current as
shown in the diagram. This also prevents
discharge of the batteries in the event that
leaky condensers develop.

Holding

Chassis

Upright

By Frank R. Rouch
I do a lot of work on Sparton models
from one to four years old. The r.f. tuner
of many models, when removed from the
cabinet, has the annoying habit of falling

Radio Retailing, September, 1933

-Eric

F. Wybrow of Los Angeles has

that tests everything in radio

a new shop layout

Converting Battery Sets to 32 -Volt
D.C. "All -Electric" Operation
By M. Chernow

-onset

r -----------

;

EVEN PHOTO -ELECTRIC CELLS

In the past year I have converted 71
battery receivers to 32 -volt, d.c. "all -electric" operation for customers in Connecticut, Massachusetts and New York. 53
were of the old, 5 -volt variety, the remainder relatively new 6.3 volt tube models.
All were re -equipped with 37's in r.f. and
detector sockets and with the new 30 volt
heater 48's in power output stages. Autoradio B -eliminators (see "High D.C. Voltage from a 6 -Volt Storage Battery,
RR27Nov) supplied plate power.
Regular a.c. to d.c. conversion principles
(RR38Sept) were employed. All filaments
with the exception of the output stage,
were wired in series and type 38's placed in
these sockets through the medium of
adapters. The 48's were connected across
the string of 37's as shown in the accompanying diagram. Conversion was particularly easy where only five 37's were
required as the 32 -volt battery operated
these nicely without the use of external
resistors.
Where it was convenient to tap the
32 -volt battery system this was done to
operate the plate supply eliminator, this

II

Q

PF

RF

RF.

AF

Llet

A.F.

IIII111111111Itubes is advised, due to their superior performance, it is possible to convert old battery receivers without scrapping the original 5 volt tubes. Even 71A's may be retained with fair results. Due, however, to
the fact that all grid -returns go to a common ground connection in the original circuit the tubes will be variously biased if
the filaments are merely re-connected in
series and no other wiring changes made.
The thing to do is to break each individual
A.

RF.

RF.

RF

connection being shown by the dotted line
in the diagram.
Where tapping was not
PROGRESS WEEK-OCTOCER 2-7
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CASH IN on the

You Wouldn't
Resole a Shoe
with Paper

T
CLAROSTAT

REBUILD
PROSPERITY

RADIO
CAMPAIGN

with the Best Volume
Control Proposition on the

Market
Here's how Clarostat helps you:

Over 400 "exact duplicate" controls in the
"X" SERIES.
2. Yet with SIX controls in the original AD -A SWITCH SERIES 477 sets can be serviced.
3. By combining controls in both lines any requirement can be met with minimum stock
investment.
4. CLAROSTAT with its two separate lines
offers the widest range of replacement controls to choose from.
5. CLAROSTAT CONTROLS are inseparable
from Quality Service Work.
1.

then why replace RCA Victor parts
with anything but genuine RCA Victor
Replacement Parts?
BRUNO -NEW YORK, Inc., now carry a cornpleete stock of replacement parts for all RCA Victor

F.

Cj LAROSTAT "X"
from-exact as

line has over 400 controls to
to electrical overall resistance,
taper, bushing, shaft length, and will fit into exact space
in set.
CLAROSTAT AD-A -SWITCH line comprises the maximum utility with minimum stock investment. Series W (Wire
Wound) obtainable from 50 to 50.000
ohms. Series C (new composition element) obtainable from 10.000 to 5.000.000 ohms. Both linee obtainable in all
tapers-insulated shaft 1%- long. Wide
use is indicated as follows: W-28 will
service 128 sets; C-28. 106 sets: W-29.
77 sets; C-59, 66 set, etc., etc.

receivers placed on the market during 1927 or later
years. We're equipped to give dealers, service men
and jobbers in the Metropolitan New York area
exceptionally quick deliveries.

choose

To help you determine your requirements on RCA
Victor replacement parts, we have a very complete
catalog covering parts for all 1927-1932 models. Let
us send you a copy of this catalog at once-you
never know when you'll need it. If you're outside
the Metropolitan New York area, drop a line to the
Service Division, RCA Victor Co., Inc., Camden,
N. J. If you're located in Metropolitan New York
use the coupon below for your convenience.

I II

I

New Control Replacement Guide Upon Request

CLAROSTAT Mfg. Co., Inc.
287 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"AD -A -SWITCH" was originated by Clarostat
A IIIIIIIIIIIIm

g.
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Remember, only RCA Victor Replacement Parts

PR ESENTS THE

give real customer satisfaction, and repeat business
for you.

BRUNO -NEW YORK, Inc.,

ilk

West 34th Street,
NEW YORK, N. Y.

460

"WIRE WATT
1

WATT

RESISTOR

WHAT IS THE WIREWATT? It is a new one watt,
wire -wound resistor designed for both original equipment and to replace composition units below 30,000
ohms.
WHAT ARE ITS ADVANTAGES? The WIR1+;WATT,
being wire -wound has no voltage or temperature characteristics ; it is absolutely quiet under all conditions.
There are no surplus or rejected WIREWATTS on the
market as there are composition units-the name
WIREWATT is a guarantee of quality.
IS IT INDUCTIVE? Tests run by Independent radio
engineers show that the inductive effect of the WIRE WATTS is so slight that it may be disregarded in practically all broadcast receiver circuits.
IS IT EXPENSIVE? Believe it or not, the WIRE WATT sells at the same price as standard composition
units.
WHERE CAN I GET MORE INFORMATION? Use
the coupon for full details and a sample resistor.

Authorized RCA Victor Distributors of Sets and Parts

BRUNO -NEW YORK, Inc.
460 West 34th Street,

NEW YORK, N. Y.
Without obligation on my part, send me a free copy of
your RCA Victor Replacement Parts catalog for 1927-1932.
Name

OO

1111

M TE
11

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
641 N. Albany Ave., Chicago, III.

Company

Please send me details and sample of the WIREWATT.
(Coupon must be completely filled out)

Street Address
City

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

State

JOBBER'S NAME
=

STATE

...

i
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grid -return lead running to the common
rotor of the gang condenser and insert a
.006 (or larger) fixed condenser to permit
passage of r.f. currents, thereafter handling
bias problems individually for each tube.

"Dummy"

Chassis

Aids Auto -

Radio Installer
By S. J. Pensock

In our auto -radio installation work we
use boxes made of light wood, having
the exact overall dimensions of the
Philco and Motorola chassis when "trying" for the best mounting position.
Holes drilled in these boxes serve as
templates for drills. We have also
drilled several large holes in the boxes
to serve as finger -grips. These "dummies" are much easier to handle than the
chassis themselves and save time and
knuckles.
When mounting suppressors we use a
lead -pencil with a rounded eraser to put
on the small nuts at the spark -plugs.
Then they are tightened with pliers.

Suppression of Distributor Noise
By J. P. Kennedy

When noise creeps into an auto -radio
installation after standard suppression
is carefully completed and the aerial
shorted to ground for test purposes it
is usually emanating from the distributor. Adjustment of the breaker
points helps but sometimes reduces the
speed of the car too.
Try winding 75 turns of number 26
enameled wire on a tubular 20 mfd. electrolytic condenser (25 volt type), connecting the choke in series with the lead
between the primary of the spark coil
and the distributor and connecting the
condenser from the distributor side of
this choke to the car frame. Mount the
filter on the dictributor itself by bolting
it to a double layer of fibre. (The extra
layer insulates the bolt heads.)
Make sure that the electrolytic is
properly polarized. In some cases 20C
turns of number 24 dcc on a inch spool
about 2 inches long, without the condenser, cures the trouble. Tape it wel'
all over to avoid shorts.

Removing

Metal

Particles from
Speakers and Pickups
By R. F. Lambert

Treating Sets For Marine Use
By W. T. Godson

Shake the speaker gently so that the
broken wire makes and breaks contact. A
Moisture plays hob with both a.c. and spark will result and enable you to posibattery receivers on shipboard. Standard tively locate the break.
receivers may be treated for marine use,
avoiding much service trouble by treating
parts affected by moisture and dampness
before installation.
I remove audio transformers, chokes
AK 60 Alignment
(both r.f. and a.f.), electrolytic and paper
By Laurence Terry
condensers from chassis intended for
marine use and give them two coats of
The AK 60 presents a serious alignment
Marine Spar Varnish. Three coats of
white or orange shellac serves the same problem due to the necessity of keeping the
condenser gang shield in place when doing
purpose.
Magnetic speakers should have their coils the work. The factory recommends the
use of a special, drilled shield but there is
so treated.
another way of doing the job which is applicable to most belted condenser gang systems, requiring no special equipment.
Remove the control knobs and take off
the outer front panel. This exposes the
Reactivating Tungar Bulbs
belt -pulley system. Loosen the setscrews
holding the condenser at the left and move
By Edwin W. Holscher
it enough to the right to permit removal of
Many of the Tungar bulbs used in belt and pulley. Now, with a fine-toothed
chargers can be reactivated. Apply 110 a.c. hacksaw slot the end of the shaft through
in. deep. Reto the two battery leads of the charger the exact center, about
through a 40-watt lamp for an instant. place the pulley and reset for proper belt
Flash the bulb several times. If this fails, tension but do not tighten the setscrews.
try a larger lamp and apply voltage for Slot remaining condenser shafts, with the
longer periods. Application of flashing exception of the one operated directly by
voltage for more than a few instants will, the dial, in a similar manner.
With the top shield removed, set the dial
however, probably destroy the filament.
to maximum and turn all condenser rotors
4o full mesh. Tighten one setscrew on
each pulley sufficiently to hold temporarily
and replace the shield. Now, set the dial
to zero, turn on a strong 1,500 kc. oscil220 A.C. to 110 D.C.
lator and tune the set for maximum response. Loosen one pulley and with a
Ralph L. Bowers
parallel -bladed screwdriver (wedge-shaped
My company distributes radios in Ne- blades are not desirable as they have a tenbraska, where several towns still use d.c. dency to push rotors out of place) adjust
This makes it difficult for us to test sets for maximum volume and tighten enough
destined for these towns in the shop, where to hold. Repeat for remaining driven cona.c. only is available. I have solved the densers. Reduce the oscillator signal inproblem by feeding 220 a.c. to an 83, the tensity to give, say, half -reading on an output meter, and repeat with fine adjustments,
using the saw -slots. Tighten all setscrews
and return chassis to case.

Bone Neutralizing Tool

tube supplying about 90 volts d.c. under
load and sufficient current to operate the
average d.c. receiver.
The tube is lighted with a filament transformer connected to 110 a.c. Radio frequency interference generated within it is
suppressed by connecting a .1 mfd. condenser from each "hot" 220 lead to the
center, or neutral leg.

Rattling and blasting of dynamic speakers
and pickups is frequently caused by the
presence of small iron particles.
In
speakers these collect in the air gap between the moving coil and the field magnet
and become magnetized. They may be removed by disconnecting the field supply and
passing a thin piece of non-magnetized iron
Locating Voice -Coil Breaks
around the air gap. A sharp pointed instrument should be used to remove particles
By Boris S. Naimark
from pickups.
This method is more effective than comTo locate the break in an open dynamic
pressed air. Be careful not to damage speaker voice-coil, disconnect the speaker
delicate coils.
from the set and instead connect the voice Radiò Retailing, September, 1933

coil leads across the 110 -volt a.c. line in
series with a 100-watt lamp.

PROGRESS WEEK-OCTOBER 2-7

By Joseph E. Soos
Composition screw drivers used to adjust
trimmer condensers become dull rather
quickly. An ordinary bone knitting -needle
about in. in diameter, ground down to the
proper edge, will hold its shape excellently,
does not break easily and is long enough
to reach into difficult positions.

Locating Noisy Coils
By H. C. Tucker
I work in low country where dampness

frequently causes electrolysis in both r.f.
and a.f. coils. Analyzers do not show up
such trouble until it reaches the final
stages, although it causes noisy reception
right from the beginning.
Connect a 45 volt B battery, phones and
well -insulated test -prods in series with
suspected coils and listen. Reverse the coil
and listen again. This test unfailingly
shows up the trouble.
53
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KENYON TRANSFORMERS

=

Thorough-breds

KENYON

Only

=

in the Radio Tube
Field

now service over

1.5

95%. of

Standard Sets!

Ken -Rad Radio Tubes are
built to the highest standard
of performance, of the finest materials available.
They must meet the most rigid requirements of quality so as to give you and
your customers dependable, long-lived
performance. Ken-Rad's vigorous merchandising methods make profits for
Ken -Rad dealers.

Yes, precisely so. With these 5rtypesinstockyou
can service practically any standard set-efficiently, economically, satisfactorily, profitably.
Big inventory investment no longer required.
Nor much storage space. Our transformer 2
replacement chart tells you which of the 5 c
types to use for any standard receiver.
Replacement
KENroN
Transformers have novel
mounting bracket (see
Any
sketch).
left
wide
mounting and
rango of mounting hole
Transformer voltage data marked on
spacings.
lugs, eliminating errors. After soldering connections to set, insulating covers slip over ends (see
right sketch). Live contacts covered. Neatest
appearance. A resi servicing job. A substantial
profit for you.

KenRad

And the KENYON line also includes audio
transformers and chokes and flush type
power transformers for radio set repairs and
new assemblies. Likewise laboratory and
transmitter components.

Radio Tubes
LIFE

Send for ;Catalog containing transformer replacement chart and covering entire line o4 KENYON Transformers and other iron core devices.

DEPENDABLE LONG

The Ken-Rad Corporation, Inc., Owensboro, Ky.

KENYON TRANSFORMER CO., Inc.
122-124 Cypress Ave.

...w.....

3

-

-

-

Division of the Ken-Rad Tube and Lamp Corporation

New York
_
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Complicate your
Condenser stocks
when ONLY

SPECIFICATIONS

MORRILL
GIANT

L ITTLE

600
0., Eio<r,olrrt<

An annual feature of unusual interest appears in the
is the
listing of specifications of all radio receivers-home,
auto, radio -phonograph, short-wave. Arranged alphabetically by manufacturers, the listing will give complete specifications on each receiver-specifications
that will aid distributors and dealers, as well as service men, not only in purchasing, but in repairing and
'
in re -tubing receivers.
Containing as it will complete specifications on the
1933-1934 receivers, the October Specifications Number of Radio Retailing will have a life of almost a
year. It will be referred to time and time again.
Naturally, then, those manufacturers of sets, tubes,
parts and accessories who are shrewd enough to include their advertisements in the October issue of
Radio Retailing will make an investment in selling
helps that will bear much profitable fruit.
!Advertising forms for the October Specifications Number

C..d.....
Mld

next-October-issue of Radio Retailing. This

a',a

.

5 MORRILL
LITTLE GIANT 600
DRY ELECTROLYTICS

handle practically ANY
REPLACEMENT JOB
Compact
Rugged
Convenient
Economical
Minimum Inventory

Service

Kit Contains:
2 EACH OF

1, 2, 4, 6, 8 mfds.

600 peak volt
475 work volt
dry electrolytics

USED WHERE QUALITY COUNTS

5.

g.

MADE
IN
USA

1

CLIP
THE
COUPON

I

MORRILL

close on September 30th.

e.

MORRILL & MORRILL, 30 Church St., N. Y. C.

5.

Please send me details on your new inventory -saving proposition.
Name
Cheek

Service
Jobber

Dealer

(

)

(

)

(

)

1st in editorial service
1st in number of subscribers
1st in advertising volume

Address
My Jobber's Name

Address
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SAY, I'VE JUST SEEN

FOUR OF THE NEW

SPARTONS. THEY'RE
HONEYS! LOOKS TO ME

LIKE

"CAP" SPARKS'

OUTFIT IS A CINCH TO
LEAD THE FIELD AGAIN.
New Sparion Model 72

-

7-tubesuperheterodyne.
to many other characteristicSparton advantages,
controllable inter -station

Offering, in addition

New Sbsrtar £c cr.-able-An attrac-tive.
Qanv-parpc se table w=h
don wer fr Pats cif so il, carved

noise suppressionanother development

'Ka_

pioneered by Sparton.

nut D esignel to operate w`h

S part3111 M 3d e_ 61B ad_aCompart.

Spario a Boeh f'ar.a-A
beautiful piece Df fern tulle that
phces in the aonie.
Designed to operate ith ,ar«'n Model 61 aadno Compact.
It ew

New

THE four distinguished sets shown above

are only part of the good news from
Sparton. You will find the same beauty
and value in other models of the exceptionally well-balanced radio line just announced.
See them all
hear them all
and get
the story of the remarkable engineering

...

...

A

L

IL

Spat -ten

Model

7.

-6 -ru 2e
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supedreterodyae in a h tr es me
QueeaAnaectestc fdrsw_rs. Eaad
spreaj Pf 172Oto 540peraaiGaeception cF natty polic_ cal s.

'Will fit man,

-

developments behind their sensationally
improved performance. Your Sparton distributor will gladly demonstrate.
THE SPARKS-WITHINGTON CO.
JACKSON

(Established 1900)

MICHIGAN

SPARTON OF CANADA, LIMITED

F E A T U

London, Ontario

R

E

(s5,)

SPARTON RADIO

;(
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*VVURLITZER LYRIC
The Year's Biggest Opportunity

Model C -4-L-4 Tubes

Model C -4-L1-4 Tubes

Model M -4-L-4 Tube

Model M -4-L1-4 Tubes

Made with all the care and painstaking
attention to detail that go into the mighty
Wurlitzer Organs, it's no wonder that
1934 Wurlitzer Lyric Radiosfrom the
smallest compacts to the largest console
models-have a rich, true, life -like tone
which reproduces that of the artist or
instrument with absolute fidelity.

Model SU -5
(Duncan Phyfe)
6

Tubes-Uni-

versal AC-DC

Model SA -46-4 Tubes

Model SW -89-8 Tubes

Model SU -5
(Queen Ann)

5

Tubes-Universal
AC -DC

Model SA -99-9 Tubes

Model SA -120--12 Tubes
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1934 RADIOS
for Distributors and Dealers!

Don't delay !-If you're a

distributor or
dealer, looking for a

live

live line... send for

complete informa-

tion, prices and

profit story on the
Wurlitzer Lyric 1934

Model P5 -L-5 Tubes
Universal AC-DC and Auto Set

Model SU -5-L-5 Tubes
(Universal AC -DC Set)

Radios. Wurlitzer
Lyric Radios have
what it takes to

Model U -5 -LI -5 Tubes
(Universal AC -DC Set)

make sales!

Remarkably sensitive, selective, true -toned superheterodyne
circuits with automatic volume
control and dynamic speaker
by Wurlitzer Engineers.

...
Unusual "eye

appeal"-

through smart, modern cabinets created by Russell Wright
internationally renowned
designer, and built by Wurlitzer

...

craftsmen.
Every feature today's buyers'
are looking for.

Model SW -88-8 Tubes
(Short Wave Set)

Model SA -5-L-5 Tubes

Table models; portable
A -C -DC models; an unbeatable
auto radio; two beautiful fur-

Model RS -2
Remote Speaker Cahimt

A-60 Lyric Cruiser Auto Radio
6 Tubes

niture models; short wave combinations; a remote speaker
combination; and a complete
tube to the
line of consoles
sensational 13 tube SA -133.
A set for every home, every
pocketbook. Radios that reach
new heights in beauty . . . tone
and smooth, satisfying performance.
There's money in them for disand
tributors and dealers
lasting satisfaction for the user.
Write, wire, or use the coupon.

-4

..

...

r

The RUDOLPH WURLITZER MANUFACTURING CO.
North Tonawanda, New York
Please send complete information on your

Model SA -133-13 Tubes
(Channel Control)

Distributor
Dealer

Name

Address
City

1934

Radio Line.
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RCA VICTOR
ór this F411
The tide has turned. Business is on
the up and up again. And RCA
Victor is going to be way out in
front this Fall. Here's the line-up:

plac-

0

radios'
table model absolutely
o ular
In the popular
market a n

a rrevelation
promises
pr
every detail
CA victor lete in

ing °n
radios
In
astound
that will

REACH FOR
Ti

)OY O, LMNG

®

Victor le P ine.
unbeatable

comp

series

to meet
fact And line of
back That's presenting
eating
that are
comingn
Records are
Victor is
CA
new demand do luxe radio rice and price
d
this
er
price beauty, performance
,With R GA
popular
On
ed
"scarp
unsurpassed
bandwagon

you-a

Ge

Go laces with RCA
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for them.. . they spell
extra money for you!
Watch

largest
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will
is
by
instruments
staged
ever stag
time
these
Backing "p
campaign
an d big sales
mag
magazines
Fall
us, dominating,
dOm
country
Newspapers,
Ñ
continuo
in the
Victor
a
once,
in
Every prospect
p
enot
instory,
broadcasting
program_GA Victor
producing
theeWR
will see
lan that
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but many times
promotion
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ht sparksales world
strong
of brig the sale
--a
OAnd
dealer
every
help in closing
suit
will
sa
every
t
w
that
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m
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distributor

Victor!
v'

with your
touch
in
Get

RCA Victor Co., Inc.
"RADIO HEADQUARTERS"
MADE

»UR

Camden, New Jersey
A Radio Corporation

of America Subsidiary

VICTOR

this

f411!
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G -E

Radio Show Boat:.
...cumin' to town!
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* With a "Howdy" to
Maxwell House Show Boat

with a complete display of the New
G -E Radio Line for 1933-34
DON'T place any orders till the
G -E Radio Show Boat ties up
at your wharf. It's due any day now.
Inspect its cargo, and you'll decide
to tie up with G -E and ride along
with G -E to greater sales and profits.
For you'll see in these new G-E
sets many new features of appealfeatures that will prompt the public

GENERAL

-

to discard old sets features that
will bring old customers and new into
your store to hear, marvel and buy.
To trade and public alike, G -E,
since the infancy of radio, has always
stood for Great Expectations . . .
and Glorious Exploits.
This year is no exception.
For G -E, the pioneer and the

leader, has developed and perfected,
for 1933-34, radio receivers and cabinets unmistakably new and different. Built with that precision and
care for which G -E ever has been
famous. General Electric
Company, Section R-449,

Merchandise Department, Bridgeport, Conn.

ELECTRIC RADIO

I\

2

Unfettered

LOST MOTION and indirection are serious handicaps to
success in the manufacture of precision products. Nothing slows the wheels like red tape!
The Hygrade Sylvania Corporation is unfettered by any

retarding influences. The men who own the major portion
of its stock are all active in the management. They put the
reputation and success of their company above all else.
A direct result has been stability. Even through the depression years, Hygrade Sylvania's credit rating has always
been AaA1!
In engineering, too, this company has remained free from
blind acceptance of usual practice. Witness its searching
experimental work in the development of the efficient 6.3
volt tubes and the accomplishments of its Circuit Laboratory
for some of the leading set manufacturers.
Sound merchandising and sales policies in jobber -dealer
business make Sylvania tubes a worthwhile profit -producing line.
A letter puts you under no obligation. Write for further
details. Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, Emporium, Penna.
such

w

THE

SET-TESTED

RADIO TUBE
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LEADERSHIP

always maintains its place

Three selections from the extensive Fada line.
MODEL

Ever building to a standard, rather than to a
price, FADA still keeps pace with the times.

tube

set-two dual function performing

open face console, walnut

8

tube set. Moderne design
and rosewood veneers in

22%x11x39%.

combination with satin chromium.
MODEL

Prosperity highs or depression lows have never
changed our steadfast purpose.

132-6

tubes-reproduction of an

133-10 tube

figured walnut.

De Luxe sliding door console finely
Uses Flashograph.
42 %/a x24 ya xl41/s
,

141-6 tube-Table type Moderne. Finish satin
ebony-walnut inlaid with chromium. 7%" high 7%"

MODEL

wide 10%" long. FEATURES: Eight tube performance
with six tubes. Full superheterodyne circuit. Long and
short wave band. Automatic volume control. Tone
control and static modifier. Improved tuning dial. Ten
f 1141i oiled electro
Phono -jack.
kilocycle selectivity.
1'-77. F -6-D-6,
dynamic speaker. TUBES USED: F-6-'
F-37, F-42, F-80.
7

As our New Deal offering, we present a line that

will out -perform anything in its price field and
we challenge any set at any price to match the
new line for beauty of appearance or perfection
of performance.

FAIDA
Radio

FADA RADIO AND ELECTRIC CORPORATION, LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.
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A New DEWALD ProducU

46'!$ZGLiiile s>
ULTRA SENSITIVE SUPERHETERODYNE

TONE CONTROL

AUTOMATIC VOLUME

WAVE CHANGE SWITCH
UNIVERSAL DUAL CURRENT

TWO POSITION

CONTROL
ANTI -BLAST TUNING
ILLUMINATED VERNIER DRIVE
DIAL
SHORT & BROADCAST WAVES
COVERING AMATEUR, AIRPLANE AND POLICE BANDS

NEW TYPE TUBES
FULL TONED DYNAMIC
SPEAKER
BUILT-IN ANTENNA

$3450
With Big Sales Points Built Into Every Part.'
You can always depend
upon DeWald for something new to supply you
with constantly and radically improved sets which
step right out and build
sales for you.
Here it is
the beautiful
new DeWald Model 580.
Just check over its outstanding sales features.
That's the kind of stuff that
talks, that builds business!
The unusually attractive
cabinet is an exclusive
DeWald design-developed
by a noted designer.

-

MODEL 550

For Siun Sales. One of the "New Deal" line.
Built to outclass its field-priced to sell. Five
tube superheterodyne.
Extreme sensitivity and
hairline tuning.
Full range dynamic speaker.
Dual current. $29.95.

-

See Our Exhibit at Booth 264
National Electrical Exposition

Madison Square Garden
Products of

MODEL 604

Six tube superheterodyne, AC-DC, with toue
control and ultra sensitivity-low power consumption.
For sheer beauty and tonal quality
this is the sales leader for your quality customers.
Acoustically correct.
Organ type console.
Rich walnut paneling.
$49.50.

PIERCE-AIRO, INC.
520 6th Ave., N.Y.C.

DF: LUXE MODEL 551
Operates on AC or DC.-A handsome burled
walnut cabinet with ultra built-in performance.
Extremely versatile-sells to a wide range of
customers.

The

$29.95.

MODEL 61

"Motortone" is a

complete six -tube set

that stands out alone among tar radios.

Im-

dynamic speaker.
Hairline tuning. Extreme sensitivity.
flood reception any placeno need to sit unga a broadcasting station.
Easily installed. Compact and sturdy. $49.50.
proved

Ask About the New Air -Cell
Farm Set With All -Electric

Performance

PACEMAKER IN RADIO FOR OVER TWELVE YEARS
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McGraw-Hill expands
its Washington Service
PAUL WOOTON
Taught school and did news.
paper work in Mexico. With
New Orleans Times-Picayune
since 1911. Washington corm.p
ssoo

1914.

McGraw-Hill

Washingtonin correspondent many
1917.
Associated
activities of the corps of cor-

wh

Epoch-making news is coming
out of Washington. The newspapers are full of it. Headline writers dramatize it. Editors
comment on it. Cartoonists play
with it.

respondents
in Washington.
President of Overseas Writers
and two serins chairman Board
of Governors of National Press
Club.
Has covered various
assignments for McGraw-Hill
Publications in Europe.

a Washington Bureau for many
years to keep its readers apprised

of National developments. Paul
Wooton, veteran Washington
York Herald-Tribune
the New York
correspondent, has reported the
Tribune from
National
National
Club, Member of
Gridiron
Metropolinational news for McGraw-Hill
But the business man wants to
papers since 1917. With him in
know what it means to him, to
recent years have been associated
WALLACE THOMPSON
Chief editor of Ingenieria
his employees, and to his stockCarter Field and Irvin D. Foos.
industrial relations with
Latin America.
holders. He wants to know how
of
original
United
To this eminent Washington
Daily
foreign
affairs, later of
the National Recovery Act is godowry.
nps
aMexxico-iy.
staff has now been added the full
Century
NationArts. Como. andNaa
ing to affect business. He wants
time service of Wallace Thompto know what "Industry Conson, editor of Ingenieria Intertrol" will do to prices and wages
IRVIN D. FOOS
nacional. In New York, Edward
and competition. The reports
Washington
of
of
P. Warner, editor of Aviation
McGraw-Hill
Transportation Editor of
and comments in his favorite
WEEK. Active in
organization of
and former Assistant Secretary
ára;Rdenrs.
daily are not sufficient. He must
National
of the Navy, has been assigned
look elsewhere for information,
the task of editorial direction
interpretation and expert opinand coordination of effort in
ion on matters of such far-reachO. FRED ROST
Marketing Editor of
WEEK.
director
matters relating to the National
ing economic importance.
of distribution, Mc.
Graw-Hill Publishing
in oatmeal
Recovery Act. Another McGrawof important
This is where the business paper
tries
or
Author of
practical
of
Hill representative, O. Fred Rost,
fits into the picture. McGrawnbu nesad
Award, electrical industry,1927.
has been assigned to devote his
Hill Publications, individually
entire time to the various trade
and collectively, have long been
serving business. They are not
associations which have sud limited in man -power or facilities to the editorial
denly been lifted to a position of heretofore unstaff of any one publication. The combined staffs
dreamed-of responsibility.
of 21 different McGraw-Hill publications are conMcGraw-Hill is thus serving its readers with the
tinuously contacting nearly every major industry
most prompt and valuable business news service
and trade.
it has ever been its privilege to offer. This service
This industry contact is augmented by special coris reflected in the news and editorial columns of
respondents assigned to the seat of national rethe various publications.
covery activities. McGraw-Hill has maintained
CARTER FIELD

McGraw-Hill correspondent and
feature writer for Bee Syndicate
Former Washington correspondent of the New
since 1929.

and its

predecessor

1915-1929.

mer

President

For-

Press

the
and

Press.

tan Clubs

In-

ternaeionaf and author of (woks
on
A member of
the
staff
the
States
as expert on
trade and ,nexperience
Explorers,

ber
al

Clubs.
Fellow of the
Royal Geographical Society.
Press

Business paper correspondent in
since 1920. A member
the Washington stag
since 1929 and
also

BUSINESS

Business Paper
Committee
Member

Wass
Pr
ingtCluo..

BUSINESS

Since

surveys

19 years active

1928

Co.

For

regale

associations
a

s

on the

ber
observer.
books and articles
mechanics
ReecceivedriMcGrraw

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Inc.
330 W. 42nd Street, New York
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AERIAL

ON

FLER

ACCESSORIES

Radio Receptacles; Handy Taps; Lightning Arresters; Aerial Outfits;
Wire for Aerial Lead-In and Ground Masts; Ground Clamps; Screw
Eyes; Aerial Tighteners; All sizes Porcelain and Glass Insulators;
Lead -In Strips; Auto Aerials and Aerial Eliminators.
Catalog R-653 free.
Complete Line from One Source.
TRENTON, N. J.
M. M. FLERON & SON, INC.
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9
"I Love a Parade

S

ELL THIS RADIO TO THE

FARM MARKET...

-that was the title of a popular song some years ago.
But the philosophy behind the song is still sound. Buyers
appreciate the opportunity of witnessing a parade of
sellers and their wares. It's a quick, convenient way of
reviewing what the market has to offer.

It's Profitable.'
Tatro dealers are making sales and making moneythey are cashing in on L. Tatro consumer acceptance
among all Farm Light Plant Owners. National advertising campaign reaches prospects in your community.
Write today for details of L. Tatro Dealers Franchise.
L.

Each issue of Radio Retailing is a parade before an audience of 20,000-your prospects and your customers, Mr.
Manufacturer. Your advertisement is you in that parade
parade expected each month by 20,000 spectators who
pay a subscription price for the privilege of watching the
Are you in the parade?
parade

-a

TATRO PRODUCTS CORPORATION

L.

Dept. RR, DECORAH, IOWA

Radio Retailing
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5.

The Second Ace in

As Mae West
Would Say:
"Come up and see us sometime"-at the
National Electrical and Radio Exposition
in the Madison Square Garden, New York
City, from September 20th to 30th. You'll
find Radio Retailing, Electronics and the
other McGraw-Hill publications in booth
202 on the Exposition Floor, where they
keep the lions and tigers during the circus.
Members of our staff will be in attendance
and will be glad to meet our subscribers
and advertisers.

Incidentally, we're quite tickled that our
editor, O. H. Caldwell, will preside at the
New York ceremonies when Franklin D.
Roosevelt, from the White House in Washington, opens up the Exposition with the
new electronic pen.

a NEW DEAL

.

WE DO OUR PART

P.

.

.

by

HALSON

1
SALES FEATURES
Modern cabinet with twotone metal dials
Super uses newest
tubes. New circuit gives
big set performance
5 -tube

Real short-wave with instantaneous short - wave
switch
Sufficient output. etc.

Radio Retailing
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Rich tone

This receiver is the Number
2 pioneer sales value of the
NEW DEAL HALSON line.
This line is styled and engineered to provide quick

sales response and dealer
profit. The complete line
will be announced shortly
to tie in with National Radio
Progress Week in October.
Write NOW for details
of the NEW HALSON
FRANCHISE in your
territory.

a McGraw-Hill publication

SPECIALISTS IN PRIVATE BRAND MERCHANDISE

330 West 42nd Street,
New York, N. Y.

Licensed by RCA Hazeltine, Latour patents.

Member ABC-ABP
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e.

P.

Hal son Radio Manufacturing Corp.
45-51

Lispenard Street, New York City
Cable address "Halsonadio"
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SEAPCMLIGM T SECTION

EMPLOYMENT and BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES-SURPLUS STOCKS-DISCONTINUED MODELS
T?NDISPLAYED-RATE PER WORD:
Positions Wanted, 5 cents a word, minimum
$1.00 an insertion, payable in advance.
(See Q on Box Numbers.)
Positions Vacant and all other classifications. 10 cents a word, minimum charge
$2.00.
Proposals, 40 cents a line an insertion.

INFORMATION:
Box Numbers in care of our New York.
Chicago and San Francisco offices count
10 words additional in undisplayed ads.
Replies forwarded without extra
Discount of 10% if one payment ischarge.
made
in advance for four consecutive insertions of undisplayed ads (not including

proposals).

DISPLAYED^RATE PER INCH:
inch
$7.50
to 3 inches
7.25 an inch
4 to 7 inches
7.00 an inch
Rates for larger spaces, or yearly rates.
on request.
An advertising inch is measured vertically
on one column, 3 columns -30 inches-.
to a page.
Radio Retailing
1
2

+y
REPRESENTATION AVAILABLE
Sales Representation Available
high type conscientious salesmen associated with excellent following and acquaintance hardware, electrical, automotive and radio
trade, jobber. dealer, dept. store and chain stores.
Illinois. Wisconsin, Indiana, desire good line to
represent. Aggressive co-operation and highest
RA -180, Radio
type representation assured.
Retailing, 520 No, Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

SPECIAL NOTICE

Two

There is a

Searchlight

To the Radio Industry

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
Manufacturers Sales Representatives
Wanted to represent manufacturer of a high
grade line of Microphone Stands and Quartz
Crystal Holders. Those with contacts in the
public address and transmitting line preferred.
Write stating territory covered. Eastern Coil
Co., 50 Christopher Ave.. Brooklyn, New York.

RADIO DEALERS
and SERVICEMEN:
We offer you a Service that has a
national reputation for its Completeness, Speed and Reliability.

INVESTIGATE IT!
Send today for your copy of our
big, new catalog-THE 1933
PROFIT GUIDE, the most complete index to Radio Replacement Parts, Repair Materials, Spe-

cialties and Public Address Equipment ever published! It features:

6,000 Radio Items
.embracing practically everything needed for the servicing
of any standard Receiver.

Advertising in connection with legitimate offers of surplus stocks and discontinued models of radio merchandise
is acceptable in this section of "Radio
Retailing."

Extreme care will be exercised by the
publishers to prevent the use of advertising in the Searchlight Section to
encourage price cutting on current
models of merchandise or equipment.
Nor will advertising which invites violation of the dealer's contract with the
manufacturer be acceptable.
All merchandise offered in the Searchlight Section must be accurately and
fully described and must be available
on order.

DEALERS and SERVICE MEN

Genuine Grebe factory made parts in stock for all
model Grebe receivers manufactured prior to 1933.
Power transformera for seta using from 4 to 12
tubes. Also audio transformers and filter chokes.
Write for descriptive data and parts price !tat.
GREBE RADIO SALES & SERVICE CO.
137-28 Jamaica Ave.. Jamaica, N. Y.
(Owner former Gen. Fact. Mgr. of
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc.)

Dependable quality,
goods that will really stand
up when put to the test of
actual service.

Lowest Wholesale Prices
ever quoted, quality of merchandise considered.

ATTENTION! DEALERS, JOBBERS
DE LUXE RANGE BURNERS, $7.50
Complete. Approved and 5 -year guaranteed. Write at once for protected territory.
LAFAYETTE OIL BURNER CO.
28-30 Portland St., Boston, Mass.
Dept. D.
SALESMEN WANTED

Overnight Service
for those outside this zone.

The RADOLEK Co.

603 West Randolph Street, Chicago
i
am a Dealer D
Gentlemen
Serviceman D.
Please send the New Radolek Profit Guide immediately and put me on your mailing list to
receive your literature regularly.
Name
Address
...
City
State
Please attach coupon to your letterhead or enclose
your business card. We sell only to the trade.

talk about
uho%so% Discounts

paper:
American Machinist
Aviation
Bus Transportation
Chemical and
Metallurgical Engineering
Coal Age
Construction Methods
Electrical Merchandising
Electrical World
Electronics
Engineering News -Record
Engineering and Mining Journal
Factory Management and
Maintenance
Food Industries
Metal and Mineral Markets
Power
Product Engineering
Radio Retailing
Textile World
Transit Journal

1hdn Shown inow".

to-

Departmental Advertising Staff

PFio BUYERS'GUIOG
aven a Manufacturer
couldnt bare these.

in each McGraw-Hill

For advertising rates and
other information on any
or all of these publications,
address

within 500 miles of Chicago,

proportionately swift service

Section

parlers

'

nUrrCCiffJJ,

1933 EA1Aa.6uE,

Rush my FREE copy
Name
Address

City

The Al

McGraw-Hill Publications

State

R

EX Co., Inc

Cortl an

7Ne

w

St.,

York City

330 W. 42d St., New York City

September, 1933
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Radio Retailing

OFFERING the finest
facilities to aid you in
making Sales at a PROFIT
As one of the pioneer radio mail order houses, Federated is constantly
thinking in terms of improving its service to its customers.

In line with this policy, and in order to further protect its customers,
Federated has established a precedent in quoting list prices in its new
"Sound Equipment and Public Address Book." These prices are subject
to a uniform discount to accredited members of the radio industry.
In addition Federated is offering a new pamphlet on "How to Overcome
Radio Noises". This valuable contribution represents a new type of
service pioneered by Federated which should go a long way toward building good will through better service to your customers.
The coupon below will facilitate your sending for these two
new Federated Sales and Service Helps.

This complete booklet on
PUBLIC

ADDRESS

SOUND EQUIPMENT
is

-

and

the only one of its kind

containing

a

complete list-

ing of sound equipment

Here is a radical departure from the
familiar form of mail order catalog. It
contains not only a complete listing of
sound equipment but is the first book
of its kind designed solely to aid in
solving your problem of direct client
solicitation. It should be your most
valuable tool in building up public ad-

dress and sound equipment sales. It
is well illustrated, concise yet complete.
Prices quoted are LIST PRICES which
may be shown to your customers. Confidential information pertaining to discounts will be given to accredited members of the trade only. Ask for your
copy by sending in the coupon below.

"Secure these valuable books From our nearest branch by just mentioning

"How to overcome
Auto Radio Noises"
Once again Federated pioneers a new service. This Pamphlet, written by Auto Radio
Specialists for service men and auto radio
dealers, is a valuable service manual.

It is a compilation of the results of a contest
recently conducted to make a study of Auto
Radio troubles. It lists most of the new
wrinkles and short cuts discovered by the
contestants.
You are interested in how to overcome
auto radio noises. This Pamphlet tells hew.
Think what it will mean to you in eliminating unnecessary service calls, and what a
tremendous help it will be in rendering
better service to your customers.

It covers in detail all makes of auto radio
sets for all makes of cars. Your request
for a copy, òn the coupon, below, will have
prompt attention.

FILL IN AND MAIL THIS COUPON!
FEDERATED PURCHASER, INC.
23-25 Park Place, New York City.
Gentlemen:

Without obligation send me
your:
'D "Public, Address and Sound

92-26MERRICK Romo

6RONX,N.Y.

534 E.60R[/HA1r1 Ro

NEWARK, N.J.
AVE.
273c E

Noises"

We think your idea of quoting list prices is
(is not) a step in the right direction. We
would (would not) like to see this done
in your next catalog.

Name
Address
City

ATLANTA,GA. PITTSBURG. PA. FCHICAGO.ILL . NEW YORKCITY
PLACE

631 SPRING ST. N.W.

343 BtYb.iths ALUES

1331 S.,MKHIGANAV.

Equipment"

(Check booklet desired)

Pedeaated Puachasep, Inc
JAMAICA,LI. NY

of

"How to Overcome Auto Radio
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PNILADEIPINIA,PA.
2909 N. BROAD
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ET a slice of the large profits others are making selling these
sepsational new RADIO KEGS.
RADIO KEG has been on the market long enough to demonstrate that it sells and sells fast. This profit making radio is a five
tube superheterodyne set and 61/2 inch dynamic speaker mounted in a
beautifully finished genuine quartersawed white oak keg measuring 10
inches high and 12 inches long. AC-DC-Automatic volume controlWide reception-Tone qualities unsurpassed-A man's radio in every
respect.
DOES IT SELL? Ask any jobber or dealer handling RADIO KEG
(we'll be glad to give you names)-he'll tell you that his sales have
been doubled-tripled time and time again.

ROdio

ReTRADEMARK

RADIO KEG is built to sell now! It's the only radio with that
popular appeal. A live wire line for live wire distributors and dealers
who are looking for immediate profits.
Get in step with the others-let us tell
you what they are doing with it-where
and how they are selling RADIO KEG.
It costs you nothing to investigate-so
don't pass up this opportunity.
TODAY-Wire or write factory direct
or see nearest RADIO KEG distributor.
(Licensed under patents of R

C

A)

R.K. RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc
6300-14 Northwest Highway

CHICAGO, ILL.
Radio Retailing, September, 1933
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1 t,ADIO prices are going up.

U.5.

Value -standards are changing.
WE DO OUR PART

such as
these, people tend to turn to
the name that, in the past, has stood for sound, dependable
value. Throughout the years Crosley has built just such a
name. Today, as always, the name Crosley means "the most
Under conditions

for your radio dollar."

Compare it with any other set
in the same price range. Compare them performance for performace, tube for tube, feature for feature, looks for looks,
price for price. Let the sets speak for themselves-and you'll
realize, as never before, the reason for Crosley's reputation .. .
Take any Crosley radio set.

a reputation that now is of greater importance to you, as a dealer,

than at any other time. Crosley values are the beacon that
guides the radio-buying public today.

CORPORATION
RADIO
THE CROSLEY
"the Nation's Station"-WL'I
JR., President
POWEL CROSLEY

WHATEVER HAPPENS

CINCINNATI

Home of

...YOU'RE THERE WITH A CROSLEY

R ARLEN
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4-pillar Construction
have made radio history. Each month of 1933 has established a higher sales record.
Dealers, jobbers and set manufacturers have bought them in larger
and larger quantities.
This pace will be maintained, even accelerated. Over $3,000,000
has been expended to develop and promote consumer and trade
acceptance. Intensive engineering and research activities, plus
fair price competition, aggressive sales and clean distribution
methods, will keep Raytheon Tubes among the leaders in sales
volume and profits. Raytheon quality
precise processing and
selected raw materials
means satisfied consumers. All radio
tubes are not alike; Raytheon Tubes are different. They alone
have the patented 4 -pillar Construction
manufactured by
Raytheon, a pioneer in the radio tube industry.
The pace will be maintained by original ideas in display material and advertising
window trims that bring customers into
stores and that get service men into set owners' homes. Newspaper and trade advertising starts in September in tune with
R.M.A.'s Prosperity Campaign. Raytheon Tubes are an integral
part of it and Radio Progress Week.
Dealer helps are ready. One of them, the "Raytheon Book of
Police Radio Mysteries"
for consumer distribution gives
promise of building greater consumer interest than the popular
Radio Star booklet. The window and counter displays and streamers are colorful and attractive. Raytheon 4 -pillar Tubes protect
dealers' and jobbers' profits. Dealers should write their jobbers
and jobbers should write the nearest Raytheon office for details
on Raytheon's Pace-setting Campaign.
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RAYTHEON PRODUCTION CORPORATION
30 East 42nd St.
55 Chapel Street
445 Lake Shore Drive
New York City
Newton, Mass.
Chicago
555 Howard Street
San Francisco
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